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FALLEN AMONG THIEVES
1.  A’BECKETT, Arthur.  Fallen Among Thieves.  A novel 

of  “Interest”.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Chapman and 
Hall.  Half  titles.  Original dark green morocco-grained 
cloth by Virtue & Co., boards blocked in blind, spine 
lettered & decorated in gilt.  v.g.

¶ Not in Sadleir;  Wolff  1.  Dedicated to the author’s 
father, Gilbert Abbott À Beckett.  In 1875 Arthur 
joined the staff  of  Punch, which his father had assisted 
in founding thirty years earlier.  He balanced careers 
as lawyer & journalist.  This, his first novel, is an early 
country house murder & detective story.

1870 £580

2.  ADAMS, Francis Colburn.  Manuel Pereira;  or, The sovereign rule of  South 
Carolina, with views of  southern laws, life, and hospitality.  Clarke, Beeton & Co.;  
Washington, DC:  Buell & Blanchard;  Philadelphia:  Willis P. Hazzard.  Half  title.  
Contemp. blue binders’ cloth, spine lettered and ruled in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  Circular 
booklabel of  J. Oswald Blake & small stamp ‘O. Blake’ on leading f.e.p.

¶ There are no copies of  this edition on Copac.  The Introduction is dated 
Charleston, South Carolina, 17 July 1852, and there does not appear to be 
another US edition, so this may well be the first.  This is a protest in novel form 
against the imprisonment and enslavement of  foreign seamen in ‘certain ports of  
the Slave States’.

[1852] £65

ARTS OF LIFE
3.  (AIKIN, John)  The Arts of  Life:  I. Of  providing food, II. Of  providing cloathing, 

III. Of  providing shelter;  described in a series of  letters.  For the instruction of  young 
persons:  by the author of  Evenings at Home.  2nd edn.  12mo.  J. Johnson.  8pp ads.  
Orig. half  green vellum, paper label, marbled boards;  expert repairs to spine.  v.g.

¶ First published in 1802.  The art of  living with advice given in the form of  
letters from an ‘affectionate friend’.  

1807 £120

A’BECKETT
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AINSWORTH, William Harrison

AINSWORTH’S TUPPENNY SQUIB
4.  The Boeotian.  Nos. 1, 3, 4 & 5 (of  six published), March 20th - April 17th.  

Manchester:  Thomas Sowler, St. Ann’s Square.  8pp each issue.  Disbound.
¶ Copac records only Chetham’s Library, which has a complete run;  not 
on OCLC.  Four issues of  an incredibly scarce periodical produced by the 
19-year-old Ainsworth.  Preceded only by Ainsworth’s contributions to Arliss’s 
Magazine, his first novel, Sir John Chiverton and a collection of  stories, December 
Tales, 1821-23.
The Boeotian, sold at 2d., contained stories, essays and verse, opening with A Tale 
of  Mystery, Echoes of  the South No. 1, The Lover’s Melancholy & A Few Words 
on Ourselves.  No. 2 continues Marian Seaforth of  Pine Hollow which continues 
into No. 4, (accompanied by The Ladies’ Bazaar) concluding in No. 5 where The 
Seller of  Himself  is complete & ending with Our Conversazione.

1824 £500

LETTERS FROM COCKNEY LANDS
5.  Letters from Cockney Lands.  FIRST EDITION.  John Ebers.  Half  title, errata leaf  

at end.  Sl. thinning of  areas of  titlepage from removal of  small label to verso.  A very 
nice clean copy, uncut, excellently rebound in suitable blue boards, drab paper spine.

¶ The first edition was followed by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th editions published by 
W. Sams in 1827.  Ainsworth moved to London in 1824 and later met John 
Ebers, who was proprietor of  the Opera House, Haymarket and a publisher.  
He married Eber’s daughter, Fanny, and Eber published this volume of  verses.  
‘That the present Work should be offered anonymously to the public, must 
be ascribed to the Author’s unwillingness to forfeit his present relations with 
society, in which he might be considered a dangerous character, if  known to 
be connected with the press as now conducted.’  A poetical description of  the 
capital, addressed to Ned.

1826 £600

AINSWORTH
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LORD MAYOR OF LONDON
6.  The Lord Mayor of  London:  or, City Life in the Last Century.  FIRST EDITION.  3 

vols.  Chapman and Hall.  Original magenta wavy-grained cloth, blocked in blind, coat 
of  arms in gilt to front boards, spines lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded.  Booklabel of  
George Staehl vol. I;  modern booklabels of  Lucius Wilmfording in all three volumes.

¶ Sadleir 19;  Wolff  58 (‘The Ainsworth three-decker that I waited longest for’);  
Locke p.43.  A vivid picture of  the City of  London, both high and low life, in the 
reign of  George III.

1862 £580

WITH ALS FROM THE AUTHOR
7.  The Miser’s Daughter:  a tale.  With illustrations by George Cruikshank.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  Cunningham & Mortimer.  Fronts & plates;  plates browned & 
spotted in places, esp. in vol. II.  Following e.p. replaced vol. III.  Uncut in orig. dark 
green vertical-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines lettered in gilt;  vol. II 
boards rather damp-marked, sl. wear to tails of  spines.  A decent copy in custom-made 
black cloth box.

¶ Locke pp23-4;  Wolff  61 (’very rare’);  Cohn 17.  Seventh on Sadleir’s list of  
comparative Ainsworth scarcities.  Tipped on to the leading endpaper in  vol. I is 
a one-page autograph note from Ainsworth to, ‘My dear Vansittart’, expressing 
regret that he cannot accept an invitation, explaining ‘I am dining on that day 
with Mrs Hopkins’.  Signed ‘W. Harrison Ainsworth’, undated save ‘Jany 16th’.  
The recipient is possibly the renowned English barrister and Christian Socialist, 
Edward Vansittart Neale, 1810–1892, or Nicholas Vansittart, 1st Baron Bexley, 
1766-1851, Chancellor of  the Exchequer in the 1820s.

1842 £280

FROM THE LIBRARY OF MELTON CONSTABLE HALL
8.  Old Saint Paul’s:  a tale of  the plague and the fire.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Hugh 

Cunningham.  Fronts, vols I & II, plates: 2pp cata.  Contemp. half  scarlet calf, gilt 
spines, dark green morocco labels.  Inscription on leading pasteowns (obsucred by 
Hastings armorial bookplate in vols I & II):  ‘Delaval Loftus Astley, Melton Constable, 
Norfolk, March 1843’.  A very handsome copy in a recent maroon cloth slipcase.

¶ Locke, pp20-1;  Sadleir 24;  Wolff  64.  Issued without half  titles.   From the 
library of  Delaval Loftus Astley, 18th Baron Hastings, at Melton Constable 
Hall, Norfolk.  A lively romance, drawing on Defoe’s Journal of  a Plague Year and 
Hugo’s Notre Dame.

1841 £250

AINSWORTH
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FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION
9. Rookwood:  a romance.  4th edn, complete in one volume with 

illustrations by George Cruikshank.  John Macrone.  Additional 
engr. titlepage, front. port., plates;  sl. browning & offsetting to 
titlepage.  Contemp. half  tan calf  by Simms of  Manchester, gilt 
spine, maroon morocco label;  sl. rubbed but a handsome copy in 
a modern maroon cloth slipcase.  Armorial bookplate of  William 
Edward Royds.

¶ Cohn 11.  The first illustrated edition being ‘the most 
sought after and the most valuable edition’. (Locke)  
Bound without the final ad leaf.  

1836 £250
__________

COLOUR PLATES
10.  AKERMAN, John Yonge.  Remains of  Pagan Saxondom.  FIRST 

EDITION.  4to.  John Russell Smith.  Half  title, vigette 
 title, illus. with 40 colour plates.  Orig. green cloth, paper spine label;  head & tail of  

spine a little worn, inner hinges cracking.
¶ Forty plates, each accompanied by two or three pages of  text, illustrating 
artefacts and archaeological curiosities representative of  Saxon England.  
Akerman, 1806-1873, was fellow and secretary of  the Society of  Antiquities, and 
a noted numismatist.  See also item 51.

1855 £180

THE WONDERFUL LAMP
11.  ALADDIN.  The History of  Aladdin;  or, The Wonderful Lamp.  New York:  

McLoughlin Bro’s.  8 hand-coloured illus.  Orig. pink pictorial printed paper wrappers;  
small tear to upper margin, repaired, sl. dulled.  v.g.  8pp.

¶ An attractive example of  an early McLoughlin brothers children’s publication 
prior to their successful expansion into colour printing in the 1860s.  The 
contemporaneously hand-coloured woodcut illustrations, taking up half  or more 
of  each page with verse beneath, are by Robert H. Elton, engraver and printer, 
who founded Elton & Co. with John McLouglin in 1840.    

[c.1858] £180

AINSWORTH
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THE LADIES CALLING - FINE BINDING
12.  (ALLESTREE, Richard)  The Ladies Calling, in Two Parts.  By the author of  The 

Whole Duty of  Man, &c.  The fifth impression.  (Oxford):  at the Theater.  [xxiv], 270, 
[2]pp, frontispiece, vignette title.  Near contemporary full red morocco, elaborately 
tooled in gilt panel design with floral & star motifs, raised bands, spine gilt in 
compartments;  extremities sl. rubbed, spine sl. worn & darkened.  a.e.g.

¶ ESTC R3511, with the weathercock on the engraved titlepage pointing to 
the left.  First published in 1673.  Richard Allestree, 1619-1681, was a cleric, 
scholar, and the provost of  Eton College;  he was also a stanch Royalist 
both before and after the Civil War, and was known to carry despatches 
between Royal sympathisers and Charles II while he was in exile during the 
Commonwealth period.
The first part of  this work outlines ideal feminine behaviour, and includes 
sections on modesty, meekness, compassion, affability, and piety.  The 
second part addresses the phases of  a woman’s life: Virgins, Wives, Widows, 
and ‘The Close’. 

1677 £480

ALLESTREE



STRANGER’S TICKET
13. ALMACK’S.  Admission Ticket.  Attractive oval engraved ‘ticket’.  A classical scene, 

depicting, within a laurel-wreath roundel, a young woman dancing with Cupid, while 
another seated woman strums a lyre.  Engraved ticket printed in black on paper, 11 

x 14cm.  In the section below the plate mark, written in 
a contemporary hand: ‘at Almack’s Wednesday 9th April 
1783’.  v.g. 

¶ Almack’s Assembly Rooms, founded by William 
Almack in London’s fashionable St James’s in 
1765, allowed (for an annual subscription of  10 
guineas) the upper echelons of  London society 
weekly entrance to an elegant Wednesday-night ball.  
Membership was severely restricted to those with 
connections and means, with a powerful committee 
constantly ensuring standards did not slip.  Members 
were allowed to apply for ‘Stranger’s Tickets’ if  
they wished to bring a guest, but these were only 
granted with the approval of  the Patroness (a role 
taken in turn by the female committee members) 
following a face-to-face inspection.  The club saw 
its heyday in the Regency period, the Wednesday 
night balls gaining almost legendary status for their 
sophistication and exclusivity.  To be denied access to 
Almack’s became the direst of  social woes.  The 

popularity of  Almack’s had waned by the time of  the silver fork novel Almack’s by 
Marianne Spencer Husdon (1827), and Almack’s Revisited by Charles White (1828).  
This ticket, numbered 254 in a neat hand in the top left corner, was issued when 
Almack’s was at the height of  its popularity.  It is printed ‘M Fiervilles Ball’;  
not further identified, but possibly a wealthy sponsor (as suggested by a similar 
example in the Bodleian Library).

1783 £325 †

ALMANACKS  

IN MONTHLY PARTS - ILLUSTRATED BY RICHARD DOYLE
14.  A’BECKETT, Gilbert Abbott.  The Almanack of  the Month:  a review of  everything 

and everybody.  In XI original parts.  16mo.  Punch Office.  Initial ads in all but parts I & 
IV, illus. after Richard Doyle, prelims for vols. I & II bound into parts VI & XII.  Orig. 
illus. printed paper wrappers;  sl. browned, 
some wear with the occasional chip to spine 
& fore-edge.  Seven front wrappers with 
contemp. signature of  Robert Cunliffe.  A 
scarce survival in excellent condition.  In a 
custom-made blue cloth double slipcase.  

¶ Published in two volumes in the same 
year.  Although bound copies are not 
uncommon, the original parts are scarce.  
An almanack, illustrated by Richard Doyle 
and published at the offices of  Punch, with 
comic monthly reviews of  literature, the 
arts, and society at large.   

1846 £350

1871 IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS
15.  CASSELL.  Cassell’s Illustrated Almanack for 1871.  Cassell, Petter, & Galpin.  Front., 

illus. title, illus.  Orig. colour printed wrappers, sewn as issued;  some sl. wear to spine, 
but a nice copy.  80pp.

¶ Price sixpence.
1871 £65

ALMACK’S



UNRECORDED DUBLIN BROADSIDE ALMANAC
16.  OLD.  Old Poor Robin Correct, For the Year 1818.  Price sixpence.  Dublin, O’Meara.  

Single sheet folio broadside printed on poor paper;  dusted, creased, tear repaired 
without loss, small lower outer corner of  blank margin cut away.  51 x 33cm.

¶ This almanack, and the printer/publisher O’Meara, not recorded on Copac.
1818 £85

17.  POOR RICHARD.  Poor Richard’s Almanack, and farmer’s 
calendar for 1849:  with a veterinary tablet.  With illustrations.  A. 
Ryle & Co.  Vignette title, illus.  Sewn as issued in orig. printed 
pictorial blue paper wrappers;  sl. marked & creased.  v.g.  36pp.  

¶ With an illustrated veterinary tablet by J. Johnson including receipts 
for rules to be remembered for blood letting, rules for knowing a 
horse’s age, ointment for swollen udder, &c.  

1849 £35

18. TIME’S TELESCOPE.  Time’s Telescope 
for 1827;  or, a complete guide to the almanack:  
containing an explanation of  Saints’ Days and 
holidays;  with illustrations of  British history and antiquities, notice of  
obsolete rites and customs, sketches of  comparative chronology, and 
contemporary biography.  Astronomical occurrences in every month;  
comprising remarks on the phenomena of  the celestial bodies: and the 
naturalist’s diary;  explaining the various appearances in the animal and 
vegetable kingdoms, and including a view of  Scotian botany.  Published 
annually.  Printed for Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper.  Front., title printed 
in red & black.  Uncut in orig. printed boards with harvest figure vignette;  
corners sl. bumped, hinges sl. worn.  A beautiful copy in original boards.

¶ First issued in 1814, it is an almanac that is meant to be read 
rather than briefly consulted and the entries are lengthy and 
detailed.

1827 £110

THE FIRST WHITAKER’S ALMANACK
19.  WHITAKER, Joseph.  An Almanack for the Year of  Our Lord 

1869.  Containing the usual astronomical and other phenomena.  
Also a large amount of  information respecting the government, 
finances, population, commerce, and general statistics of  the 
British Empire throughout the world, with some notice of  other 
countries, &c. &c.  J. Whitaker.  2pp initial ads, dec. titlepage 
printed in red & black, 13pp ads.  Evidence of  label removal 
from leading f.e.p.  Rebound in contemp. green binder’s cloth, 
red roan spine lettered in gilt;  extremities v. sl. rubbed.  A nice 
copy of  the first issue of  this important and enduring almanack.

¶ Joseph Whitaker began preparing the first issue of  his 
almanack in the autumn of  1868, though its release was 
delayed so he could incorporate details of  the new Gladstone 
administration following the resignation of  Benjamin Disraeli 
on December 1st of  that year.  Whitaker’s Almanack is still 
published today, and its publisher, Bloomsbury, calls it:  ‘The 
ultimate single-volume reference book. It is a treasure trove 
of  facts and figures about today’s ever-changing world — 
from detailed information on the UK monarchy, government 
departments, health and education systems to extensive and 
authoritative data on every country in the world.’  

1869 £350
__________

ALMANACKS



EAST COAST GENTLEMEN’S CLUBS
20.  AMERICAN CLUBS.  GARDNER, FitzRoy.  Seven Temporary Private Club 

Membership Tickets with an ALS to Gardner.  Printed cards, completed in manuscript, 
issued to F. Gardner of  London between November 1896 to January 1897, with one ms. 
letter on monogrammed card.

¶ The cards are issued from six clubs on the East Coast of  the United States, five 
from New York City and one from Philadelphia.  FitzRoy Gardner, 1856-1936, 
was the long-time manager of  actor Herbert Beerbohm Tree, and author of  
several theatrical memoirs including 
More Reminiscences of  an Old Bohemian 
(1926).  He accompanied Tree on his 
second trip to America from November 
to January 1896/97.  Gardner was 
evidently a well-connected man, 
receiving temporary membership for the 
prestigious Manhattan establishments 
The Players Club, Metropolitan Club, 
The Manhattan Club, Lotos Club, 
University Club, as well as the Arts Club 
of  Philadelphia.  Given his profession 
it is unsurprising that Gardner had 
a favourite haunt - there are two
cards for The Players Club showing that 
he extended his membership when the 
first temporary card expired.  
Along with the membership cards, is a note from a Mr. W.R. Davis, written on 
Christmas Day 1896:  ‘My dear Mr Gardner; what a beastly thing for a sober 
family man like yourself  to be away from home at Christmas tide!  As a slight 
token of  sympathy permit me to proffer you a Case of  Consolation.  [The 
wine, unfortunately, is no longer present!]  In the quietness of  some evening 
hour may your vision of  absent faces beloved be sweeter because of  friendly 
words spoken on this side of  the sea.’  It is possible that Davis’s letter is 
slightly tongue-in-cheek, considering Gardner seems to have had a very active 
social life.  A fun group of  ephemera offering a glimpse into the life of  a 
decadent ‘90s man about town.

1896-97 £180 †

SCENES IN INDIA BY WILLIAM DANIELL
21. ANNUAL.  The Oriental Annual, or Scenes in India.  By the Rev. 

Hobart Caunter, B.D. with twenty-two engravings from drawings 
by William Daniell, R.A.  For the Proprietor, by Charles Tilt.  
Engr. front. & title, plates, 8pp ads.  E.p.s at some time replaced.  
Orig. olive-brown embossed morocco, dec. in blind, centrepieces 
of  elephants in gilt, sl rubbed, otherwise v.g.  Armorial bookplate 
of  the Traill family, Castlehill House, near Thurso, Scotland.  a.e.g.

¶ The Traill family crest shows the pillar of  civilisation 
rising from bedrock, apt for a man, James Traill, who 
established the village of  Castletown, Caithness, a 
centre of  the flagstone trade. A fire in 1967 caused the 
demolition of  the fine 18th century manor house which 
overlooked the harbour.  William Daniell RA,1769–
1837, was an English landscape and marine painter, 
and printmaker, notable for his work in aquatint.  He 
travelled extensively in India in the company of  his 
uncle, Thomas Daniell, with whom he collaborated 
on one of  the finest illustrated works of  the period – 
Oriental Scenery, 1795-1808.

1838 £180

AMERICAN CLUBS



ANONYMOUS 

UNRECORDED STAMFORD JEST BOOK
22.  The Complete Jest Book;  or, Collection of  Oddities:  

containing the magazine of  mirth, the laughing philosopher, 
the banisher of  the blue devils, the budget of  fun, the 
fun box, and the mirror of  mirth;  being a selection of  
jests, bon mots, witticisms, epitaphs, &c. &c.  Stamford:  
John Drakard;  sold also by Baldwin & Co., London;  
Mozley, Derby;  and all other booksellers.  Six plates 
by Hopwood as frontispieces to each part.  Uncut in 
orig. drab printed boards;  worn but largely still legible, 
neatly rebacked.  Contemp. inscription of  William and 
Sarah Rawlinson on leading pastedown.

¶ Not on Copac as a collection, and none of  the constituent 
36pp parts, which were originally issued separately;  they are 
individually paginated (1)-36, (except for The Banisher of  the Blue 
Devils which is (3)-38pp) and retain the holes in inner margins 
from the original stab-sewing.  Drakard was publishing 1800-1832;  
the back cover advertises the Life of  Col. Wardle which BL dates (1810)? & there is 
also a reference to ‘the coming of  the year 1811’.  Fore-margin to one leaf  in The 
Fun Box torn close to, but not affecting, text.  Contemp. ownership inscription of  
William Rawlinson.

[1810] £150

PRIZE GOOSEBERRIES
23. The Gooseberry Growers’ Register;  or, An account of  the different 

gooseberry shows held in Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, 
Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and other parts of  the 
Kingdom and the United States of  America.  For the year 1887, 
to which is added a tabular form showing the number of  prizes 
obtained by each sort of  berries at the different meetings;  also the 
Champion Berry for each year since 1809.  Macclesfield:  Printed by 
G.J. Goodwin, published by Charles Leicester.  Contemp. pebble-
grained cloth;  front board sl. creased.

¶ This year (and most others) not on Copac.  The first 
recorded is 1803, also 1839, 1843 and 1852 and there is 
reference to the final edition in 1895.

1887 £45

PRINCE LEE BOO
24.  The History of  Prince Lee Boo, a native of  the Pelew Islands, 

brought to England by Captn. Wilson.  A new edition.  E. 
Newbery.  vi, 178, [6]pp ads.  12mo.  Front. port., 5 plates, 
one partly hand-coloured.  Orig. marbled boards, green vellum 
spine;  edges worn and remains only of  paper label.  Ownership 
inscriptions of  Louisa Bazett 1792 & ‘Hen. C.P. Bazett’.

¶ ESTC T138613, Roscoe J170 (3A).  ESTC does not mention 
the plates in this edition.  An abstract, for children, of  Keate’s 
account of  his shipwreck and rescue from the island of  
Oroolong, Western Palau (formerly Pelew) in 1783.  Upon his 
rescue, Captain Wilson agreed to bring Prince Lee Boo, the 
second son of  Ibedul, ruler of  the Pelew Islands, to Britain.  
He engaged in London society before dying of  smallpox six 
months after his arrival at the age of  just 20.

[1790?] £150

ANONYMOUS



INCENSED PROTESTANTS
25.  Incensed Protestants Versus Incensed Ritualists.  100th thousand.  William Freeman.  

Lithographs.  Partially uncut in illus paper wrappers as issued;  sl. dusted.  4pp text.
¶ BL, Oxford & NLS only on Copac.  A satirical pamphlet attacking the Ritualist 
movement within the Anglican church.  7 lithographs (including covers) with 4pp 
index to sketches.  

[1868] £75

THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS
26.  The Language of  Flowers.  FIRST EDITION.  16mo.  Brown, Hatchard & Sons.  Orig. 

deep red cloth-covered boards;  cloth on front board sl. lifted.  A nice copy.  64pp.
¶ Not in BL;  Oxford and Cambridge only on Copac.  A list of  flowers with 
‘Sentiments’ attached.

[c. 1880] £35

THE FIRST RULES OF PING-PONG.
27.  Official Edition of  the Laws of  Ping-Pong compiled by the Ping-Pong Association.  

J. Jaques & Son and Hamley Bros (Jointly concerned).  Orig. printed drab printed 
wrappers, stapled as issued;  somewhat marked & worn, staples rusted.  16pp.

¶ Not on Copac.  Ping-Pong or Table Tennis originated amongst army officers 
in India during the 1860s and 70s. But in 1901 Jacques & Son patented the name 
‘Ping-Pong’ and created the ‘Official’ laws published here.  Others had to use the 
term ‘Table Tennis’.  ‘The Laws’ occupy pp7-16, other pages are advertisements 
for equipment.

[1901] £120

EXPERIMENTS, TRICKS, FIREWORKS
28. The Young Man’s Book of  Amusement.  Containing the most interesting and 

instructive experiments in various branches of  science.  To which is added all the 
popular tricks and changes in cards;  and the art of  making fireworks.  Halifax:  
Milner and Sowerby.  Large fold-out front., some vignette text woodcuts.  Milner 
& Sowerby ads on e.ps.  Orig. dark brown cloth, neatly recased.  Neat contemp. 
ownership inscriptions of  R. Owsley.  Booksellers & bookbinders ticket of  John 
Bent, Leicester.  v.g.

¶ The first edition was published by Milner in 1839;  this edition recorded 
at York Minster Library only.  A compelling collection of  experiments and 
tricks to delight every schoolboy:  inhaling laughing gas, artificial earthquake, 
magical explosion, dancing balls, a portable diorama, light produced by sugar, 
magical properties of  figures, a five pound note all in flame without burning it, 
culminating in the art of  making fireworks.

1854 £125
__________

ANONYMOUS
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AFFECTION’S OFFERING FOR YOUTH
29.  ANTHOLOGY.  The Youth’s Cabinet;  or, Affection’s offering for youth.  D. Omer 

Smith.  Front., a little spotted, illus.  Orig. blue embossed cloth, gilt;  a little rubbed.  
Inscription on leading f.e.p.  ‘William Henry Bird a present from London by Father.’

¶ TCD only on Copac.  A scarce juvenile compendium of  tales.  Most are 
offered anonymously, but the authors named are Mrs S.C. Hall, Mrs Opie, Miss 
Leslie, Malcolm Campbell.

[1850] £45

JOHN WILKES’ COPY
30.  ARISTIDES, Aelius.  Aelii Aristidis Adrianensis Opera Omnia Graece & Latine, 

in duo volumina distributa ...  Oxonii:  E Theatro Sheldoniano.  2 vols.  4to.  
Contemporary full calf, raised bands, maroon morocco labels;  boards worn, especially 
vol. II, rubbing to head & tail of  spines.  Armorial bookplate of  John Wilkes vol. I 
(removed in vol. II).  

¶ ESTC T133617.  The copy of  the radical journalist and politician John Wilkes, 
1725-1797.

1722/1730 £280

AUSTEN, Jane
 

MARIA GRAHAM’S COPIES OF JANE AUSTEN’S NOVELS - 
PURCHASED IN EDINBURGH IN 1818

31.  A Contemporary Collection of  Early Editions of  the Works of  Jane Austen.  Some 
browning, foxing & occasional sl. marking.  Uniformly bound, without half  titles, in 
half  vellum, blue cloth boards, spines lettered in black.  Ownership inscriptions of  M. 
Callcott, 1818, Lucy H. Callcott, 1845, Rosamund Brunel Gotch née Horsley, 1886, and 
Rosamund Strode, 1949.  A v.g. attractive set.

¶ A remarkable collection of  first and early editions of  Jane Austen’s novels with 
a wonderful provenance, detailed on the leading blanks in Northanger Abbey.  First 
purchased in Edinburgh in 1818 by the renowned travel writer, bibliophile, and 
children’s author Maria Graham, née Dundas, later Lady Callcott, 1785-1842, 
the set was ‘rebound at Kensington’ in 1834. It was then ‘rebound in Oxford’ in 
1896.  Its three owners after Graham were women within her family, including 
her biographer, Rosamund Brunel Gotch and Rosamund Strode, the keeper of  
manuscripts at the Britten-Pears Library.
David Gilson, in A Bibliography of  Jane Austen (1982), writes that ‘over the years 
a small number of  collections of  early editions of  the novels has come to light 
in uniform contemporary bindings’.  It is likely that such sets of  mixed editions 
were put together after the publication of  Northanger Abbey and Persuasion in 
1818 using remainder stock from the holdings of  both John Murray (with whom 
Graham enjoyed a ‘sincere and lasting friendship’) and Thomas Egerton.  This 
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set conforms precisely to Gilson’s suggestion, consisting of  Sense and Sensibility, 
second edition (Gilson A2), Pride and Prejudice, third edition (Gilson A5), Mansfield 
Park second edition (Gilson A7), Emma, first edition (Gilson A8) and Northanger 
Abbey and Persuasion, first edition (Gilson A9).  This combination is the same as 
the set sold at Sotheby’s in June 1993, bound in contemporary half  red calf.  
Lady Maria Callcott, 1785-1842, is described by ODNB as ‘one of  the most 
significant travel writers of  the early nineteenth century’.  Her papers are held at 
the National Library of  Scotland.  She travelled in India, Italy and South America 
with her first husband, Thomas Graham, writing extensive observations and 
publishing numerous works including Journal of  a Residence in India, 1812, and 
Journal of  a Residence in Chile during the year 1822, 1823, though she is today perhaps 
best remembered for her children’s book Little Arthur’s History of  England, 1835.  
She married Graham in 1808 and in 1818 they were living in Edinburgh where 
she purchased this set.  
Following her husband’s death at sea in 1822, Maria remained in South America, 
returning home to arrange publication of  her travel journals between 1824 and 
1825, and eventually moving back to Britain for good in 1826 when she was 
engaged to write articles and as a reader for her close friend John Murray, the 
publisher of  Austen’s final two novels.  She remarried the landscape painter 
Augustus Wall Callcott, 1779-1844, and moved to Kensington where these 
volumes were rebound in 1834.  A prolific and perceptive reader who ‘borrowed 
from every book-lover among her friends – all were fish which came into her 
far-flung net’ (p.161 Maria, Lady Callcott: the creator of  ‘Little Arthur’, Rosamund 
Gotch, 1937).  Such friends were many, and included Maria Edgeworth, Harriet 
Martineau, Joanna Baillie, Jane Marcet, and Caroline Fox.  She especially 
enjoyed history and the work of  Byron (with whom she corresponded) and 
Scott, who she read with critical interest. Of  Austen, Graham mentions Emma 
providing ‘a great solace’ during a period of  illness when ‘stout reading’ was 
forbidden, ‘not that I think it equal to “Pride and Prejudice”’ (p.156).  Given her 
great prominence among, and ready association with, the leading writers (and 
publisher) of  the day it is perhaps surprising that we can find no evidence that 
Graham and Austen met.  Nevertheless, it is interesting to note from Graham’s 
writing that Austen influenced her contemporaries’ views of  Georgian society in 
much the same way as she informs modern readers’ perceptions today.  In her 
Journal of  a Residence in Chile, Graham writes that ‘As to the English, what can I 
say? They are very like all one sees at home, in their rank of  life; and the ladies, 
very good persons doubtless, would require Miss Austen’s pen to make them 
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interesting.’  Mourning a childhood friend who died in 1841, she wrote that ‘the 
two brothers & I are all that remain of  that numerous merry fire side. - But you 
know them & knew them not—they were of  the class & kind that Miss Austen 
delighted to paint—that sweet English middle life’.
Maria (Graham) Callcott died childless and passed this set to her niece Lucy 
H. Callcott.  Lucy bequeathed it to Rosamund Brunel Gotch, née Horsley, an 
accomplished artist, costume designer and writer, daughter of  the painter John 
Callcott Horsley (great nephew of  Maria’s husband Augustus), granddaughter 
to the composer William Horsley, and niece to Isambard Kingdom Brunel.  In 
1937 Gotch published her biography of  Maria Callcott, Maria, Lady Callcott: the 
creator of  ‘Little Arthur’.  On Gotch’s death in 1949, the set was passed to her 
granddaughter Rosamund Strode, musical assistant to Benjamin Britten and 
subsequently keeper of  manuscripts at the Britten-Pears Library in Aldeburgh.  
On her death, in 2010, this set was found on top of  Strode’s grand piano at her 
house in Aldeburgh.  
With thanks to Dr Carl Thompson, University of  Surrey, who is currently writing 
an academic study of  Graham’s career.

1.   Sense and Sensibility.  Second edition.  In three volumes.  By the Author 
of  “Pride and Prejudice”.  T. Egerton.  1813.  Some sl. foxing & occasional 
marking.  Gilson A2.

2.   Pride and Prejudice.  Third edition.  In two volumes.  By the Author of  
“Sense and Sensibility.”  T. Egerton.  1817.  Sl. browned with occasional light 
foxing and, in vol. I, gutter margin neatly strengthened at p.3 & final leaf, 
small marginal tear p.67, old paper repair p.359.

3.   Mansfield Park.  Second edition.  In three volumes.  By the Author of  “Pride 
and Prejudice”.  J. Murray.  1816.  Vol. I, small tear to gutter margin of  title, 
small internal hole not affecting text p. 67, old paper repair p. 359;  vol. 
II, small internal hole p.3, small tear to gutter margin p.95;  vol. III, small 
marginal tears to p.161 & p. 221.

4.   Emma:  a novel.  FIRST EDITION.  In three volumes.  John Murray.  1816.  
Vol. I, margin strengthened p.1;  vol. II, small marginal tear p.163/4, small tear 
to lower corner p. 289;  vol. III, paper flaw sl. affecting text p.190/191. Vol. I, 
titlepage neatly strengthened at gutter margin, neat repair to tear p.299/300.  

5.   Northanger Abbey:  and Persuasion.  By the Author of  “Pride and Prejudice”, 
“Mansfield Park”, &c.  FIRST EDITION.  In four volumes.  John Murray.  
1818.  Vol. I,  titlepage neatly strengthened at gutter margin, tear with sl. loss 
to one word of  text, neatly repaired, p.299/300.

1813-1818 £55,000
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EMMA:  FIRST EDITION IN CONTEMPORARY BINDING
32.  Emma:  a novel.  By the Author of  “Pride and Prejudice,” &c. &c.  FIRST EDITION.  

3 vols.  12mo.  John Murray.  Bound without half  titles.  Ad. on verso of  final leaf  
vol. III.  Vol. I gathering B5-B8 very neatly reinserted at an early point, with the light 
spotting matching the surrounding leaves;  small marginal tear to N3 vol. II with sl. loss 
but not affecting text.  Contemp. full tan calf, blind-stamped floral borders with fleur-
de-lys cornerpieces, spines lettered & ruled in gilt and with blind-stamped devices;  sl. 
rubbing, expertly executed minor repairs to heads of  hinges.  Contemp. signatures of  
Mary Rawson on leading pastedown of  each vol. & later armorial bookplates of  (the 
Viscounts) Mountgarret, of  Stanley Hall near Harrogate, Yorkshire.

¶ Gilson A8.
1816 £16,500
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33.  Emma.  With an introduction by Joseph Jacobs and illustrations by Chris Hammond.  
George Allen.  Half  title, front., illus. throughout.  Orig. dark green cloth, front board 
& spine lettered & pictorially blocked with floral design in gilt;  spine v. sl. dulled, one 
corner sl. bumped.  Bookseller’s ticket:  B.H. Blackwell, Oxford.  t.e.g.  A nice copy of  
this attractively produced edition.

¶ Gilson E92.
1898 £450

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE:  ORIGINAL GLAZED CLOTH
34.  Pride and Prejudice.  A novel.  FIRST ONE-VOLUME EDITION.  Richard Bentley. 

(Standard Novels, no. XXX.)  Series title, front., additional engr. title;  plates a little 
foxed, otherwise a nice clean copy.  Orig. glazed plum cloth, black paper labels blocked 
in gilt;  expertly rebacked retaining upper third of  original spine & title label, series label 
replaced, spine faded, very sl. cocked.  Signature of  S. Ramsden Roe, November 1833, 
on leading f.e.p.  A nice copy.

¶ Gilson D5:  the first one-volume edition.  The Gentleman’s Magazine, 1831, 
records the marriage of  Reverend Samuel Ramsden Roe of  Grafton, Manor 
House, Worcestershire.  

1833 £2,500

LARGE PAPER COPY OF PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
35.  Pride and Prejudice, with a preface by George Sainsbury and illustrations by Hugh 

Thomson.  George Allen.  Half  title, front. & India Proof  illus. within text.  Half  
brown crushed morocco by Sangorski & Sutcliffe.  v.g.

¶ Gilson E78, the first edition illustrated by Thomson.   Issued in the famous 
‘peacock’ binding and also in a plain blue cloth;  this large paper edition, 
published simultaneously, is one of  250 copies printed for England and 25 
copies for America.  Loosely inserted is a printed notice stating that ‘The original 
drawings by Mr. Hugh Thomson, for this edition of  Pride and Prejudice, are for 
sale at The Fine Art Society’s 148, New Bond St., London.  N.B.  They are drawn 
on a much larger scale than the reproductions.  Particulars will be sent on application.’

1894 £2,800
__________

AUSTEN
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PRESENTATION COPY
36.  (BAKER, William)  Quærenda;  or, Two Historical Secrets.  FIRST EDITION.  

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.  Largely unopened in orig. blue dec. cloth;  sl. rubbed.  
Presentation inscription on titlepage:  ‘Rachel Mary Rutter.  A souvenir of  the Rev. W. 
Baker & Mrs Baker.  May 1908’.  v.g.

¶ BL, Oxford and NLS only on Copac.  ‘The Romance of  Solomon’ and ‘The 
Lamp of  Allah’;  with two appendixes:  ‘The Song of  Solomon’ and ‘The 
Wonderful Lamp’.  The BL notes that William Baker was vicar of  Crambe, and 
that he died in 1908.  This is possibly a presentation from his wife after her 
husband’s death, with one online record suggests the day of  death as April 4th.   

1879 £75

PEDLAR’S PACK
37.  BALDWIN, Louisa, Mrs. Alfred.  The Pedlar’s Pack.  With nine coloured 

illustrations by Chas. Pears, author and illustrator of  Mr. Punch’s Book for Children. 
FIRST EDITION.  W. & R. Chambers.  Col. front., illus., plates.  Orig. beige cloth, 
blocked in black.  A nice crisp copy.

¶ Louisa Baldwin (nee MacDonald), 1845-1925, is best remembered for her 
1895 work The Shadow on the Blind and Other Ghost Stories.  She was married to 
businessman and politician Alfred Baldwin, and their son Stanley Baldwin 
was Prime Minister in the mid 1930s.  Louisa and her sisters, known as Pre-
Raphaelite beauties, were famous for their high-profile marriages and offspring; 
her eldest sister Alice married John Kipling and together they had a son called 
Rudyard, Georgiana was married to Edward Burne-Jones, and Agnes married 
painter Edward Poynter.  This work is dedicated to Agnes.

[1904] £70

38.  BALLANTYNE, Robert Michael.  The Eagle Cliff;  a tale of  the Western Isles.  
New edn.  S.W. Partridge & Co.  Front., plates & illus., 32pp cata;  text block sl. 
browned.  Orig. sand-grained scarlet cloth, blocked in black, lettered in black & gilt.  
Sunday School prize label, 1911.  A v.g. bright copy.

¶ First published in 1889.  A nautical adventure set on Scotland’s west coast.
[c.1910] £38

BAKER
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39. BARCLAY, Robert.  A Short Account of  the Life and Writings 
of  Robert Barclay.  Printed & Sold by W. Phillips.  Contemp. 
speckled calf, spine ruled in gilt;  head of  spine chipped, front 
hinge split but sound, a little rubbed.  Ink signature on leading f.e.p.

¶ Robert Barclay, 1648-1690, was a Scottish Quaker, and 
the absentee governor of  the American ‘province’ of  East 
New Jersey;  he is considered one of  the great theological 
writers of  the seventeenth century.  Though his fervent 
defence of  Quakerism caused him to be arrested a number 
of  times, he eventually became a favourite of  James II 
and spent time at Court.  He was an absentee governor of  
East Jersey from 1682-1690, and never actually visited the 
colony, instead he appointed deputy governors who were 
based there.

1802 £85

THE ART OF PLANTS
40.  BARNARD, George.  Handbook of  Foliage and Foreground Drawing.  Illustrated 

by numerous examples of  trees, shrubs, climbing, meadow, and water plants:  with 
explanations shewing the best method of  acquiring the characteristic touch for each.  
FIRST EDITION.  Ingram, Cooke.  60 plates inc. engr. title.  Orig. light green cloth 
blocked in blind, dec. & lettered in gilt;  inner hinges sl. weak.  v.g.

¶ Profusely illustrated, aiming to ‘assist the pupils in art at Rugby and elsewhere ...’.
1853 £65

‘FOR ASCERTAINING ANY DAY ...’
41.  BARSTOW, D.  A Secular Diary;  for ascertaining any day of  the week or month, in 

either the old or the new style, commencing 1601, and continued up to the year 1900.  
Printed for the Author.  Printed folding sheet, laid on linen, 36 x 26cm, bound into 
original purple-brown watered cloth.  A nice copy.

¶ Knowing the date, the chart can be used to identify the day of  the week.  This 
copy is ‘mounted as a book’ at 2s.;  it was also available ‘on a sheet’ at 1s. 6d.

[1836] £45

BARCLAY
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OMITTED DESIGNS
42.  BEARDSLEY, Aubrey.  Reproductions of  Eleven Designs Omitted from the First 

Edition of  Le Morte Darthur.  Illustrated by Aubrey Beardsley and published in 
MDCCCXCIII, also those made for the covers of  the issue in parts and a facsimile 
print of  the Merlin drawing.  With a foreword by Aymer Vallance and a note on the 
omitted designs by Rainforth Armitage Walker.  J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd.  Printed at 
Edinburgh by Turnbull & Spears.  Uncut in orig. stiff  vellum boards, Beardsley’s orig. 
flower design from Morte Darthur gilt on front board, tan leather spine lettered in gilt;  
boards sl. dusted, upper hinges sl. worn, boards a bit bowed as usual.  A nice copy.

¶ No. 246 of  300 copies on handmade paper.  Joseph Malaby Dent’s Morte 
Darthur (1893), inspired by the beautifully produced and illustrated books of  
William Morris’s Kelmscott Press, was Beardsley’s first professional commission.  
The twenty year old Beardsley produced nearly 600 borders, initials, chapter 
openings, ornaments, and illustrations for the work that was initially published in 
parts between June 1893 and mid-1894.  This portfolio includes eleven designs 
that did not appear in the original publication, along with reproductions of  the 
part covers, and a facsimile of  the Merlin drawing.

1927 £750

AMERICAN EDITION IN BOARDS
43.  (BEAZLEY, Samuel)  The Oxonians;  A glance at society.  FIRST AMERICAN 

EDITION.  2 vols.  12mo.  New York:  J. & J. Harper.  12pp initial cata., vol. I, final ad. 
leaf, vol. II;  spotted in places.  Orig. drab boards, maroon cloth spines faded to brown, 
yellow labels sl. chipped;  sl. marked & a little worn at edges.  Crisp.

¶ First published in London in 3 vols the same year.  Scarce in commerce; only 
the London edition appears in auction records (one copy in 1902).  Samuel 
Beazley, 1786-1851, is best remembered today as the architect of  several london 
theatres.  This is his second and final novel, a lively work which during his 
lifetime was sometimes attributed to Edward Bulwer Lytton.

1830 £280 
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44. BELL’S LIFE IN LONDON.  The Gallery of  140 Comicalities, which has appeared 
from time to time, in that most popular sporting Sunday paper, “Bell’s Life in London”.  
George Goodger.  4pp large folio, illus.;  central internal tear along old fold, a few tears 
to lower margin with no loss of  text, old folds.  

¶ BL only on Copac;  OCLC adds copies at Huntington, NLI, Indiana, Michigan 
and Ohio.  A large folded folio sheet with 140 uncoloured engraved sketches 
‘designed by artists of  eminence’, likely to include Robert Seymour, and 
previously published in the popular journal Bell’s Life in London.  Price threepence.  

1831 £220

BELL’S LIFE



GAMES OF SKILL & CONJURING
45.  (BENNETT, Charles Henry)  Games of  Skill, and Conjuring:  including draughts, 

dominoes, chess, morrice, fox and geese, conjuring, legerdemain, tricks with apparatus, 
tricks with cards, boat-building, modelling, deaf  and dumb alphabet, riddles, acting 
charades, puzzles and paradoxes, useful amusements, model stage, tinselling, &c. &c.  
FIRST EDITION.  Routledge, Warne, and Routledge.  Front., numerous vignette illus.  
Orig. blue cloth, a little darkened.  Embossed stamp of  Collings & Co. 

¶ Conjuring occupies pages 29 - 52.
1861 £180

46.  (BIOGRAPHICAL MAGAZINE)  (Thirty Five Portraits and Biographies.)  Harrison 
& Co.  35 small oval portraits, with biographies below, printed on heavy laid paper, 
with tissue inter-leaving throughout.  19thC faded blue watered cloth, boards cut flush.  
Ownership inscription of  J.T. Shapland, 1849.  v.g.  

¶ The Biographical Magazine was published by Harrison monthly from 1794 to May 
1896; each issue consisted of  four to six of  these 8vo sheets.  The selection here 
includes Newton, Wren, Pope, Dryden, Rembrandt, Swift, Chaucer, Congreve, 
Foote, Goldsmith, Moliere.

1794-95 £65

PRESENTATION COPY
47.  BLACKMORE, Richard Doddridge.  Alice Lorraine:  

a tale of  the South Downs.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  
Sampson Low, Marston, Low, & Searle.  Half  title & 
40pp cata. vol. I (February 1875).  Original purple-blue 
sand-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines 
decorated & lettered in gilt;  a little rubbed.  SIGNED 
PRESENTATION COPY, inscribed in vol. I on half  title:  
‘Revd. Robert F. Gould from a writer who respects & 
admires him.  R.D.B. June 1875’ with three lines in Latin.  
Modern booklabels of  Christopher Clark Geest.

¶ Sadleir 219;  Wolff  526.  The recepient is Robert 
Freke Gould, 1836-1915, historian of  freemasonry.

1875 £850

BENNETT
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PRESENTATION COPY
48.  BLACKMORE, Richard Doddridge.  Perlycross.  A tale of  the Western Hills.  FIRST 

EDITION.  3 vols.  Sampson Low, Marston, & Co.  Contemp. full red morocco, elaborate 
gilt borders & dentelles, raised bands, gilt compartments.  Presentation inscription on 
original publisher’s f.e.p. bound in opposite title:  ‘To the hero of  many adventures 
[surpassing any accounted here] this book from his affectionate R.D. Blackmore.  August 
16th, 1894’.  Bookplate of  Alfredo Pinto Leite.  a.e.g.  Fine.

¶ Sadleir 230;  Wolff  529:  It seems likely that this was presented in the original 
publisher’s cloth binding and immediately rebound preserving the inscription on 
the verso of  the original free endpaper.  Sadleir records three copies, all of  which 
had been in the possession of  Blackmore’s niece, Eva Pinto Leite.  Alfredo Pinto 
Leite, a Portuguese wine merchant, was married to Agnes Maguire, the sister 
of  Blackmore’s wife Lucy.  They had four children before Agnes died leaving 
Blackmore and Lucy (who were childless) to adopt the Pinto Leite children as a 
surrogate family.

1894 £750

BY A. CORKSCREW
49.  (BLANCHARD, Samuel Laman?)  Draughts of  Character 

by A. Corkscrew.  W. Clements, Jun.  Vignette title, showing 
Mr. Corkscrew pulling a cork, engr. title (which follows the 
Dedication) listing ‘The Corporation’, 6 characters each 
illustrated by Kenny Meadows with letterpress by Blanchard.  
Sl. later dark blue pebble-grained cloth, lettered in gilt on 
front board.  v.g.

¶ Not recorded on Copac.  However, Corporation 
Characters, was published by Willoughby in 1855, 
by ‘the late Laman Blanchard’ with 12 plates by 
Meadows.  The preface to Draughts of  Character refers 
to it as the beginning of  a ‘series’ but was presumably 
unsuccessful at its first outing.

1836 £150

50.  BOLDREWOOD, Rolf  (pseud. Thomas Alexander Browne)  The Ghost Camp;  
or, The Avengers.  Macmillan.  Half  title, 16pp cata. (Autumn 1902).  Orig. blue dec. 
cloth.  v.g.  

¶ Sadleir, 259; Wolff, 577.  Published in the same month as the first edition.  
1902 £50

BLACKMORE



GIVEN BY JOHN LEE TO JOHN YONGE AKERMAN
51.  BOSWORTH, Rev. Joseph.  The Origin of  the Germanic and Scandinavian Languages, 

and Nations.  With a sketch of  their literature ... tracing the 
progress of  these languages and their connexion with the 
Anglo-Saxon and the present English.  FIRST EDITION.  
Longmans.  Folding map, errata slip.  Contemp. green half  
calf;  a little worn, lacking spine labels.  Booklabel & armorial 
bookplate of  Dr. J. Lee on leading pastedown, inscription ‘J.Y. 
Akerman ex dono J. Lee’ on leading f.e.p.’, ownership. a.e.g.

¶ This edition not in BL.  National Trust and Wellcome 
only on Copac.  John Lee, 1783-1866, was an extraordinarily 
learned gentleman in the nineteenth-century mould.  He was 
a member of  a large number of  societies, among them the 
Numismatic Society, of  which he was the first president and 
the Royal Geographic Society, of  which he was a founder 
member.  Although his obituary honoured him with the 
distinction of  being ‘perhaps the last man in England that 
sported in public a blue coat with brass buttons and yellow 
waistcoat’, it is for his work as an astronomer, and the 
observatory he erected at Hartwell House, that he is best 
remembered today.  John Yonge Akerman, 1806-1873 was a 
fellow numismatist and antiquary who, possibly influenced by this gift from an 
impressive older friend, published A Glossary of  Provincial Words and Phrases in use in 
Wiltshire in 1842.

1836 £250

HOW TO BE HAPPY
52. BREWER, George.  How to be Happy;  or, The agreeable hours 

of  human life;  being a series of  essays on the influences which 
produce happiness, with humorous and satirical characteristics.  
Dedicated to George Colman, the younger.  W.M. Thiselton for 
Sherwood, Neely, and Jones, J. Hatchard, H. Colburn and E. 
Wilson.  Rebound in blue boards, drab paper spine.  A nice copy.

¶ How to be Happy was Brewer’s first play, produced at 
the Haymarket in August 1794 - which was the year 
George Colman died and ownership of  the theatre 
passed to his son.  After three nights, “owing to the shaft 
of  malevolence”, the comedy was withdrawn, and was 
never printed.  However, Brewer revived the title for this 
comic compilation, typical of  the period.  On fashionable 
conversation, On cruel sports (cockfighting), Gambling, 
On the art of  getting drunk, On female attainments, 
Fashionable sports, &c.

1814 £120

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION TICKET 
53.  BRISTOL PUBLIC FREE LIBRARY.  Brass Subscription 

Membership Ticket for the Bristol Public Free Library.  Oval 
brass subscription ticket, Bristol coat of  arms & lettering 
‘Bristol Public Free Library open daily from 10am to 
10pm’, verso:  ‘This ticket is issued subject to the rules and 
regulations’.  v.g.  2.3 x 1.9cm.

¶ Most probably a subscription ticket for the Old Library, 
formerly a subscription library patronised by Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge and Robert Southey, but becoming free to the public 
in 1856.  This example has a space for, but does not include, a 
membership number.  

[c.1870] £120 †
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BROADSIDES  
See also items 16 & 135.

TOBACCO THIEVES
54.  BRISTOL.  150 Guineas Reward.  Whereas Thomas Gray ... stands charged with 

having stolen and received knowing the same to have been stolen, divers large quantities 
of  leaf  and manufactured tobacco, from the warehouses of  Messrs. Franklyn and 
Humphries ... in the City of  Bristol.  Bristol:  Rudhall & Gutch.  Single sheet folio 
broadside;  sl. creased & spotted.  49 x 30cm.  Mounted, framed & glazed.  

¶ Offering a substantial reward ‘for the apprehension of  each of  the above 
persons, to be paid on conviction;  and an accomplice turning evidence will be 
entitled to a free pardon’.  In addition to Thomas Gray, the broadside also calls 
for the apprehension of  John Morgan, who stands ‘charged with stealing divers 
large quantity of  manufactured tobacco’, and Emanuel Lewton, charged ‘with 
stealing divers quantity of  corn’, both from the warehouses and premises of  
Messrs. Franklyn amd Humphries’, wholesale tobacconists in the city of  Bristol.  
Descriptions are given of  all three alleged criminals:  ‘The said Thomas Gray 
about 5 feet 6 inches high, between 30 and 40 years of  age, has light hair, is 
rather corpulent but well made, generally wears a blue coat, and was some time 
since, for several months, porter at the French Prison at Stapleton’.   
The Broadside is signed in print by Edward Stephens, solicitor to the Company 
of  Tobacconists, Bristol.  Franklyn, Davey & Co., tobacconists, were founded in 
Bristol in 1780.  In 1820 Franklyn was part of  Franklyn, Humphries & Franklyn, 
before being subsumed into Imperial Tobacco.  The British Book Trade Index 
notes Rudhall as printing in Bristol up until 1804.  Although no publications by 
Rudhall & Gutch are recorded on Copac, auction records include publications 
dated 1806 and 1807.

[c.1806] £750

WATER-KING OF SOUTHWARK
55.  CRUIKSHANK, George.  Salus Populi Suprema Lex.  Royal address of  Cadwallader 

Ap-Tudor Ap-Edwards Ap-Vaughan, water-king of  Southwark, sovereign of  the 
scented streams, - autocrat of  all the slushes ... and representative in the imperial 
parliament for wells ...  S. Knight.  Single sheet folio broadside, large hand-coloured 
etching by George Cruikshank at head of  sheet;  sl. browned, marginal tears with two 
impinging sl. on the image, sl. tear along old fold, sl. damp mark on verso.  

¶ Cohn 1952;  George BM Satires 16956.  Dated 1828 by Cohn, 1832 by the 
BM.  Price 6d. plain, 1s. coloured.  A satirical attack on Southwark Water Works, 
owned by John Edwards, who supplied the water, ‘if  water it can be called’ from 
the part of  the Thames at which ‘the great common sewers of  the city’ emerge.  
With a typically vivid illustration by Cruikshank above the title and two columns 
of  verse beginning:

‘My people of  Southwark! your Monarch addresses you,
And deigns to declare that with pride he possess you,
Yet shudders to hear of  the shocking excesses you Project in the cause 
of  Reform:
Reformation by Land, he is told, will not quiet you,
But a Water-Reform, both in Washing and Diet, you
Insist on effecting, or kick up a riot you Will - and a terrible storm! ...’

For other George Cruikshank material, see items 7, 9, 109, 199.
[1832] £500

AIMING TO PREVENT ‘VICE, PROFANENESS & IMMORALITY’
56.  GEORGE I.  Proclamation.  By the King ... For the Encouragement of  Piety and 

Virtue, and for Preventing and Punishing of  Vice, Profaneness, and Immorality.  
George R.  John Baskett, Printer to the Kings most Excellent Majesty, And by 
the Assigns of  Thomas Newcomb, and Henry Hills, deceas’d.  Single sheet folio 
broadside;  repairs to folds with loss of  three letters and sl. affecting the coat of  arms 
at head.  47 x 35cm.

BROADSIDES - BRISTOL
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¶ ESTC N38837, National Archives only, but also in Kent History & Library 
Centre.  George I ascended to the throne in August 1714.  This proclamation 
dates from the following January and is directed against all activities on the 
Lord’s Day especially playing at dice, cards ‘or any other game whatsoever, 
either in publick or private houses, or other place or places whatsoever’.  The 
proclamation is against ‘other dissolute, immoral or disorderly practices’ and 
prevents the opening of  ‘taverns, chocolate houses, coffee houses or other 
publick houses whatsoever’ during the time of  Divine service.  The law is 
extended to the army and navy ‘by sea or land’. 

1714 [1715] £150

THE HAMPSTEAD BEADLE & BELLMAN
57.  HAMPSTEAD  A Copy of  Verses for the Year 1844:  humbly presented to the 

worthy inhabitants of  Hampstead, by Charles Adams, Beadle.  J.V. Quick.  Single 
sheet folio broadside, two large woodcuts at the top & bottom of  the leaf, with 14 
additional woodcuts surrounding three columns of  text;  old folds.  A superb crisp 
copy.  57 x 45cm.  

¶ No copies traced.  A beadle, in the 19th century, came to refer to the parish 
constable of  the Anglican Church.  Made famous by the character of  Mr. 
Bumble in Oliver Twist, the role included overseeing workhouses and orphanages, 
and keeping watch over local criminality.  Presumably this was printed on behalf  
of  and sold for the benefit of  Charles Adams, the Beadle of  Hampstead.  The 
main image is of  the beadle and his torch man keeping watch.  The other 
illustrations, accompanied by verse, are all of  a religious nature.  The ‘prologue’ 
begins:  ‘Most worthy masters, mistresses and friends, These feeble lines your 
grateful bellman sends, As a mean tribute, in humble sense, Of  your past bounty, 
and benevolence ...’.  Produced by the Bellman to encourage the public to donate 
to his Christmas box.

1844 £320

A SATIRE ON ROBERT WALPOLE
58.  HAYWOOD, Eliza.  The Ghost of  Eustace Budgel Esqr. to the Man in Blue Most 

Humbly Inscrib’d to His Royal Highness the Prince of  Wales.  *See the Chinese 
Orphan a Tragedy for the Reason of  this Term.  Printed for Eliza Haywood.  Large 
single sheet engraved broadside, illus., 23 x 29cm;  some expert paper repairs, a few sl. 
creases.  Plate 43 x 52cm, with good margins.

¶ George BM Satires 2555, which includes two engraved inscriptions - 
‘Carthagena 1741’ & ‘Walpole.  Budgel drowned himself  1736 [sic]’ - not printed 
here.  A satire on the fall of  Robert Walpole.  The large engraving (design by 
‘N.S.’), which is surrounded by verse to the left and right, and a musical score 
beneath, is divided into two sections.  The left shows Frederick, Prince of  Wales 
standing with the Duke of  Argyll amongst others.  Walpole, grotesque, holds 
out money bags in his five hands with one inscribed ‘I am Lord Corruption’.  
The right hand image shows Walpole reeling at the ghost of  Eustace Budgell.  
Budgell, 1686-1737, was a writer - contributing to The Spectator and The Guardian 
amongst others - and politician.  Following the collapse of  the South Sea Bubble, 
Budgell lost £20,000 and his fortunes never recovered.  He blamed Robert 
Walpole, as head of  the government, and pursued him aggressively, petitioning 
George II for his removal.  He committed suicide on 4 May 1737 after being 
accused of  forging the will of  the deist Matthew Tindal in his favour. 

[1742] £750

THE FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT 
59.  METROPOLITAN POLICE OFFICE.  Police Notice.  Street crossing signals.  

Bridge Street, New Palace Yard.  Metropolitan Police Office.  Waterlow & Sons, 
printers.  Single sheet folio colour-printed broadside, illus.;  a few small tears along old 
folds, sl. offsetting.  Approx.  63 x 50cm.  Glazed & framed.  

¶ No copies recorded on Copac or OCLC.  A wonderful and rare illustrated 
broadside alerting the public to the very first traffic signal which was installed 

BROADSIDES - GEORGE I



outside Westminster on October 9th, 1868.  In 1866, over 1,000 people were 
killed on London Roads with a thousand more injured by the horse-drawn traffic.  
Designed by John Peake Knight, 1828-1886, a railway engineer and inventor, the 
signals used a semaphore system (based on railway signalling) during the day and 
green and red gas lamps at night.  Standing over six metres high, the signal was 
operated manually by a policeman.  On seeing the “CAUTION” sign (green), ‘all 
persons in charge of  Vehicles and Horses are warned to pass over the Crossing 
with care, and due regard to the safety of  Foot Passengers.  The signal “STOP”, 
will only be displayed when it is necessary that Vehicles and Horses shall be 
actually stopped on each side of  the crossing to allow the passage of  Persons 
on Foot ...’  Knight’s invention was very short-lived.  On January 2nd, 1869, a 
gas leak caused an explosion which injured the police operator and caused the 
system to be removed from use.  A similar traffic control system was not put in 
place again until 1894 when gas lights and semaphore were installed to control 
both river and highway traffic at Tower Bridge.  Illuminated traffic signals only 
became commonplace with the first electric lights being developed in 1912 by the 
appropriately named Lester Wire, a policeman in Salt Lake City, Utah.  

December 10th, 1868 £2,500
__________
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WITH EXTENSIVE NOTES BY HARVEY PETER SUCKSMITH
60.  BRONTË, Charlotte.  Shirley and Villette.  2 vols.  Dent,  Everyman’s Library 

nos 288 & 351.  Orig. green cloth, Shirley with cream d.w. & Villette with pink d.w.;  
extremities sl. rubbed.  Both vols heavily annotated & underlined in ink throughout 
in a single neat hand, with additional pages of  notes tipped in at front (Shirley, 12pp; 
Villette, 16pp).  Attractive reading copies with extensive notes by a respected scholar of  
19th century literature.

¶ Harvey Peter Sucksmith was a literary scholar, who compiled critical editions 
of Little Dorrit and The Woman in White, as well as books on the broader work of  
Charles Dickens. He also turned his hand to fiction, publishing the enjoyable 
chiller Those Whom the Old Gods Love in 1994.  His annotations and notes are clear, 
extensive, and display a great concern for structure.  As such, these copies offer 
valuable insight into his academic priorities and working practices.

1972/1974 £85

61.  BRONTË SISTERS.  Works.  The Novels of  the Sisters Brontë.  New edns.  7 vols.  
Smith, Elder & Co.  Contemp. red half  calf, spines in raised bands, brown & green 
morocco labels,.

¶ Including Elizabeth Gaskell’s Life of  Charlotte Brontë.
1898-1906 £680

PURCHASED FROM 
THE SIGN OF THE CABOT HEAD, BRISTOL

62.  (BROUGHAM, Henry Brougham, Baron)  Albert Lunel:  a novel.  By the late 
Lord Brougham.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Charles Knight.  Half  titles vols I & II.  
3 vols in 1.  Contemp. full green calf  by Maltby, Oxford, gilt & blind ruled borders, 
raised bands, compartments in gilt, red morocco labels;  spine a little rubbed.  Pencil 
inscription on leading blank:  ‘J. Hastings Bonnyman 11 Howell Crescent, Llandaff, 
Glamorganshire’;  later inscription of  M. Anstey, 1900’.  Printed catalogue description 
tipped on to another leading blank.  

¶ See Sadleir’s long note at 353;  Wolff  848.  J. Hastings Bonnyman notes that ‘I 
purchased this book from Mr. George at the Sign of  the Cabot Head Park, Bristol’.

1844 £180

PROMETHEUS BOUND
63.  (BROWNING, Elizabeth Barrett, trans.)  ÆSCHYLUS.  Prometheus Bound.  

Translated from the Greek of  Æschylus.  And miscellaneous poems, by the translator, 
author of  “An Essay on Mind”, with other poems.  FIRST EDITION.  Printed & 
published by A.J. Valpy.  Half  title.  Orig. blue moiré cloth, paper spine label;  spine 

BRONTË
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faded & a little chipped at head & tail, but overall a nice clean copy as originally issued.  
Pencil signature ‘Lord Northampton’ on leading pastedown.

¶ This is the first of  two translations of  Prometheus made by Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning;  a totally revised version appeared in 1850.  In her preface Browning 
explains her decision to bring forth a new translation of  the work, contending ‘it 
is the nature of  the human mind to communicate its own character to whatever 
substance it conveys, whether it convey metaphysical impressions from itself  
to another mind, or literary compositions from one to another language.’  It 
constitutes one of  her very earliest publications, issued anonymously when she 
was 27, and is particularly scarce;  only two copies have appeared at auction in 
the last 30 years.

1833 £2,000

64.  BROWNING, Robert.  The Ring and the Book.  2nd edn.  4 vols.  Smith, Elder.  6pp 
ads vol. I.  Orig. brown cloth, bevelled boards.  Contemp. gift inscription on leading 
f.e.p.:  ‘Ellen E. Cumpstore from J. S. Wood, 1882’.  v.g.

¶ Vol. I only without ‘M.A., Honorary Fellow of  Balliol College, Oxford’ 
beneath Browning’s name on titlepage.  (All copies of  the second edition carry 
the date 1872;  the original edition of  1872 does not have any revisions in vols 
1 and 2, because the publisher used leftover sheets from the first edition of  
1868-9 - Browning only revised and corrected vols 3 and 4.  In 1882 he revised 
and corrected vols 1 and 2, and a further edition was printed -- but retaining 
the date 1872 on the titlepage.  The editions can be distinguished from one 
another because the titlepages of  vols 1 and 2 of  the original 1872 edition have 
‘M.A. Honorary Fellow of  Balliol’ below Browning’s name, and those printed 
in 1882 do not.

1872 £110

65.  BUCKLE, Henry Thomas.  History of  Civilization in England.  
FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  John W. Parker & Sons;  Parker, Son 
& Bourn.  Half  titles, 8pp cata. vol. I, 6pp cata. vol. II.  Orig. 
brown wavy-grained cloth, double-ruled borders in blind, spines 
lettered in gilt;  minor neat repairs to hinges vol. I.  A v.g. copy.

¶ The first edition of  Buckle’s influential history, intended to 
extend to fourteen volumes, but cut short by his unexpected 
death in 1862.  Buckle’s history, though incomplete, is 
noteworthy for its new approach to historical discourse, 
presenting a more scientific approach to the study, rather than 
the mere gathering of  biographies and military engagements.

1857/1861 £150

BROWNING
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ROSA & AGNES
66. (BUDDEN, Maria Elizabeth)  Right and Wrong, exhibited in the 

history of  Rosa and Agnes.  New edn.  Griffith & Farran.  Front.  Orig. 
red wavy-grained cloth, blocked in blind & gilt;  spine faded to brown.  
Ownership inscription of  William Lax, 1862 on leading pastedown.  A 
very nice copy.

¶ First published 1815.  The only recorded copy of  this edition is at 
the University of  Leicester.  An instructive tale, narrating the fates of  
two girls, which contrast according to their virtue.

[c.1860] £35

DON’T!
67.  (BUNCE, Oliver Bell)  Don’t:  A manual of  mistakes and improprieties more or less 

prevalent in conduct and speech.  By Censor. 2nd (unmutilated and authorised) edn.  Field 
& Tuer.  (The Vellum Parchment Shilling Series of  
Miscellaneous Literature, no. 1X).  8pp ads; marking 
to prelims.  Following f.e.p. torn.  Orig. white card 
wrappers.  Printed parchment d.w;  a little darkened & 
rippled.  96pp.

¶ The modern reprint is a popular stocking filler, but 
nineteenth-century copies are scarce in commerce.
Advice includes:

‘DON’T touch people when you have occasion 
to address them.  Catching people by the arms 
or the shoulders, or nudging them to attract their 
attention, is a violation of  good breeding’.
‘DON’T use extravagant adjectives.  DON’T 
say magnificent when a thing is merely pretty, or 
splendid when excellent or some other word will do. 
Extravagance of  this kind is never in good taste ...’
‘DON’T play the concertina, the violin, the 
piano, or any musical instrument to excess.  Your 
neighbours have nerves, and need at times a 
little relief  from inflictions of  the kind.  If  you could manage not to play on 
instruments at all in company, unless you are an accomplished performer, so 
much the better.’

[1883] £50

SCARCE ACCOUNT OF ABYSSINIAN HOSTAGES
68. BURETTE, Henry A.  A Visit to King Theodore.  With the story 

of  the captives by Dr. Blanc, one of  the prisoners of  the Abyssinian 
monarch.  FIRST EDITION.  John Camden Hotten.  Contemp. red half  
calf;  sl. rubbed

¶ BL, Cambridge, Oxford, and NLS only on Copac;  OCLC 
adds copies at New York Public Library and the Bibliotheque 
Nationale.  An account of  a visit to Abyssinia (now Ethiopia) 
and the court of  King Téwodros II.  The monarch held several 
European missionaries captive and, when the British government 
sent Hormuzd Rassam on a diplomatic mission to free them, he 
and his party were imprisoned as well, and Burette includes an 
account from one of  the captives here.  Ultimately, the British 
invaded in 1868, and Abyssinia was altered forever.  Burette was 
the Special Correspondent to the Standard newspaper.

[1868] £180

BUDDEN



CAMILLA
69.  (BURNEY, Fanny)  Camilla: or, A Picture of  Youth.  By the author of  Evelina and 

Cecilia.  In five volumes.  A new edition.  T. Payne ... T. Cadell, Jun. and W. Davies.  
5 vols.  12mo.  Contemp. continental speckled sheep, raised bands, brown & black 
labels; sl. rubbing in places.  With the booklabel of  Théophile Barrois, Paris bookseller.  
Small contemp. ink bookseller annotations on leading pastedown.  A nice copy in 
contemporary binding. 

¶ Copac lists this edition at BL, Oxford, Aberdeen, Birmingham University and 
National Trust.  First published in 1796, Camilla was an immensely popular novel 
chronicling the romantic adventures and misadventures of  a group of  young 
people in a country estate.

1802 £320

ANGLO-INDIAN STORY.
70.  BUTT, Geraldine.  Black and White.  An Anglo-Indian story for young readers.  John 

Hogg.  (New Illustrated Shilling Juvenile Books, no. 11.)  Front. and illus. by Harry 
Evans, 2pp glossary of  Indian Words, 32pp illustrated catalogue (Season 1890-1900).  
Orig. mustard pictorial cloth.  Pink printed prize label on pastedown, Butterworth 
Street Primitive Methodist Sabbath School, 1901.

¶ BL, Cambridge and NLS on Copac.  Attractively bound in the new and 
effective Chromatic style (four colours and gold).  

[1893?] £45

CITY OF LONDON POLICE LIBRARY
71.  (BYRON, George Noel Gordon, Baron) ELZE, Karl.  

Lord Byron:  a biography.  With a critical essay on his place in 
literature.  FIRST UK EDITION.  John Murray.  Half  title, 
front. port., fold. facsimile.  Contemp. half  calf  over marbled 
boards, raised bands, spine dec. & lettered in gilt;  sl. rubbed 
& dulled.  Book label & rules for the City of  London Police 
Library on leading pastedown;  pictorial booklabel & ink 
signature of  Alex Bridge, 28-8-1947 on leading f.e.p. verso; 
library cancel stamps on leading prelim & half  title.

¶ First published in Berlin in 1870.  Chew p.291.  With 
eight printed rules of  the City of  London Police Library:  
‘That this library be called the Fourth Division Library 
and shall consist of  members of  the Force attached to, 
or residing in the station of  the above division, or at the 
chief  office’.

1872 £120

BURNEY
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CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

REGISTRATION OF AN ENSLAVED INFANT
72.  Registration Document Recording the Ownership of  an Enslaved Infant named 

Stoffel, at the Cape of  Good Hope, Cape Town, 15 April, 1825.  Small printed sheet, 
completed in ms.  10 x 18cm.  

¶ A chilling document recording the legal ownership of  an infant to that of  
the slaveholder Johannes Hugers Junior, owner of  the child’s mother, Leentje.  
‘These are to certify, that a male infant, named Stoffel, born on the 16th October 
1824 whose mother is named Leentje aged now about 19 1/2 years, born in the 
Colony, Housemaid, has been duly registered at this Office, as the Property of  
Mr. Johannes Jacobus Hugers Junior ...’  

1825 £250 †

REGISTRATION OF THE SALE OF AN ENSLAVED MAN
73.  Registration Document Recording the Sale of  an Enslaved Man Named July, at the 

Cape of  Good Hope, Cape Town, 19 April, 1825.  Embossed & printed folio sheet, 
completed in ms.;  old folds, sl. browned.  30 x 17cm.  

¶ Registering the sale of  an enslaved 34 and a quarter year old man called July, 
sold by Cornelis Horsten, to Andries Jacobus Burger Andries’son.  The sale 
is registered at the Office for the Enregisterment of  Slaves, Cape Town.  The 
document is countersigned by General Sir Henry Somerset, son of  Lord Charles 
Somerset, Governor of  the Cape.  The paper bears the stamp of  the VOC, the 
Dutch East India Company.  

1825 £250 †

SALE OF AN ENSLAVED BOY - 
2 DAYS BEFORE THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY

74.  Registration Document Recording the Sale of  an Enslaved Boy Named Abraham, at 
the Cape of  Good Hope, 29 Nov. 1834.  Embossed & printed folio sheet, completed in 
ink.  32 x 20cm.

¶ Registering the sale of  an enslaved 14 year old boy called Abraham, sold by 
Mr Gerrit Mannik to Mr Carel Maurity Lastron.  The sale is registered at the 
Slave Registry Office, Cape of  Good Hope.  The documentation of  this sale was 
completed just two days before the abolition of  slavery in British colonies on 
1 December.  Although on that day Abraham ceased to be an enslaved person, 
he was subjected to four years of  enforced apprenticeship.  39,000 enslaved 
‘apprentices’ were freed on Emancipation Day, 1 December 1838.  

1834 £380 †
__________
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CAREW’S CORNWALL, 
REVISED IN MANUSCRIPT BY THOMAS TONKINS

75.  CAREW, Richard.  The Survey of  Cornwall.  (And an Epistle Concerning the 
Excellencies of  the English Language ...)  New Edition.  (B. Law;  Penzance, J. Hewett.)  
Full collation of  the volume as published is:  xxv (7), 159 leaves, (10), (13) (1).  Rectos 
only numbered in main text.  4to.  This copy lacks leaves 55, 56, 60, 97, part of  124 and 
final 2 leaves, pp.11-(14) of  the Epistle.  The half  title is present, but not the titlepage 
and prelims;  text starts on B.  Many pages loose and edges worn.  With Manuscript 
corrections, additions and deletions on most pages of  the Survey by Thomas Tonkins, 
many of  the notes initialled ‘T.T.’  The binding is contemporary half  calf;  lacking 
marbled paper covering of  boards.

¶ ESTC T80564. This is the copy of  Carew owned and annotated by 
Thomas Tonkins, the Cornish historian,1678-1742 and used as the basis 
for the 1811 edition.
The Survey by Richard Carew, 1555-1620, was first published in 1602 followed by 
editions in 1723 and, the edition here, in 1769.
Carew was son of  Thomas Carew of  Antony (or Antonie), Cornwall, educated at 
Christ Church Oxford (where he duelled with Sir Philip Sidney) and the Middle 
Temple.  He served as High Sheriff  of  Cornwall, was M.P. 
for Saltash, 1584, and Deputy Lieutenant of  the County 
under Sir Walter Raleigh.  His work was the second 
English County History to be published (after Lambarde’s 
Perambulation of  Kent, 1576).
DNB comments that the Survey of  Cornwall ‘remains one 
of  the most entertaining works in the English language.  
In its pages may be discerned the character of  an English 
Gentleman in the brightest age of  our national history, 
interesting himself  in the pursuits of  all around him and 
skilled in the pastimes of  every class.’
Thomas Tonkin, baptised 1678 - c.1741, Cornish landowner 
and historian, was born at Tevaunance, St. Agnes;  his 
father was Hugh Tonkin, High Sheriff  of  the County. He 
was educated at Queen’s College, Oxford and Lincoln’s Inn, 
1693-95.  From about 1700 he is described as prosecuting 
‘without cessation his inquiries into the topography and 
genealogy of  Cornwall’.  Richard Polwhele described him as 
‘one of  the most enlightened antiquaries of  his day’. 
In 1737 he made proposals for publishing a new history of  
the County, a project unrealised in his lifetime. 
Almost twenty years after Tonkin’s death, in 1761, Dr. 
William Borlase, 1696-1772, a fellow antiquary, author 
of  Antiquities of  Cornwall, 1754, and The Natural History of  
Cornwall, 1758, obtained loan of  Tonkin’s manuscripts (a 
full list of  which was later printed in the Journal of  the Royal 
Institution of  Cornwall).
When Tonkin’s niece, a Miss Foss, died in 1780, the manuscripts and papers went 
to Francis Basset, first Baron de Dunstanville, 1757-1835, of  Tehidy, Cornwall, 
fourth largest landowner in the County.  Dunstanville allowed Davies Giddy 
(later Gilbert) to edit Tonkin’s work and include it in his own Parochial History 
of  Cornwall, eventually published in 1838.  William Pryce based his Archaeologia 
Cornu-Britannica, 1790, on Tonkin’s papers.
Dunstanville himself  published a new edition of  Carew ‘with the notes 
illustrative of  its history and antiquities by Thomas Tonkin’ in 1811, based on 
this annotated copy.
Tonkin’s own manuscript history sold later in the nineteenth century to Sir 
Thomas Phillips, then via Sotheby’s to Quaritch for £51 in 1898;  other 
manuscript material by him is in The Royal Institution of  Cornwall and the 
British Library.

[1769] £8,500

CAREW



THE IRISH AGENT
76.  CARLETON, William.  Valentine M’Clutchy, the Irish agent;  or, The Chronicles of  

Castle Cumber ...  FIRST EDITION.  Dublin:  James Duffy.  20 illus. by Phiz;  some 
foxing.  Original red vertical fine-grained cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered & 
decorated in gilt.  Early ownership stamp of  Joseph Halpin, Gowran Hall, Kingstown, 
Co. Dublin & more recent bookplate of  Eric Quayle.

¶ Sadleir 521a;  Wolff  1126a, the first illustrated edition following the three-
decker of  1845, unillustrated.  See Loeber C81.  There is a printer’s mark 
between the final two digits of  the date which may have led Wolff  to date his 
112b as 1848.

1847 £200

OLIVER CROMWELL:  MASSACHUSETTS LIBRARY COPY
77.  CARLYLE, Thomas.  Oliver Cromwell’s Letters and Speeches:  with elucidations.  

2 vols.  New York:  Geo. P. Putnam.  Front. port. vol. I;  sl. foxing.  Leading f.e.ps 
removed.  Orig. green cloth;  sl. rubbed & marked.  Library label, with rules & 
regulations, of  West Boxford Public Library on leading blanks.  

¶ From the West Boxford Public Library, Massachusetts.  The label states nine 
rules and regulations, adopted in January 1933.  Unlike many far stricter library 
rules, they appear very relaxed.  ‘Any reasonable number of  books’ may be 
borrowed and only if  damaged ‘beyond reasonable wear’ must they be replaced 
by the card holder.  The library is free to residents of  West Boxford and those in 
adjacent towns ‘to whom the privilege may be granted by the Directors’.  

1848 £65

FINELY BOUND COPY OF SARTOR RESARTUS 
78.  CARLYLE, Thomas.  Sartor Resartus;  the life and opinions of  Herr Teufelsdröckh.  

In three books.  FIRST UK TRADE EDITION.  Saunders & Otley.  Half  title, 4pp 
ads.  Finely bound by Rivière in 20thC full red crushed morocco, triple gilt ruled 
borders, raised bands, compartments ruled & dec. in gilt.  v.g.

¶ Tarr A5.4.  Written in 1831 Sartor Resartus was first published in Fraser’s 
Magazine between November 1833 and August 1834 before being privately 
printed by Carlyle later in 1834.  Carlyle was considered by some to be the 
‘spiritual godfather of  American Romanticism’.  With influence from Ralph 
Waldo Emerson, Sartor Resartus was first printed separately by the Boston 
publisher James Munroe in 1836.  Tarr notes that  ‘The influence of  Sartor 
Resartus upon American Literature is so vast, so pervasive, that it is difficult to 
overstate.’  A second US edition was published by Munroe in 1837 before it 
appeared in this first English trade edition of  1838.

1838 £850

CARLETON
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WITH A PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN BY THE AUTHOR
79.  CARROLL, Lewis.  Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland.  6th thousand (3rd edn).  

WITH:  Through the Looking Glass and what Alice found there.  FIRST EDITION.  
Macmillan & Co.  Half  titles, fronts, illus. by John Tenniel, final ad. leaf  vol. II;  small 
closed tear in outer margin of  half  title vol. II, neatly repaired with archival tape.  
Finely rebound in recent full vellum, spines lettered in gilt, boards with triple-ruled gilt 
borders, front boards with central vignette illus. of  Alice in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g. in custom-
made grey folding cloth box, dec. in gilt.

¶ With the two volumes is an original black-&-white photograph of  Ella Monier-
Williams, taken by Dodgson.  In the photograph, Ella, a little girl of  around six 
years old, is seated on a deep sofa, leaning against one of  the arms, facing to the 
right.  The albumen print has been mounted on to card in the style of  a carte de 
visite, and inscribed on the verso, ‘Ella Monier Williams, photograph taken by 
Lewis Carroll’.  Ella was the daughter of  Monier Monier-Willams, a professor of  
Sanskrit at the University of  Oxford, with whom Dodgson was acquainted.  A 
loosely inserted photocopied extract from Dodgson’s diary, shows that he dined 
with the professor on May 1st 1866, and noticing his little girl, expressed a wish 
to photograph her.  This he did on the 24th of  the month, and several more 
times over the subsequent few weeks.  Another loosely inserted photocopied 
note, which includes reproductions of  two more photographs of  Ella taken 
around the same time, suggests she ‘gave him the suggestion for one of  his 
drawings of  “Alice”’.

1867-1872 £4,500

80.  CASTLE, Mrs. Agnes Egerton.  My Little Lady Anne.  FIRST EDITION.  John 
Lane, The Bodley Head.  (Pierrot’s Library, vol. II)  Half  title, 1p. book list, illus. 
titlepage, 16pp cata.  Uncut & mostly unopened in orig. beige cloth, blocked in blue, 
spine blocked & lettered in blue, in orig. glacine d.w.;  spine sl. darkened, otherwise a 
nice bright copy.  Endpapers, cover & titlepage designs all by Aubrey Beardsley.

¶ One of  the few novels that Agnes wrote independently from her husband 
Egerton Castle.

1896 £380

CARROLL
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81.  CATTERMOLE, Richard.  The Great Civil War;  of  Charles I and the Parliament 
with fifteen highly-finished engravings from drawings by George Cattermole.  FIRST 
EDITION.  Longman, Orme, Brown, Green, and Longmans.  Additional engr. title, 
plates.  Orig. purple cloth, bordered in blind & blocked in gilt;  spine & edges faded to 
brown.  a.e.g.

¶ Part of  a projected series entitled ‘Cattermole’s Historical Annuals’;  a 
companion volume was issued as Heath’s Picturesque Annual for 1845.

1841 £100

ELEVATION OF THE WORKING CLASSES
82.  CHANNING, William Ellery.  Self-Culture, and the elevation of  the 

working classes.  With a biographical sketch of  the Author ...  Groombridge 
& Sons.  Front. port., final ad. leaf;  occasional pencil markings & annotation.  
Orig. green printed paper boards;  sl. rubbed.  v.g.  54pp.

¶ An address introductory to the Franklin lectures given in Boston 
in 1838 by the Unitarian preacher William Channing.  On the self-
determined education of  the working classes:  ‘the present meeting 
indicates a far more radical, more important change in the world, than 
the steam-engine, or the navigation of  the Atlantic in a fortnight.  That 
members of  the labouring class, at the close of  a day’s work, should 
assemble in such a hall as this, to hear lectures on science, history, 
ethics and the most stirring topics of  the day ... is a proof  of  a social 
revolution, to which no bounds can be set’.

[c.1854] £75

CHAPBOOKS

PRESS-GANG - UNCUT & FOLDED AS ISSUED
83.  ALARM.  The Alarm!  Giving an account how the people in a church were frightened 

about a Press-Gang, ...  Printed by Augustus Applegath & Edward Cowper;  &c.  
Vignette illus.  A single sheet, uncut & folded as issued.  v.g.  8pp.

¶ A later edition is RTS tract no. 509.
[c.1820] £40

AS ISSUED:  CHARLES JONES, FOOTMAN
84.  CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACT.  The History of  Charles Jones, the Footman.  

Written by himself.  12mo.  Sold by J. Marshall, & R. White.  By S. Hazard, at Bath.  
Woodcut title vignette.  Folded & stabbed as issued, unopened;  sl. dusted at end.  A 
nice copy.

¶ Spinney 61.  The first printing.
[1796] £50

CATTERMOLE
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SEWN AS ISSUED
85.  CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACT.  (MORE, Susan)  The Two Soldiers.  12mo.  

Sold by Howard & Evans.  (Printers to the Cheap Repository for Moral and Religious 
Tracts) [...] London:  J. Hatchard [...];  Bath:  J. Binns;  and by all Booksellers, Newsmen, 
and Hawkers, in Town and Country.  Woodcut title.  Uncut & sewn as issued.  v.g.

¶ Copac records only a Hathi Trust digital copy of  this edition, not recorded on 
OCLC.  First published in 1795.

[c.1802] £50

AS ISSUED
86.  HONESTY.  Honesty the Best Policy:  being the history of  a Ferryman:  giving 

an account how he found his master’s pocket-book, and lost it again;  with many 
interesting particulars.  Printed by A. Applegath & E. Cowper.  Vignette illus.  A single 
sheet, uncut & folded as issued;  sl. dusted.  v.g.  8pp.

¶ A later edition is RTS tract no. 518.
[c.1820] £35

87.  HOULSTON & CO.  Houlston’s Series of  Tracts.  Vol. I. (Nos. 1-30.)  Printed by & 
for F Houlston & Son.  Front. dated 23 July, 1825, each tract 12pp. with title vignette.  
Contemp. diced calf, brown labels.  v.g.

¶ The majority by Mary Martha Sherwood or Mrs Cameron, with others by Sarah 
Maria Lloyd and George Mogridge.

[1825?] £280
__________

CHEAP REPOSITORY TRACT
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AUSTIN DOBSON’S COPY
88.  CHAPONE, Hester.  Letters on the Improvement of  the Mind;  addressed to a 

young lady.  A new edition.  Printed for J. Walter & C. Dilly.  vii, [1], 241, [1]p., [5]pp 
cata.  Attractively bound in full green crushed morocco, panelled in gilt, raised bands, 
spine lettered & ruled in gilt;  extremities sl. rubbed.  Pictorial bookplate & plain 
booklabel of  Austin Dobson on leading pastedown.  a.e.g.  A nice copy.

¶ ESTC T213170,  BL & Leeds in UK;  MacMaster & University of  Wisconsin 
in US.  First published in 1773, it was reproduced in numerous editions after its 
first appearance and throughout the nineteenth century.  From the library of  the 
poet and author Austin Dobson, 1840-1921.  

1797 £65

WATER DIVINING
89.  CHILD, S.T.  Water Finding and the Divining Rod (so called).  By S.T. Child, Capel, 

Suffolk.  (Ipswich:  East Anglian Daily Times.)  Titlepage with port., illus, 6pp ads.  
Orig. brown light card wrappers, printed in maroon and green.  v.g.  80pp.

¶ BL and University of  Essex only on Copac.  Mr Child’s primary devices are 
a watch spring and a hazel rod.  He was clearly very successful, originally from 
Somerset, apparently the home county of  most diviners.

1902 £75

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
See items 3, 11, 24, 29, 45, 66, 70, 79, 86, 87, 121, 130, 173, 236, 239, 263, 264, 274, 287, 300.
__________

ONE RECORDED COPY
90. CHOLERA.  The Cholera, and yet safe!  (Werthem & Macintosh.  Folded as 

issued.  4pp. 
¶ BL only on Copac;  no copies on OCLC.  A sermon in face of  the danger of  
the 1848 cholera outbreak in England and Wales that killed 52,000 people in 
London alone.  ‘Be sure of  this, that if  the mind be at peace, the body is better 
able to resist disease, whilst the burdened conscience paves the way for sickness 
and death in this world, as for the second death in the world to come’.  

[1848] £45

EMINENT ACTORS
91.  CIBBER, Theophilus.  The Lives and Characters of  the Most Eminent Actors and 

Actresses of  Great Britain and Ireland.  Part I.  To which is prefixed a familiar epistle 
from Mr. Theophilus Cibber to Mr. William Warburton.  R. Griffiths.  xcix[i], xiv, 89 [1]
pp.  Uncut in original blue boards, early rebacked with drab paper;  ‘Duplicate’ in 18thC 
hand on front board.  In brown cloth fold-over box.

CHAPONE



¶ ESTC T99132.  Only Part I published.  The Life of  Barton Booth, Cibber’s 
managerial partner, but prefaced by a furious attack on Warburton as a ‘puny’ 
associate of  Pope in his attack on Cibber’s father Colley in the Dunciad.  This 
copy is probably from the Britwell Court Library.

1753 £480

92. (COLLIER, John)  The Miscellaneous Works of  Tim Bobbin, 
Esq.  Containing his view of  the Lancashire dialect, with large 
additions and improvements;  also his poem of  the Flying 
Dragon, and the Man of  Heaton;  together with other whimsical 
amusements in prose and verse.  Manchester: Printed for Hopper 
& Son.  204pp, frontispiece & engraved title, ‘New edition 
corrected and revised price 1s. 6d.’.  12mo.  A little browned.  
Contemporary half  calf, marbled boards, simply rebacked.  The 
novelist John Fowles’ blind stamp to leading f.e.p.

¶ See ESTC N64808 for a similar copy, but in 206pp (‘check 
pagination’) at Duke and Emory Universities only.  Copac 
records a copy at Trinity College, Cambridge in 204pp, 
c.1800, but with ‘Thomas escaping from his master’s fury’ 
as the frontispiece, rather than ‘Hob and the quack doctor’ 
in this copy.  Pages 55-105 contain a Glossary of  Lancashire 
words and phrases.

[c.1800] £225

COLLINS, William Wilkie

93.  Blind Love.  New Edition.  With a preface by Walter Besant and illus. by Amedée 
Forestier.  (Piccadilly Novels.)  Chatto & Windus.  Original olive green sand-grained 
cloth, front board & spine blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt;  sl. marking of  
endpapers following removal of  protective wrappers.

¶ The first edition in 3 vols, 1889, not in Sadleir;  Wolff  1347;  this edition not 
in BL.  This is the first one-volume edition.  Collins’ last novel, completed by 
Besant, deals with Fenian outrages & is set largely in Ireland, with an insurance 
fraud sub-plot.

1890 £200

CIBBER
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94.  The Dead Alive.  Fully Illustrated.  Tenth thousand.  Boston:  Shepard and Gill.  Four 
illus., 2pp ads.  Original green fine-ribbed cloth, front board & spine decorated in black, 
front board lettered in red, spine lettered in gilt.

¶ Not in Sadleir or Wolff;  see Parrish p.93, for the first edition collating as this 
copy, which Gasson suggests was issued late in 1873.  This was first published as 
John Jago’s Ghost;  or The Dead Alive in the Home Journal December 1873 - February 
1874, and also in the New York Fireside Companion December 1873 - January 
1874.  It was also included in The Frozen Deep and Other Stories, 1874.  The story 
was written by Collins during his Reading Tour of  America (September 1873 to 
March 1874) and was based on the true story of  the trial of  Jesse and Stephen 
Boorne of  Manchester, Vermont.  Gasson comments that the missing body 
suggests similarities with Dickens’s Edwin Drood.

1874 £250

FINE COPY IN ORIGINAL CLOTH
95.  No Name.  A novel.  New York:  Harper & Bros.  Front. port., illus., final ad. leaf.   

Orig. lilac cloth, blocked in blind, spine lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded, boards very 
sl. marked.  Pencil inscription on leading blank:  ‘Mrs. James van Schoonhoven, 
Lansingburgh’.  A v.g. crisp copy.

¶ See Sadleir 601 & Wolff  1371 for the first edition of  1862.  No Name, ‘the most 
unjustly neglected of  all Wilkie Collins’s novels’ was published in the U.S. by both 
Harper & Brothers and Gardner A. Fuller (Boston) in 1863;  it is unclear which 
was the first.

1863 £320
__________

TREATMENT OF THE INSANE
96. (CONOLLY, John)  CLARK, James.  A Memoir of  

John Conolly, comprising a sketch of  the treatment of  
the insane in Europe and America.  FIRST EDITION.  
John Murray.  Portrait front., 32pp cata. (Nov. 1868).  
Orig. blue cloth;  extremities sl. rubbed, a few faint 
marks to front board.  A nice copy.

¶ John Conolly, 1794-1866, was a pioneering 
psychiatrist or ‘psychological physician’, best 
remembered now for popularising the practice 
of  non-restraint among patients in British 
asylums.  Along with Sir Charles Hastings and 
Sir John Forbes, he was a founding member of  
the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association, 
which would eventually evolve into the British 
Medical Association;  he also founded the British 
and Foreign Medical Review, or, A Quarterly Journal of  
Practical Medicine with Forbes.  
This volume was written by Conolly’s friend 
Sir James Clark, Queen Victoria’s Physician-in-
Ordinary, and is considered the first memoir of  
a psychologist.

1869 £280

COOKERY
See items 116, 125, 152, 189, 190, 191, 215.
__________

PRESENTATION COPY, WITH CORRECTIONS
97.  COOPER, William.  A Drama, in Three Acts, entitled Mokanna;  or, the Veiled 

Prophet of  Khorassan.  With chorusses and song.  Norwich:  Matchett, Stevenson, 
& Matchett;  London:  Edwards & Hughes.  Orig. stiff  blue paper wrapper, paper 
label;  lacking spine strip & back wrapper, front wrapper sl. marked.  Ink presentation 
inscription on leading f.e.p.: ‘Wm. Matchett Esq, With the author’s kind regards’;  a 

COLLINS
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number of  pencil corrections and additions on 17pp, ink deaccession stamp of  Norfolk 
County Library on t.p. verso.  55pp.

¶ Copac lists copies at BL, Oxford, Cambridge, and NLS;  OCLC adds Yale, 
Cornell, Chicago, and Indiana.  The pencil annotations and strikethroughs are 
mostly improvements in scansion or slight changes of  vocabulary in the author’s 
own hand, while some are editorial notes presumably by Matchett.  William 
Cooper, 1810-1877, was an author and barrister;  this is the second of  three 
plays he wrote, a blank verse drama about Persian prophet Hashim al-Muqanna, 
which was first performed in Lynn in 1843.  The play is based in part on Thomas 
Moore’s ‘The Veiled Prophet of  Khorasan’, from Lalla Rookh (1817), though 
characters have been added and the plot has been fleshed out.

[1843] £380

PHANTASMOGORIA OF FUN
98.  CROWQUILL, Alfred, pseud. (Alfred Henry Forrester)  Phantasmagoria of  Fun.  

FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  ‘Edited and illustrated by the author.’  Richard Bentley.  
Original red morocco-grained cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines richly decorated & 
lettered in gilt.

¶ Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  There is no sign of  a half  title ever being present 
in vol. I.  Crowquill, best known as an illustrator, is here author of  a series of  
humorous sketches with an animal theme;  vol. II contains two longer connected 
series: ‘ The Old Ledger’ and ‘The Philosophy of  ...’.

1843 £380

99.  DAVIDSON, John.  The Last Ballad and Other Poems.  FIRST EDITION.  John 
Lane.  Half  title.  Uncut in orig. blue-black cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt.  A nice, 
crisp copy.

¶ One of  Davidson’s later collection of  poems which includes: The Ordeal, A 
Ballad of  a Coward, Earth to Earth, The Badge of  Men, etc.

1899 £25

INSCRIBED FROM THE AUTHOR & ILLUSTRATOR 
TO ANTHONY HOPE

100.  DAVIS, Richard Harding.  The Princess Aline.  With illustrations by C.D. Gibson.  
FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.  Macmillan & Co.  Half  title, front., plates, 2pp cata.  
Partially uncut & unopened in red & yellow patterned buckram-covered card wrappers, 
lettered in red;  spine darkened, back wrapper rubbed & dulled.  Signed ink inscription 
from Davis to Anthony Hope on leading f.e.p;  signed ink inscription from C.D. 
Gibson on front.  A nice copy with interesting provenance.

COOPER
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¶ Davis, 1864-1916, a prominent American journalist and fiction writer, best 
known now as a war correspondent of  the Spanish-American War, Second Boer 
War, and the First World War.  Charles Dana Gibson, 1867-1944, was a popular 
American graphic artist known for his iconic ‘Gibson girl’ image - Davis was 
apparently the inspiration for the less popular ‘Gibson man’; he became first 
the editor and later the owner of  Life magazine.  Both Davis and Gibson wrote 
glowing inscriptions to Hope in this volume, Davis writing ‘To Anthony Hope 
who writes the sort of  stories the man who wrote this story would like to write, 
4th of  July’ and Gibson ‘to the man whose plays draw the way I would like 
to’.  Hope, whose full name was Anthony Hope Hawkins, evidently had a good 
relationship particularly with Gibson, who went on to illustrate the 1898 edition 
of  his very successful Prisoner of  Zenda and the sequel Rupert of  Hentzau.

1895 £280

101.  (DEFOE, Daniel)  The Dyet of  Poland, a satyr.  Printed at Dantzick.  [iv], 60pp.  
4to.  Some light spotting & browning, a few small expert paper repairs.  Bound by 
Riviere in full crushed red morocco, elaborate gilt borders & dentelles, raised bands, gilt 
compartments.  Armorial bookplate of  William Henry Smith, Viscount Hambleden.  
a.e.g.  A v.g. handsome copy.

¶ ESTC T66297.  Foxon D97;  Furbank and Owens 69.  Page 32 line 5, ‘The 
Grave’, line 6, ‘their own’;  page 57 mis-numbered 56.  

1705 £450

FINANCIAL STATE OF NEW YORK
102.  (DEWAR, J.)  A Vindication of  the Public Faith of  New York & Pennsylvania, in 

Reply to the Calumnies of  the “Times”.  To which is appended a report made to the 
Senate of  New York, in relation to the debt, revenue, and financial policy of  the state.  
John Miller.  Disbound.  56pp.  

¶ Signed at end of  text ‘J.D.’, but author identified on title in ms:  ‘Written by Mr 
Dewar of  N. York’.  A robust defence of  (particularly) New York Bonds which 
had been described by the Times as on ‘the verge of  worthlessness, precarious 
and insecure’.  Pp.37-55 include the Report of  Mr Verplanck.  At this time, the 
USA was still suffering from the ‘Panic of  1837’ when a large proportion of  
banks failed.

1840 £75

DAVIS
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DICKENS, Charles

FULL VELLUM WITH GILT DECORATION
103.  Christmas Books.  With illustrations by C.E. Brock.  5 vols.  J.M. Dent & Co.  Half  

titles, col. fronts & col. plates, titles printed in red & black, illus. in b&w;  some light 
browning in e.ps.  Untrimmed in orig. full vellum, front boards & spines lettered & 
attractively dec. in gilt.  t.e.g.  A v.g. handsome set. 

¶ The first printing of  this newly illustrated and attractive edition.  A Christmas 
Carol, The Cricket on the Hearth, and The Chimes all dated 1905;  The Battle of  Life 
and The Haunted Man dated 1907.

1905-07 £1,500
104.  A Christmas Carol.  FIRST EDITION, 1st issue.  Chapman & Hall.  Half  title & title 

printed in blue, hand-coloured front. & 3 col. plates, text woodcuts, final ad. leaf;  a 
few neat repairs to final two plates, the last, ‘The Last of  the Spirits’, has been torn 
horizontally without loss, & neatly repaired & laid down.  Neatly bound in recent half  
maroon morocco, marbled boards, spine with raised gilt bands.  a.e.g.

¶ Uncorrected text, ‘Stave I’ as first chapter heading.
1843 £2,250

105.  A Christmas Carol.  A facsimile of  the original edition, with an introduction by G.K. 
Chesterton and a preface by B.W. Matz.  With four illustrations in colour and four 
woodcuts by John Leech.  Arcturus.  Half  title, ms. facsims., col. plates, 2pp ads.  Orig. 
red cloth, blocked in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g.

¶ A reproduction of  the 1922 facsimile.
1922 [2018] £20

ORIGINAL CLOTH:  FIRST / FIRST / THIRD IMPRESSIONS
106.  Great Expectations.  FIRST EDITION.  Vol. I:  first impression;  vol. II:  first 

impression;  vol. III:  3rd impression.  3 vols.  Chapman & Hall.  32pp cata. vol. III 
(Aug. 1861), Mudie’s ad. on following pastedown vol. III.  Orig. purple vertical wavy-
grained cloth, blocked in blind, spines lettered & dec. in gilt;  expertly executed discreet 
repairs to inner hinges & to cloth in one or two places.  Mudie’s Select Library labels on 
front boards (sl. chipped around edges).  A very nice copy as originally issued.

¶ Collated with the Clarendon Edition (Appendix D).  Although this set contains 
two firsts and one third impression, it is clearly a cohesive set, with labels across 
all three volumes of  Mudie’s Select Library.

1861 £12,500

DICKENS
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107.  A Tale of  Two Cities.  FIRST EDITION, 1st issue.  Chapman & Hall.  Front. & 
engr. title, additional printed title, plates by H.K. Browne.  Contemp. full tan calf  
by Carss & Co., Glasgow, boards attractively dec. with triple-ruled borders in gilt & 
further ruled panelling in blind, spine gilt in compartments, maroon leather label;  sl. 
rubbing to extremities.  Marbled edges & e.ps.  Bookplate of  Stephen Williamson.  A 
v.g. attractive copy.

¶ Bound with the front wrapper of  part III of  the original monthly parts.  The 
first issue, with the uncorrected pagination showing ‘113’ on p.213, and signature 
‘b’ on the list of  plates.  Retaining an old bookseller’s receipt, showing the 
volume was sold in 1963 by Maurice Inman of  New York to a customer in New 
South Wales, Australia, for $67.60.

1859 £2,250

108.  ... & COLLINS Wilkie. The Lazy Tour of  Two Idle Apprentices.  No Thoroughfare.  
The Perils of  Certain English Prisoners.  With illustrations.  FIRST EDITION.  
Chapman & Hall.  Half  title, front. & plates.  Uncut in orig. blue-green cloth, spine 
lettered in gilt.  Signature of  Thomas Pruntin[?], Sept. 22 1891, on half  title.  A v.g. 
bright copy.

¶ Printed on the verso of  half  title:  ‘These stories, which originally appeared 
in ‘Household Words’, are now reprinted in a complete form for the first time’.  
No Thoroughfare actually appeared in 1867 as the extra Christmas number of  All 
the Year Round.  Printed by Charles Dickens & Evans, at the Crystal Palace Press.  
The eight plates were designed by Arthur Layard for this edition.

1890 £150

MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR 
109.  LONDON. Theatre Royal, Haymarket.  Playbill.  (The Merry Wives of  Windsor.)  

Amateur performance in aid of  the fund for the endowment of  a perpetual curatorship 
of  Shakespeare’s house, ... on Monday evening, May 15th, 1848, will be presented, 
Shakespeare’s comedy of  The Merry Wives of  Windsor. ...  To conclude with Mrs 
Inchbald’s farce of  Animal Magnetism. ...  Single sheet small 4to playbill, printed in red 
& dark blue within green ornamental borders, paper watermarked J. Whatman, 1847;  
sl. browned, some light folds.  19 x 26.5cm  

¶ Charles Dickens, George Cruikshank, Mark Lemon and John Leech feature 
among the list of  players.

1848 £850    †

DICKENS
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COPYRIGHT LAW - TALFOURD & DICKENS
110.  TALFOURD, Sir Thomas Noon.  Three Speeches delivered 

in the House of  Commons in favour of  the Measure for an 
Extension of  Copyright.  To which are added, The Petitions 
in favour of  the Bill, and Remarks on the present state of  
the Copyright Question.  Edward Moxon.  Stain in inner 
margin of  first two signatures.  Orig. purple vertical-ribbed 
cloth, paper spine label;  neatly recased, front board dulled 
& a little rubbed, but still a decent copy of  a scarce title.  
Presentation copy from Talfourd, inscribed on leading f.e.p.:  
‘Mr. Justice Williams - With the author’s best respects’.  A 
second inscription has been erased beneath.  

¶ Charles Dickens and Thomas Talfourd became 
acquainted, probably through mutual friend John 
Forster, soon after the Talfourd’s Copyright Bill was 
introduced in the Commons in 1837.  The two became 
friends and co-campaigners for the protection of  
authors’ rights, Dickens signing the ‘Petition of  English 
Authors’ printed here on pp144-46.  The 33-name list, 
also included Ainsworth, Browning, Carlyle, Joanna 
Baillie, Samuel Rogers, Harriet Martineau, Douglas 
Jerrold, Leigh Hunt, and Mary Russell Mitford.  The Bill met with strong 
opposition (most famously from historian and Whig politician Thomas Macaulay), 
and did not become law until 1842.

1840 £500
__________

111.  DOUGLAS, Lord Alfred.  Sonnets.  2nd edn.  The Richards Press.  Half  title, front.  
Contemp. half  dark red morocco, red cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt raised bands;  
spine. sl. faded.  v.g.

¶ First published in 1935.  Lord Alfred Douglas, nicknamed Bosie, 1870-
1945, poet, translator and author, best remembered now for his high-profile 
relationship with Oscar Wilde.  Includes the poems: A Summer Storm, To 
Shakespeare, The Sphinx, To Sleep, Sonnet on the Sonnet, A Triad of  the Moon, 
The Dead Poet, To a Silent Poet, The Unspeakable Englishman, and others.

1943 £85

FISTIANA
112. (DOWLING, Francis)  Fistiana;  or, The oracle of  the ring:  

results of  prize battles, from 1700 to 1867, alphabetically arranged; 
old and new rules of  the ring; form of  articles; duties of  seconds, 
bottle-holders, umpires, and referees; hints on sparring and boxing; 
with method of  training.  By the Editor of  “Bell’s Life in London”.  
At the Office of  “Bell’s Life in London”.  Tipped on to verso of  
leading f.e.p. is ‘Appendix for 1868’, a folding galley list. Orig. green 
cloth. At head of  title in ms: ‘The Bishop’s’. A nice copy.

¶ Full listing of  fights with results & wagers;  guide to all 
aspects of  the sport.  There is no current champion of  
England - Jem Mace and E. Baldwin drew their fight in 1867 
and the belt is ‘in abeyance’. First published in 1841, Fistiana 
was continued as an annual publication until 1868; this is 
therefore the final edition.  DNB notes that Francis’ father, 
Vincent, was the original author.  Written ‘by the editor of  
Bell’s Life in London’, this position was held by Vincent in 
1841 with Francis (Frank) assuming the role in 1852 upon his 
father’s death.   A pencil note in the volume records purchase 
from John Arlott’s collection, sold at auction 27/9/1995.

1868 £250

DICKENS



ORIGINAL OBSERVATIONS OF LONDON LIFE
113.  DRUMMOND, Frank.  (Album of  Over 80 Original Sketches & Cartoons.)  The 

sketches tipped into a folio album, some sl. stained from mounting;  one small image 
removed.  Red cloth;  a little paint-marked.  Ownership inscription of  Robin Wood 
(R.A. Wood) with ink note by him:  ‘Drawings by Frank Drummond, artist/actor friend 
of  G. & W. Grossmith ...  He had some work published in “Punch”.’  

¶ Of  the 83 images, 29 are in ink and 54 in pencil;  17 are views or portraits, 
66 are cartoons.  Drummond lived in south London at two addresses in 
Kennington:  Seagrave Lodge, 29, Kennington Oval, from which two sketches 
are made of  the Oval Cricket Ground, as well as the drawing room of  the house, 
and at 31 South Place, Kennington Park, where Drummond also made a detailed 
study of  the drawing room.  The largest pencil sketch is a view of  Lower Sloane 
Street, looking towards Sloane Square, with pencil notes added by Drummond 
about the people and businesses in some of  the buildings.  Another is of  Bridge 
Street, later Buckingham Palace Road, showing a street scene, with a pencil note 
indicating that the buildings had been replaced by a school.
The drawing room sketches are reminiscent of  the illustrations by Weedon 
Grossmith for Diary of  a Nobody, but searches for Frank Drummond have 
‘drawn a blank’.

[c.1851-1900] £480

DRUMMOND



HISTORY OF RUSSIA
114.  DUNCAN, Jonathan & RABBE, Alphonse.  History of  

Russia from the Foundation of  the Empire by Rourick to the 
Close of  the Hungarian War.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  Herbert 
Ingram & Co.  (National Illustrated Library.)  Half  titles, tinted 
fronts, titlepages & plates, folding maps, 8pp cata. vol. II.  Orig. 
brown embossed cloth, spine dec. & lettered in gilt;  spine vol. II 
v. sl. dulled, but still an attractive set.

¶ Duncan writes in the Preface to vol. I, ‘With the exception of  
the first chapter on the “Origin of  the Russians,” contributed by 
myself, the whole of  this volume I have translated from Rabbe.  
The first chapter of  the second volume is also translated from 
his work;  for the remainder I am responsible’.  He continues, 
‘some readers, too sensitive at the exposure of  vice, may be 
shocked at the narrative of  Catherine II ... but the suppression 
of  fact is an outrage of  truth’.  See also items 202 & 245.

1854 £125

ESTATE MANAGEMENT & SKULDUGGERY IN JAMAICA 
115.  DUNSTONE, James.  ALS to William Fairclough,  from Dumfries, St. James’, 

Jamaica, 8th Augt. 1823.  ‘I sincerely hope long ere this will reach you, that you will 
have arrived safely in England, and that your health and strength are considerably 
improved by the voyage ...’  83 lines on all four sides of  a folded 4to sheet;  old folds.

¶ An intriguing letter from James Dunstone, the overseer of  the Dumfries 
Estate, Jamaica, to William Fairclough, the estate’s owner.  He writes updating 

Fairclough on the management of  the estate, 
but spends much effort in defending his 
good character which, he reports, has been 
besmirched by the ‘malicious, underhand and 
false representations’ of  Patrick Waugh, a 
fellow overseer, owner of  enslaved people and 
attorney.  ‘Last week, I learned, from good 
authority, that Mr Waugh, had a long time 
previous to his getting charge of  Sir Simon’s 
properties, corresponded regularly with the 
Baronet, and was continually depreciating our 
management of  his properties generally, that 
he had written to Sir Simon that he had been 
imposed upon respecting the effective strength 
of  his slaves on Long Pond, that the jobbing 
was excessive’.  Dunstone defends himself  
vehemently noting that ‘had there not been 
such a shameful sacrifice, I am confident they 
would have realised the estimate I sent to Sir 
Simon;  the negroes say, the canes have been 
left in such abundance on the ground that it is 
impossible to clear the young sprouts of  them, 

you are aware that Sir Simon is the only sufferer, by this, and when I write to you 
more particularly concerning it, I must beg and entreat that you will make Sir 
Simon acquainted therewith, that my character as a planter may not be injured 
by Mr Waugh’s malicious, underhand and false representations, with a view to 
ingratiate himself  to the prejudice of  both you and myself.’   Sir Simon Clarke 
7th Bart, was owner of  the Long Pond Estate, Jamaica, which, in 1823, was 
under the control of  his attorney Patrick Waugh.  Dunstone, who was also an 
owner of  enslaved people and associated with four claims for compensation after 
the abolition of  slavery in 1833, concludes by giving Fairclough, more general 
news from Jamaica:  ‘MN Doman has purchased Unity Estate for £21,000, ...  I 
am much afraid that he will be grievously disappointed in his expectations of  this 
place, and that it will be a service of  mortification to him as long as he lives’.

1823 £480 †

DUNCAN



WITH THE FIRST RECIPE FOR ICE CREAM
116. EALES, Mary.  Mrs. Mary Eales’s Receipts.  Confectioner to her late Majesty 

Queen Anne.  Printed for J. Brindley ... and R. Montagu.  [8], 100, [4]pp, two final 
advertisement leaves.  8vo.  Contemp. full sheep;  hinges cracked but remaining firm, a 
little worn.  Trimmed armorial bookplate of  Sir John Anstruther facing contents leaf;  
armorial bookplate of  Alexander Trotter on leading pastedown.

¶ See Bitting p. 139;  ESTC T41600, BL only in UK;  five copies only in North 
America.  First published in 1718 (ESTC T90918, 7/4 copies), ESTC records a 
variant 1733 edition (1/5 copies) with the imprint Brindley and R. Mountagu [sic].  
Mary Eales is distinguished in English culinary literature as the first writer to 
publish a recipe for ice cream (pp92-93).  The copy of  Sir John Anstruther, 1st 
Baronet, of  Anstruther, Scottish politician who sat in the Parliament of  Scotland 
from 1702 to 1707, and in the British House of  Commons from 1708 to 1741.  
It was later the copy of  Alexander Trotter, husband to Jean Steuart, daughter of  
the Scottish politician Sir Robert Steuart of  Allanbank, 1st Baronet.  

1733 £1,200

GREAT ORMOND STREET HOSPITAL
117.  EDITH.  Mona Park.  By “Edith,” (aged eleven.).  In aid of  the hospital for sick 

children, Great Ormond Street, London.  (Printed by Wertheimer, Lea & Co.)  Front., 
plates;  the odd internal mark.  Orig. brick brown sand-grained cloth, front board 
blocked in black & lettered in gilt;  leading inner hinge cracked, sl. rubbed.  73pp.  

¶ Not in BL;  Cambridge only on Copac.  OCLC adds two copies in the US.  A 
juvenile tale, supposedly by an eleven-year-old girl, published as a fund-raiser for 
Great Ormond Street Hospital.

1876 £35

118.  ELIOT, George.  Daniel Deronda.  FIRST EDITION, first printing.  4 vols.  
Edinburgh:  William Blackwood & Sons.  Half  title vol. IV only;  occasional light 
spotting in prelims, copyright statement sl. shaved in lower margin of  titlepage vol. III.  
Contemp. half  dark blue calf, spines with raised gilt bands, maroon morocco labels;  
spines sl. faded, v. sl. rubbing to extremities.  An attractive copy.

¶ Baker & Ross A11.1.a;  the first printing, without contents leaves following the 
titlepage.  Sadleir 813.  The first issue of  the first print, with the quotation from 
Tennyson in Book II (vol. I, p.336) wrongly ascribed to In Memoriam;  an erratum 
slip has been tipped in pointing out the error.  The quotation was correctly 
ascribed to Locksley Hall for the second issue.

1876 £850

EALES
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119.  ELIOT, George.  The Mill on the Floss.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Edinburgh:  
William Blackwood and Sons.  Half  titles, 16pp cata. vol. III.  Original orange-brown 
diagonal ripple-grained cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, boards blocked in blind, spines 
decorated & lettered in gilt;  very sl. marking.

¶ Sadleir 816a;  Wolff  2060;  Baker & Ross A5.1.a.  Carter’s ‘B’ binding.
1860 £1,250

THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK - INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR
120.  ELLIS, George Agar.  The True History of  the Prisoner, 

Commonly Called the Iron Mask,  extracted from documents in 
the French archives.  2nd edn.  John Murray.  Uncut in original 
blue boards, drab paper spine; repairs to spine, retaining orig. 
label.  Inscribed:  ‘Granville Vernon Esq. From the Author’ on 
titlepage.  v.g.

¶ L’Homme au Masque de Fer, c.1640–1703.  Recounting the story 
of  the unknown man who was kept as a prisoner in France and 
Italy by the same gaoler for 34 years.  Despite the large number 
of  conjectures about his identity, and the release of  state papers 
as recently as 2015, he continues to be - unknown.
This copy is inscribed to Granville (Harcourt) Vernon, 1792-
1879, politician, by the author, George James Welbore Agar-
Ellis, 1st Baron Dover, 1797-1833, politician and man of  letters.

1827 £180

121. (ELLIS, Sarah, née Stickney.)  The Juvenile Scrap-Book;  a gage 
d’amour for the young.  By the author of  ‘The Women of  England’.  
Fisher, Son, & Co.  Front., additional engr. title, plates.  Orig. pale blue 
moiré cloth, attractively dec. & lettered in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g.

¶ A selection of  instructional poems and thoughts for the young.
1848 £85

ELIOT
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122.  FORGET-ME-NOT.  Forget-Me-Not;  A Christmas and New Year’s Present for 
MDCCCXXXI.  Edited by Frederic Shoberl.  18mo.  R. Ackermann.  Embossed 
presentation plate with neat contemp. inscription, engr. front. & title, 4pp cata., all 
plates present.  Orig. green glazed printed boards.  a.e.g.  A v.g. copy in orig. sl. rubbed 
& dulled slip-case.

¶ Includes A Sea Story, by the Ettrick Shepherd, i.e. James Hogg.  Other 
contributors are Caroline Bowles, William Lisle Bowles, Derwent Conway, W.H. 
Harrison, Thomas Hood, & Susanna Strickland (sister of  Agnes).  Plates after H. 
Corbould, J. Knight, E. Landseer, S. Prout, W. Westall, &c.

1831 £125

WITH ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR FRONTISPIECE
123.  FRANK, Mary (later Ricketts)  Glances in Palestine, and other poems, being mostly 

village sketches from nature.  A.W. Bennett.  Half  title.  Orig. brown limp cloth, blocked 
in blind, lettered in gilt within cartouche on front board.  Presentation inscription on 
e.p.:  ‘Lucy Dockwra from her friend Cath. B. Charleton, Ashley Down, 21st 3rd mo. 
1860’.  A nice copy.  90pp.

¶ With an original watercolour portrait, possibly a self-portrait, by the Author, 
signed ‘M.F.’ Frank was also author of Miscellaneous Poems 1833, Verses, Sacred and 
Descriptive 1850 and Village Sketches 1907.  She was a Quaker teacher at Sidcot  
School in Devon, and lived to the age of  100.

1860 £65

124.  (FRASER, Claud Lovat)  DRINKWATER, 
John & RUTHERSTON, Albert.  Claud Lovat 
Fraser.  With representative examples of  his work 
reproduced in collotype and line.  4to.  William 
Heinemann.  Half  title, limitation leaf, front. & 
plates.  Partially uncut in orig. black buckram;  
sl. marked.  Bookseller’s ticket of  H.H. Driver, 
Dunedin.  t.e.g.  v.g.

¶ Printed at the Curwen Press;  this is number 240 
of  450, signed by both Drinkwater & Rutherston 
on the limitation leaf.  Issued in a dustwrapper, not 
present here.  Including a memoir by Drinkwater 
and an essay on ‘The Art of  Claud Lovat Fraser’ 
by Rutherston, together with 39 plates of  Fraser’s 
art.  A fine production.  

1923 £120

FORGET-ME-NOT
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HOUSEHOLD DICTIONARY
125. FRAY, Frederick.  Fray’s Golden Recipes for the Use of  All 

Ages.  A book that gives universal satisfaction for its invaluable 
information in a concise form.  Revised, corrected and improved 
...  Sale upwards of  350,000.  Published by the Proprietor:  
Frederick Fray, 13 Marfleet Lane, Hull;  E. Seale, Imperial Arcade, 
Ludgate Circus.  (Printed by David Allen & Sons, Liverpool.)  
Orig. printed paper buff  wrappers;  sl. marked.  Ownership 
inscriptions of  Mrs A. Raine, Michleton.  68pp.

¶ Varying imprints on copies recorded by Copac.  The title is 
somewhat misleading as there are few recipes;  the book takes 
the form of  a household dictionary:  ‘Disordered stomach; the 
simplest remedy is salt and water’.  Fray’s address is here given as 
‘13 Marfleet Lane, Hull’;  in other copies it is 47, Durham Street.

[1897?] £40

‘SLAVERY IS INDEED A BITTER DRAUGHT’
126.  FREEMAN, Frederick.  Yaradee;  a plea for Africa.  In familiar 

conversations on the subject of  slavery and colonization.  Philadelphia:  
J. Wetham.  Some moderate foxing.  Orig. brown dec. cloth, spine 
lettered in gilt within cartouche;  sl. rubbing.  Label of  Angelica Public 
Library with rules, and stamp on title.  v.g. 

¶ The benevolent Mr. L. systematically reveals to his children, who 
have ignorantly imbibed the racism of  their day regarding Africa, 
‘that this very people, now so degraded, and who have been as if  
by common consent so long and so much traduced, were for more 
than a thousand years, which is almost twenty times longer than the 
government under which we live has been in existence, the most 
enlightened people on the face of  the globe’.

1836 £180

127. FURNISS, Harry.  Harry Furniss at Home.  FIRST EDITION.  T. Fisher Unwin.  
Half  title, front., illus. 16pp cata.  Orig. pictorial maroon cloth;  spine faded, very 
sl. cocked.  

¶ Autobiography of  the British illustrator who established is career at the 
Illustrated London News before moving to Punch.  See also item 262.

1904 £35

WITH A WILLIAM BLAKE ENGRAVING
128. FUSELI, Henry.  Lectures on Paintings, delivered at the 

Royal Academy March 1801, ...  With additional observations 
and notes.  FIRST EDITION.  Folio.  Printed for J. Johnson.  
Vignette title, engr. illus. on final lead;  titlepage sl. browned, 
name cut from head of  dedication leaf  & neatly repaired 
with appropriate paper.  Contemp. full tree calf, elaborate gilt 
borders, spine with gilt devices & raised bands, dark green 
morocco label;  hinges neatly repaired, sl. rubbed. 

¶ Bentley 459.  A well-preserved copy of  Fuseli’s 
first three Lectures to be delivered before the Royal 
Academy, following his appointment as Professor 
of  Painting in 1799.  The subjects are ‘Ancient Art’, 
‘Modern Art’ and ‘Invention’, and demonstrate 
a particular regard for art of  the Roman and 
Florentine schools.  Further lectures were published 
in 1820 and 1831.  The illustration on the final leaf, 
titled ‘Ancora imparo.  M Angelo Bonarroti’, is 
signed by the engraver, ‘Blake: sc’.  A scarce item;  
no copies recorded at auction records since 1970.

1801  £750

FRAY
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THE BACHELOR’S WIFE
129.  GALT, John.  The Bachelor’s Wife;  a selection of  curious and interesting extracts, 

with cursory observations.  FIRST EDITION.  12mo.  Edinburgh:  Oliver & Boyd.  
Half  title.  Contemp. full panelled calf, triple-ruled borders in gilt, spine gilt in 
compartments, maroon morocco label.  A v.g. attractive copy.

¶ Not in Sadleir;  Wolff  2388.  ‘[A] compilation ... generally formed upon the 
principle of  affording specimens of  the literature of  different epochs.’  (Preface.)

1824 £120

WANDERERS IN THE WILDERNESS - 
COMPLETE WITH THE RULE BOOK 

130.  GAME.  WALLIS, Edward, pub.  Wallis’s New Game of  Wanderers in the 
Wilderness.  Edward Wallis.  Hand-coloured engraving, in 16 compartments, backed on 
linen;  expert repair to one fold not affecting image.  With the 12pp rules booklet, sewn 
as issued in orig. printed pink paper wrappers.  Both are in orig. green embossed moiré 
cloth, blocked & lettered in gilt;  small nick with loss to front cover, sl. faded.  A very 
nice example.

¶ Whitehouse p.16;  BL, Oxford and Cambridge only in UK;  Yale, Princeton, 
UCLA and Indiana only in the U.S.   A companion game to The Star-Spangled 
Banner;  or, Emigrants to U.S.A.  The game is a single large map of  South America 
illustrating its geography, wildlife and people, on land and off  shore.  The board 
is numbered 1 to 84, each number being explained in the accompanying booklet.  
Number 1 begins:  ‘Demarara.  Welcome, gallant friends, to the shores of  South 
America.  I shall soon be ready to attend you on your journey to explore this land 
of  wonders, for such you will indeed find it to be ...  5.  Here we stop a little, and 
gather a quantity of  the leaves of  this vine.  See, our Indians are already at work.  
It is the Wourali, the juice of  which furnishes the principal ingredient in the 
poison with which they anoint the tips of  their darts ...  22.  Hark at the horrid 
sounds which proceed from the forest close by!  It is the death roar of  a Jaguar, 
which an immense Boa Constrictor is in the act of  crushing to a jelly ...  52.  Juan 
Fernandez.  This is the Island where Robinson Crusoe lived so many years ...  82.  
Observe that Macoushi Indian;  he is blowing a dart through his blow-pipe ten 
feet fong [sic], at a Toucan two hundred feet above him ...’  A rare and beautifully 
produced game.  

[1844] £8,800

GALT
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CORONATION TICKET
131.  GEORGE IV, King of  Great Britain.  Coronation Pass Ticket, Westminster Hall.  

n.p.  Embossed & colour printed ticket on cream paper.  18.5 x 13cm.  v.g.  WITH:  
Procession Pass Ticket.  Embossed & colour printed pictorial ticket.  22 x 17cm.  v.g.  

¶ The coronation of  George IV took place 19 July 1821, over a year after he 
had acceded to the throne in January 1820.  Originally scheduled for 1 August 
1820, the coronation was postponed by the untimely return to England of  
George’s wife Caroline of  Brunswick who sought to take up her rightful role as 
Queen.  Despite the failure of  the Bill of  Pains and Penalties, which sought to 
withdraw her rights as Queen and forcibly divorce her from the King, Caroline 
was nevertheless excluded from the ceremony.  A notoriously extravagant and 
flamboyant man, George’s coronation sought to outshine that of  Napoleon 
Bonaparte.  The total cost was £238,000, the most expensive coronation ever and 
more than twenty times the cost of  George III’s in 1761.

1821 £480 †

SEA-WEED
132.  GIFFORD, Isabella.  The Marine Botanist;  an Introduction to the study of  

algology.  Containing descriptions of  the commonest sea-weeds, and the best method 
of  preserving them, with figures of  the most remarkable species.  Darton and Co., 
Bath:  Binns and Goodwin.  Col. front., vignette title and 4 other col. plates, with 6 
b&w plates, 4pp ads.  Orig. green cloth, blocked in blind and gilt, spine gilt lettered;  sl. 
rubbed.  Bookseller’s ticket of  Pretyman & Rixon.  A nice copy.

¶ Gifford, 1825-1891, Welsh-born botanist, primarily an algologist.  This is the 
first edition of  her primary work, several times reprinted.

[1848] £85

133.  GOLDSMITH, Oliver.  The Vicar of  Wakefield:  a tale.  The sixth edition.  Printed 
for T. Carnan & F. Newbery.  [viii], 284pp.  12mo.  Leading f.e.p roughly excised.  Orig. 
paper cover boards, green vellum spine;  paper on boards worn away, green vellum 
spine crudely but carefully sewn on.  A rough but pleasing copy.

¶ ESTC T146188, BL, Oxford, Trinity in British Isles;  Free Library of  
Philadelphia, Harvard, Yale, Florida, NY Academy of  Medicine in US.  First 
published in 1766, it became extremely popular with the Victorians and was 
widely read throughout the nineteenth century.

1779 £85

GEORGE IV
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GRANT, Charles Jameson
See also items 227-229
  

134.  Truth, Justice and Gratitude.  [Extracted from the “Penny Satirist,” of  Saturday, August 
31, 1939.]  (B.D. Cousins?)  Woodcut engraving with heading above, title & text below;  
sl. creasing to left margin.  v.g.  28 x 22.5cm.

¶ Not in BM Satires;  no copies traced on Copac or OCLC.  A satire on the 
legal case between two purveyor’s of  medical ointments Felix Albinolo and 
Thomas Holloway.  Illustrated by the brilliant caricaturist Charles Jameson Grant, 
best known for his biting satirical series The Political Drama.  The Penny Satirist, 
established as Cleave’s London Satirist & Gazette of  Variety in October 1837, was a 
radical unstamped periodical that ran until 1846, adorned by woodcuts by Grant.

1839 £250 †

135.  BROADSIDE.  The Vices of  the Gin Shop, Public House, and Tavern Dissected;  or, 
The folly of  dram drinking clearly exhibited.  J. Quick.  Single sheet folio broadside, 
illus. with one large & 3 further woodcuts;  sl. dusted, old folds.  49 x 35cm.  

¶ Dated from the BM copy;  no other copies traced.  The large central illustration 
is entitled ‘The Drunkard’s Coat of  Arms’ with the motto ‘Drink ruins the 
pocket, the body and the soul!’.  This is accompanied by an ‘explanation of  the 
drunkard’s arms’ together with, beneath, a four column verse on the dangers of  
drink:  ‘Ah! Drunkenness, thou base tyrannic crime, Which tains, O Britain! thy 
prolific crime’.  The illustrations are unsigned but almost certainly by Grant.

[1833] £350

136.  PERIODICAL.  John Bull’s Picture Gallery.  Political, satirical, and humorous.  
(Number 1.)  4to.  W. P. Chubb.  Illus.  4pp.  Disbound.  

¶ Copac records one run of  18 issues at the BL (1832).  Price one penny.  
Published both in a folio and 4to format.  Although unnumbered, the BL 
(1948,0202.1.1) records this as the first in the series.  Included are three half-
page illustrations by Charles Jameson Grant:  ‘The Contest’, ‘The Woman Wot 
Rides the Sovereign’ and ‘Petticoat Government - England’s New Ensign’.  
Grant’s illustrations to the periodical John Bull’s Picture Gallery were some of  
the earliest examples of  his evolution as an artist, both in technique - a move 
from etching to wood engraving - and subject matter - moving towards radical 
antiauthoritarian politics.  These issues are dedicated to the Reform Bill and 
attacking the Tories who opposed it.

[1832] £180
__________

GRANT
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137.  GRAY, Maxwell, pseud. (Mary Gleed Tuttiett)  A Costly Freak.  2nd edn.  Kegan 
Paul.  Half  title, front.  Orig. red cloth over bevelled boards, pictorially blocked in 
gilt with a dog design; spine a little dulled.  Ownership inscription of  T.H. Parker on 
titlepage, elaborate ownership design on p.1.  Neugent’s Booksellers ticket on following 
pastedown.  A nice copy.

¶ A rather wholesome farce centred on a curate who finds a wad of  cash in a 
Bible and assumes the Good Lord has placed it there.  His dogs Muffie and 
Buffie feature heavily.

1894 £30

AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY WAR:  EDITED BY JOHN GALT
138.  (GRAYDON, Alexander)  Memoirs of  a Life, chiefly passed in Pennsylvania, within 

the last sixty years.  FIRST UK EDITION.  Edinburgh:  William Blackwood.  Errata 
slip.  Uncut in orig. drab boards, paper spine label (9s. 6d);  some expertly executed 
minor repairs to hinges.  Contemp. ownership details of  Andrew Thomson, Melville 
Street, Edinburgh.  A v.g. copy in custom-made slipcase imitating a leather-bound 
volume.

¶ The son of  Irish immigrants, Alexander Graydon, 1752-1818, fought and 
was taken prisoner in the American War of  Independence, and went on to 
serve as a delegate to the Pennsylvania State Convention and as a prothonotary 
(chief  clerk) of  Dauphin County.  This is the first British edition of  his Memoirs, 
following by eleven years the first US edition which was published at Harrisburgh 
in 1811.  This version was edited by the Scottish novelist, John Galt, who, in his 
dedication to the American diplomat Richard Rush, describes Graydon’s work 
as ‘perhaps the best narrative that has yet appeared relative to the history of  that 
great conflict which terminated in establishing the independence of  the United 
States’.  The former owner of  this volume, Andrew Thomson, 1779-1831, was 
an evangelical church of  Scotland minister, educationalist, abolitionist, and 
political reformer.

1822 £580
MESMERISM

139.  HALL, Spencer Timothy.  Mesmeric Experiences.  FIRST EDITION.  H. Baillière, 
&c.  Orig. printed green wrappers, bound into green cloth by J. Osborne of  Ashbourne;  
rear wrapper a little marked, cloth sl. mottled.

¶ Spencer T. Hall was a Quaker stocking maker who became convinced of  the 
value of  mesmerism and phrenology; nevertheless he was a firm advocate of  
egalitarianism in scientific knowledge, and apparently cured the novelist Harriet 
Martineau of  a serious uterine disease in 1844. 

1845 £150

GRAY
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VERY SCARCE PUBLIC READING HANDBILLS 
140.  HARLESTON PUBLIC READING SOCIETY.  Seven Handbills Advertising 

Penny Readings at Corn Hall, Harleston.  Harleston:  Cann, printer.  Printed on rectos 
only of  thin, differently coloured paper;  a few creases & small tears, one repaired with 
archival tape.  Remarkably well preserved.

¶ No copies traced.  The first two handbills are from the ‘first season’ dated 
March 15th and 22nd, 1861.  The remainder are numbers one to five in the 
second season dated April 12th to May 10th, 1861.  A highly unusual and scarce 
series of  handbills advertising public readings in Harleston, Norfolk.  Each 
programme lists six titles, their author, and the name of  the reader.  Works 
include:  ‘Selection from The Lady of  Lyons’, Bulwer, read by Mr Bray;  ‘A Stage 
Coach Journey’ Cockton, read by Mr Everson;  ‘A chapter from the Pickwick 
Papers’, Dickens, read by Mr Fox;  ‘Trial of  Henry Wharton’, J. F. Cooper, read 
by Mr. Fox;  ‘Death in the Kitchen’, Hood, read by George Robinson, &c.  

1861 £950 †

A JESUIT TALE
141.  (HARDY, Elizabeth.)  The Confessor:  A Jesuit tale of  the times.  

Founded on fact.  By the Author of  “Michael Cassidy”.  With 
Preface by Rev. C.B. Tayler.  Simpkin, Marshall & Co.  Front. & 
additional engr. title;  plates a little spotted.  Contemp. half  red roan;  
sl. rubbed.

¶ Not in Wolff.  First published by Bentley as a three-decker in 
1851 according to Loeber, H137, but no copies are recorded on 
Copac or OCLC and this may be a ghost.  It was published as 
No.3 in the ‘Run & Read Library’ published by Clarke, Beeton in 
1853 (1854?) and described as the first edition by Sadleir (3673).  
The undated edition here (preface December 1853) is recorded 
in a single copy on Copac at NLW.  Rabidly anti-Roman Catholic.  
Hardy, 1786-1854, born in Dublin, was ruined by a failed bank 
and turned to writing novels.  She was imprisoned for debt in 
1852 and died in the Queen’s Bench Prison.

[1854?] £120
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142.  HARDY, Thomas.  Tess of  the d’Urbervilles.  A Pure Woman faithfully presented.  
FIRST EDITION, first/second/first issue.  3 vols.  James R. Osgood, McIlvaine & 
Co.  Half  titles.  Orig. fine-weave tan cloth, front boards blocked with floral design in 
gilt, spines lettered in gilt;  spines with expertly executed minor repairs to heads & tails, 
a little dulled & rubbed, front board of  vol. I with small damp mark.  Vols II & III 
neatly inscribed ‘Bertie from F.O., April ‘96’.  Labels on front boards of  Mudie’s Select 
Library, stamped ‘sold’.  A decent copy as originally issued.

¶ Purdy pp67-78;  Sadleir 1114;  Wolff  2993.  Hardy’s penultimate, and ultimately 
most successful novel.

1891 £650

143.  HARE, Augustus J.C.  Epitaphs for Country Churchyards.  FIRST EDITION.  
Oxford: John Henry & James Parker.  Orig. maroon cloth, bordered in blind, blocked & 
lettere in gilt.  A nice copy.  62pp.

¶ Hare’s first book is a compilation of  epitaphs, along with an odd but 
convincing plea for the elevation of  the form away from quotidian suffering and 
towards Christ.

1856 £85

EXCREMENT IN THE COURT OF QUEEN ELIZABETH
144.  HARINGTON, John.  (A New Discourse of  a Stale Subject; called) The 

Metamorphosis of  Ajax; A Cloacinean Satire:  With the anatomy and apology.  To 
which is added, Ulysses upon Ajax.  Chiswick:  From the Press of  C. Whittingham.  
Half  title, front. Both A New Discourse ... Written by Misacmos (Printed by Richard 
Fields ... 1596) & Ulysses upon Ajax, Written by Misadiaboles to his friend Philaretes 
(Printed for Thomas Gubbins, 1596), are separately paginated.  Uncut & partly 
unopened in orig. dark red boards, printed label. v.g.

¶ Harington, 1560-1612, was a courtier to Elizabeth and a poet, known as the 
Queen’s ‘saucy godson’, but his racy translation of  part of  Ariosto’s Orlando 
Furioso, led to the Queen commanding Harington to leave the Court until he had 
completed the task, rather than banishing him.  In the 1590s he invented the 
first flush toilet, calling it the Ajax.  His A New Discourse Upon a Stale Subject: The 
Metamorphosis of  Ajax, was published in 1596 - using description of  his invention 
to attack the ‘excrement’ in the Court, primarily the Earl of  Leicester.  The satire 
led to Harington’s permanent banishment - until his return to the Court of  King 
James.  This Chiswick Press reprints the work as ‘the first specimens of  the 
Rabelasian satire our language has to boast’.

1814 £225

HARDY
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ADVENTURES IN EGYPT AND THE MIDDLE EAST
145.  HENTY, George Alfred.  A Chapter of  Adventures:  or, 

Through the Bombardment of  Alexandria.  With six full-page 
illustrations by W.H. Overend.  Blackie & Son.  Half  title, front., 
plates (one torn in lower margin without loss), 32pp cata.  Lacking 
following f.e.p.  Orig. turquoise pictorial cloth;  v. sl. dulled, but 
overall a v.g. copy.

¶ BL records an 1891 [1890] first edition with the same collation 
(288pp).  This copy appears to date from around 1893, the date 
of  the last published novel on the verso of  the half  title.  The 
exciting tale of  a boy who helps rescue a ship of  upper-class 
people during a great storm.  As a reward his family’s station is 
improved and he is given a job on a big ship, which accidentally 
leaves him and two other apprentices in Alexandria after an 
Egyptian revolt.

[c.1893] £45

ANTI-BYRON GOTHIC NOVEL - ‘FROM THE AUTHOR’
146.  HOLFORD, Margaret.  Warbeck of  Wolfsteïn.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Printed 

for Rodwell & Martin.  Half  titles vols II & III, not in vol. I, as issued.  Uncut in 
orig. pink boards;  expertly rebacked with appropriate white paper spines, vols I & II 
retaining orig. repaired paper spine labels, vol. III with replacement facsimile label.  
Each vol. with the signature of  Eliza Giffard, Nerquis Flintshire, on leading pastedown, 
and further inscribed by her on titlepage.  Vol. I also inscribed ‘From the author’.  A 
very nice copy.

¶ Summers p.67.  Copac lists four copies in the 
UK:  BL, Cambridge, Bristol & Leeds;  OCLC adds 
Oxford.  This is a typically melodramatic gothic 
novel, set in late mediaeval Germany and peopled 
with a cast of  enigmatic characters, among them 
the ‘very beautiful’ Lady Louisa, the ‘sly looking 
Cardinal Zoraschi’, a kidnapped nun, a scheming 
monk, and ‘a dwarfish ideot [sic] boy’ named Rolf.  
This was Holford’s first novel, following several 
volumes of  poetry she had thus far presented to 
the English reading public.  The work is intriguing 
for its thinly-disguised portrayal of  Lord Byron in 
the titular figure of  Baron Warbeck.  Holford was 
friendly with Robert Southey and Joanna Baillie (to 
whom the work is dedicated), and evidently shared 
their contempt for Lord Byron, portraying the worst 
of  him in the novel’s chief  antagonist.  Warbeck is 
aloof, flamboyant, compulsive and reckless, prone 
to selfishness and self-indulgence;  he is bullying, 
promiscuous, spiteful, atheistic, and hedonistic;  he 
subjects his wife to humiliation and ridicule;  he is 
unfaithful and vain, and there is even a suggestion 
of  sexual deviance.  For contemporary readers, 
there can have been little doubt as to who the 

villainous Warbeck represented, especially as Holford’s physical description of  
him, complete with black wavy hair and open necked shirt, might have been 

HENTY



taken directly from a well-known Byron portrait.  As Joanna Baillie herself  
acknowledged in a letter to Holford, ‘you have made parts of  the story of  
Wolfstein as well as his character so directly applicable to Ld. Byron’.  Byron 
himself  seems to have been unperturbed by the publication, and barely 
acknowledged a work that was only published in one edition.  However, 
Warbeck of  Wolfsteïn is a fascinating addition to the gothic oeuvre, providing 
an archetypal narrative combined with an unstinting attack on a major literary 
figure, presumably a response to Lord Byron’s widely reported wrongs against 
his wife.  See Judith Slagle’s article Text and Context:  Margaret Holford Hodson, 
Joanna Baillie, and the Wolfsteïn–Byron Controversy in European Romantic Review, 
15:3, 2004, pp425-447.

1820 £4,500

147.  HOOK, Theodore Edward.  Sayings and Doings.  First, second, and third series.  9 
vols.  Henry Colburn.  (Colburn’s Modern Novelists.)  Contemp. half  tan calf, marbled 
paper boards;  sl. rubbed & dulled.  A nice set.  

¶ A collection of  stories written whilst Hook was confined to a sponging-house, 
Sayings and Doings was first published between 1824 and 1828.

1834 £180

LATE 18TH CENTURY BONE HORN BOOK
148.  HORN BOOK.  An Eighteenth Century Bone Horn Book.  Carved bone with a 

pinkish hue, an alphabet on the front and a decorative floral pattern on the reverse, at 
some point inked in black;  ink faded.  A lovely example.  10.2 x 4cm including handle. 

¶ A rare and very nice example of  a late eighteenth century horn book.  Tuer, 
in his book History of  the Horn-Book (1897), notes that horn books and tablets 
made of  thin slabs of  ivory or bone, ‘were fairly plentiful during the latter half  
of  the last and the early years of  this century’.  Expensive to buy, the use of  horn 
books was confined to the children of  the wealthy and well-to-do.  The examples 
described and illustrated by Tuer vary in size greatly with some measuring up to 
eight inches (20cm) in length and five and a half  inches (14cm) in width.  Six of  
the examples of  late 18th century horn books in Tuer include floral decoration 
very similar to this example although all are on the front of  the handle.  Here, 
the decoration is more extensive and on the reverse.  In all of  Tuer’s examples 
(pp 117-22) the letter U is followed by V.  This hornbook has V preceding U;  
other examples of  this can be found at the Derby Museum and the Victoria and 
Albert Museum.

[c.1780] £2,500

HOLFORD



AUTHOR’S PRESENTATION COPY - TO A ‘FRIEND OF THE POOR’
149.  (HORNE, M.J.)  The Adventures of  Naufragus.  Written by himself.  2nd edn.  

Smith, Elder.  Bound without half  title or ads. in a presentation binding of  full black 
morocco, elaborate dec. gilt borders, raised bands, compartments ruled in gilt;  very sl. 
rubbed.  Presentation inscription on leading f.e.p.:  ‘To the Right Honorable Sir Peter 
Laurie Bart. Lord Mayor of  London, friend of  the poor and defender of  the Peoples 
rights.  A testimony of  respect by the Author.  March 20th 1883’.  Book label of  Sir 
Peter Laurie on leading pastedown.  a.e.g.  v.g.  

¶ See Wolff  3283 for the 1827 first edition.  A novel partly set in India, by Horne 
“of  the India House”.  Presented to Sir Peter Laurie, perhaps because of  his 
connections to India, having made his fortune as a saddler supplying the Indian 
army.  Elected Lord Mayor of  London in 1832, Laurie was a campaigner for 
social, political and prison reforms.

1828 £150

VALENTINE AND APRIL FOOL’S POEM
150.  HUMOROUS VALENTINE.  Caricature Portrait of  an Old Maid.  n.p.  Hand 

coloured etching of  a woman sitting in a chair with text above & below:  edges sl. worn, 
old folds.  Ink inscription on top of  page ‘1st of  April Man (?)’,  8 line poem written in 
ink on verso; small yellow label with ‘PEACE’ pasted below image.

¶ The text above recounts bad luck with men, especially John who has stepped 
out with a house-maid, and below reads: ‘Well, Dolly Dumps, how very pensive 
you look; / Have you forgotten your mutton to cook? / You’re so sad and so 
gloomy, I really opine / Cupid thinks you too old for a true valentine.’  It seems 
that after Valentine’s Day, the paper was repurposed for April Fool’s Day with an 
original comic poem: ‘Fine Lady I’m a Batchelor / Arrived at ninety three / And 
aft to think in years / You are not far short of  me / Now if  to marriage you are 
inclined / To live single is not clever / Lady if  to join we can agree / It is better 
late than never - I remain yours truly, to Miss Maggs, W. Hichard (?).  A charming 
piece of  Victorian ephemera.

[c.1870] £40    †

INDIA
See items 21, 70, 149, 181-184, 294.
__________

HORNE
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A BURGLAR’S LIFE: IN ORIGINAL WRAPPERS
151.  JEFFREY, Mark.  Tales of  the Early Days. A Burglar’s Life;  or, The stirring 

adventures of  the great English burglar Mark Jeffrey.  A thrilling history of  the dark 
days of  convictism in Australia.  Hobart (Tasmania), J. Walch & Sons.  Browned.  Orig. 
illustrated wrappers, stapled as issued;  a fragile item with spine only sl. chipped;  text 
paper browned.  A scarce survival.

¶ Oxford only on Copac;  OCLC only records copies of  the Angus and 
Robertson 1968 reprint.  Jeffrey, 1825-1903, known as ‘the giant’, his enormous 
appetite made him difficult to control. Already in custody for robbery in 1848, 
an argument over food rations quickly transformed into a murderous assault, 
for which Jeffrey was transported for the term of  his natural life.  As a convict 
he endured the notorious Port Arthur penal colony, working there as the colony 
gravedigger on the ‘Island of  the Dead’, and then again as a patient when the 
institution was altered from prison to infirmary.

[1904] £350

EDWARD BAWDEN ILLUSTRATED COOKBOOK: 
WITH SCARCE WRAPPER

152.  JOICEY, Magda, ed.  Cook-Book Note-Book.  With notes by Angela Carter.  With 
drawings by Edward Bawden.  FIRST EDITION, first impression.  Westhouse.  Half  
title, illus.  Orig. cream cloth, pictorially blocked in red.  Buff  pictorial d.w., unclipped;  
sl. darkened, small closed tear at head, evidence of  label removal to front panel, wear to 
rear panel.

¶ Scarce in dustwrapper.  The ‘result of  many years’ eating experience on the 
Continent and in America.  Some of  the recipes are designed to tickle the most 
jaded palate, some are fit for gourmets but all are superbly simple to make’.  
While a number of  the recipes are basic (boiled rice) or bewildering (egg and 
spinach jellies), the Torhonya (Hungarian noodle recipe) is making this cataloguer 
yearn for lunchtime.  The jacket boasts that the dishes are ‘superbly simple to 
make ... whether you want to give a ravenous family a quick and filling supper or 
whether you are planning dinner for a special occasion’.  Assurances of  a recipe’s 
simplicity are commonplace now, but here seem to be an early and welcome 
recognition that women’s lives are extremely busy, and that intricate suppers are 
not always possible.  Equally ahead of  the game are Bawden’s illustrations, which 
deal with the (very current obession with) origins of  ingredients.  His illustration 
for the ‘Sweets’ chapter, where a frilly-cuffed white hand reaches over  the head 
of  a Black worker cutting sugarcane, feels particularly subversive.

1946 £150

JEFFREY
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OXFORD & PARIS
153.  KEARY, Charles Francis.  The Two Lancrofts.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  James 

R. Osgood, McIlvaine & Co.  Half  titles.  Original purple smooth cloth, front boards 
decorated in silver, front boards & spines lettered in gilt;  sl. marking.

¶ Not in Sadleir or Wolff.  This novel of  literary life moves from Oxford 
University to the Paris of  Balzac & Zola, ending with the death of  Willie 
Lancroft in the arms of  his sister, Charlie.

1893 £480
BOUND BY LUCY GILCHRIST WRIGHTSON

154. (KHAYYÁM, Omar)  HAY, John.  (The Rubaiyat of  Omar Khayyám)  In Praise 
of  Omar.  An address before the Omar Khayyám Club.  By the Hon. John Hay.  
16mo.  Printed for Thomas B. Mosher, & published by him at XLV Exchange Street, 
Portland, Maine.  [6], 9, [5]pp, with 6pp blanks at beginning & end.  12 x 14cm.  
Half  title, some initials printed in red.  Sl. later full dark turquoise crushed morocco, 
profusely blocked in gilt with geometric design of  lines, dots, leaves & flowers, spine 
up-lettered in gilt “IN PRAISE OF OMAR - HAY”.  Binder’s gilt stamp on following 
turn-in: ‘19.L.G.W.05’.  t.e.g.  A beautiful copy in custom-made pale blue cloth box 
with fleece lining.

¶ One of  925 copies on Van Gelder paper.  An extremely attractive copy of  
Hay’s brief  address, bound in the Arts and Crafts style in 1905, by ‘L.G.W.’, Lucy 
Gilchrist Wrightson.  Wrightson, 1872-1945, was a noted and evidently highly 
accomplished bookbinder, who was active in the early part of  the 20th century.  
She was recorded as a pupil at Sangorski and Sutcliffe in 1904, alongside Eleanor 
Joachim and Isobel Logan (a prominent suffragette), and exhibited her works 
for the Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society in 1906 and 1910.  Based in Ockenden 
Sussex, she was the recipient of  several prizes for her work.  See:  TIDCOMBE, 
Marianne, Women Bookbinders 1880-1920, 1996, p.172 & 190.  
The Mosher Press, started by Thomas Bird Mosher in 1891, was one of  the 
first significant private presses in America and was inspired by the Chiswick 
Press and The Bodley Head.  This copy bears the signature on leading 
pastedown of  R[obert] A. Fitzsimons, 1892-1978, an Irish-born fellow of  the 
Royal College of  Surgeons.  He was, according to an obituary in The Times, an 
avid reader of  poetry.

1898 £3,800

BEAUTIFUL ETON BINDING
155.  (KNOX, Ronald Arbuthnott)  Signa Severa, by R.A.K.  FIRST 

EDITION.  Eton College.  Lightly spotted at prelims & end.  
Contemp. dark green full calf, elaborately blocked & bordered in 
gilt, spine in gilt raised bands;  front board v. sl. bowed, corners v. 
sl. rubbed.  Bookplate of  Samuel Gurney on leading f.e.p., typed 
note regarding title laid down on leading f.e.p., two clippings of  
Knox poems from The Eton Chronicle loosely inserted.  t.e.g.  A fine 
copy.  63pp.

¶ Ronal Arbuthnott Knox, 1888-1957, was a priest, theologian, 
satirst, and writer of  Golden Age detective stories.  This is his 
first book, published while he was at Eton College.  Many of  
of  the poems herein are not wholly complimentary about the 
school and display the same command of  comic bathos and 
ability to subvert established forms evidenced in his great radio 
hoax of  1926, in which he broadcast a report of  a revolution in 
London, complete with sound effects of  trench mortars.
The book is beautifully bound and decorated, with the crest 
of  Eton’s Henry VI Society on the front board and the 
college’s crest on the rear board. Samuel Gurney may well be 
the biographer Samuel Gurney Lubbock, who was educated at 
Eton. In any case, it seems likely that the binding is a tribute for 
a bequest to the school from a member of  the society.

1906 £650

KEARY
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PLANCHÉ’S TRANSLATION
156.  LA MOTHE, Marie Catherine, Countess d’Aulnoy.  Fairy Tales.  Translated by J.R. 

Planché.  A new edn with illustrations by John Gilbert.  Routledge, Warne, & Routledge.  
Half  title, front. port. & plates.  Orig. blue dec. cloth;  sl. rubbed & dulled.  Blue armorial 
bookplate of  Frederick Blackburne on leading pastedown.  a.e.g.  A nice copy.

¶ First published by Routledge in 1855;  this edition not on Copac.  Countess 
D’Aulnoy, 1650-1705, was a French noblewoman who coined the term ‘contes de 
fées’, (fairy tales), which would come to name the genre.    

1863 £85

LANGUAGE
See items:  51, 92, 207, 218, 219.  In 2021 Jarndyce will be publishing a catalogue of  books on language, 
including dictionaries.  Please let us know if  you would like to receive a copy.
__________

‘FALLEN IN ACTION’ 1917
157.  (LASCELLES, Richard Mark) MACAULAY, Thomas Babington, Lord.  

Historical Essays.  (Volume II of  the Works, fine paper edition.)  George Routledge 
& Sons.  (New Universal Library.)  Orig. black flexible roan, spine rubbed and 
defective.  Ownership inscription of  R(ichard) M(ark) Lascelles.  Long ms. inscription, 
‘In Memoriam’, on initial blank transcribed from the Hurst Johnian, November 1917.  
Modern book label of  Patrick & Sarah Garnett.

¶ A poignant memento of  Richard Lascelles of  the first battalion, London 
Regiment (Artists’ Rifles) who ‘fell in action’, aged 21, near Arras, 16th 
September 1917, a day when 493 died.  Son of  Henry Mark Shields Lascelles and 
Harriett Lascelles (nee Spooner), Richard had been Captain of  Hurst Pierpoint 
School, Sussex, in 1913.  The manuscript inscription records that he was the fifth 
school captain ‘to fall in the service of  his country’.

[1906] £35

158.  LAWN-TENNIS.  PEILE, Solomon Charles Frederick.  Lawn Tennis as a 
Game of  Skill:  with latest revised laws as played by the best clubs.  4th edn.  William 
Blackwood & Sons.  Half  title;  sl. creasing to upper corners.  Orig. orange pictorial 
cloth;  sl. rubbed.  A nice attractive copy.  86pp.
1887 £150

LA MOTHE
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GUIDE TO SWIMMING:  PREFACE BY MRS OLIPHANT
159.  LEAHY, “Sergeant” (John Corbitt).  The Art of  Swimming in the Eton Style.  With 

a Preface by Mrs Oliphant.  Macmillan;  Nottingham:  Shepherd Bros.  Front., fold. 
plate, 2pp ads for ‘Ladies’ Swimming and Bathing Saloon’ supervised by Leahy, with 
‘times and terms’.  Orig. purple cloth, blocked in black, blind and gilt, lettered in gilt;  
spine sl. faded otherwise v.g.  Ownership stamps on leading f.e.p. & title of  the London 
School Board, the first indicating it to have been at one time in the ‘Teachers’ Reference 
Library’, struck through in pencil ‘Out of  Date’.

¶ Irish-born John Corbitt Leahy, ’Champion Swimmer of  the Red Sea’, served 
in the British army in India and was swimming-master at Eton College, 1868-
1889.  He describes the “Eton style” of  swimming including kicking out with 
the flat soles of  the feet, the importance of  floating, of  trying out different 
positions on dry land.  The frontispiece shows Athens, a bathing-place at Eton, 
and the folding plate shows different swimming positions, floating, lady’s bathing 
costume, learner in swimming belt.
The two-page preface by Mrs Oliphant is one of  her more obscure ventures into 
print;  as she says herself:  ‘It is, I fear, somewhat inappropriate to confide the 
preface of  a book about swimming to a person entirely ignorant of  that healthful 
and graceful art’.  She justifies herself  through ‘love of  the river’ over which ‘the 
gallant sergeant is one of  the presiding spirits or good angels of  the Thames ...’.

1875 £150

160.  LEE, Vernon (Violet Paget)  The Enchanted Woods.  John Lane:  Bodley Head.  
Half  title.  Orig. green cloth, spine lettered in gilt;  spine v. sl. rubbed at tail.  A lovely 
crisp copy.

¶ One of  the great aesthetes of  the turn of  the century turns her considerable 
skill to the kind of  pan-European place writing that is in vogue today.

1905 £150

DISCOURSE ON THE USE OF THE PEN
161.  LEEKEY, William.  A Discourse on the Use of  the Pen.  Containing observations 

on writing in general:  the proper posture in sitting to write:  rules for choosing quills, 
and making of  pens for different hands, (proving that the common methods of  sitting 
to write, and nibbing the pen, obstruct the freedom of  writing:)  With whatever else 
may tend to perfection in that art.  Necessary not only for teachers of  writing, but for 
all persons concerned in business.  To which are added, two alphabetical sets of  copies 
suited to a quarto writing-book, on rule of  life, and moral definitions.  Printed for R. 
Ware.  32pp.  8vo.  Lower outer corner of  all pages sl. torn, edges sl. worn, the odd 
spot.  Near contemp. marbled paper wrappers;  sl. rubbed, lower inner hinge of  back 
wrapper v. sl. chipped.  A lovely copy.

LEAHY
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¶ ESTC N47411, BL & Leeds only in UK;  Stanford only in US.  
First published in 1744.  Scarce in commerce with only three auction 
records, the most recent of  which was at Sotheby’s in 1988.  ‘There 
is no Art of  more Use, or in Esteem, than modern Writing. - No Art 
of  more Use, because no Commerce or Business can be carried on 
without it [...]  It is esteemed not only for its Use, but for its Beauty, 
excelling all other Arts when rightly performed.’  By the eighteenth 
century England was flourishing as a mercantile nation, and the need 
for clerks and accountants who could write in a neat, attractive hand 
that would be legible throughout the empire grew.  Academies focused 
on  the art of  penmanship opened throughout the UK, and guides like 
this one were published to outline those teachings.

[c.1750] £450

LIBRARIES - Books relating to circulating or free libraries.
See items:  53, 71, 77, 162, 173, 220, 221, 291. 
__________

162.  LIVERPOOL LIBRARY.  Tracts for the Times.  Volume VI, numbers 89 and 90.  J. 
G. F. & J. Rivington.  Small tear to upper margin of  first leaf.  Contemp. quarter brown 
sheep, gilt library marking at foot of  spine;  rubbed.  Book label, completed in ms., of  
Liverpool Library, Lyceum, Bold Street;  ‘By order of  the committee’ stamp on first leaf.

¶ Allowed for reading 7 days, forfeiture 2d. per day.  The two tracts are:  ‘On 
the Mysticism Attributed to the Early Fathers of  the Church’ and ‘Remarks on 
Certain Passages in the Thirty-Nine Articles’.  Founded in 1757 by the Liverpool 
schoolmaster William Everard as an informal society for discussing periodicals 
and books, the Liverpool Library was formally established a year later in 1758.  
As the collection and membership grew, books were housed in various properties 
across the city.  By 1800 the Library had outgrown its then home on Lord Street 
and a proposal was put forward for the construction of  a new building.  With 
the library’s 892 subscribers having contributed 12 guineas each towards its 
construction The Lyceum was opened on 17th December 1802.

[1841] £65

WITH NOTES FOR AN UNPUBLISHED TRANSLATION
163.  LONGFELLOW, Henry Wadsworth.  Voices of  the Night;  and other poems.  

George Slater.  Orig. green cloth blocked in blind & gilt;  spine a little faded.  Pen & 
pencil annotations in French.

¶ The copy of  Paul Émile Daurand-Forgues, 1818-1883, a French journalist 
and translator of  English literature, containing extensive MS notes for a French 
translation, which never appeared.

1850 £450
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ETIQUETTE OF CARDS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
164.  (LONGSTREET, Abby Buchanan)  Cards:  their significance and proper uses as 

governed by their usages of  New York society.  By the Author of  “Social Etiquette of  
New York”.  New York:  Frederick A. Stokes & Brother.  (Good Form Series.)  Illus;  a 
few leaves roughly opened.  Orig. green cloth.  v.g.  66pp.

¶ The etiquette of  using cards for all social occasions.  Including:  visiting 
cards, card etiquette for men, cards declining to call in the afternoon, women’s 
visiting cards, infant’s cards, after-marriage visiting cards, cards for ceremonious 
receptions, &c. 

1889 £50

MACDONALD, George

165.  A Cabinet of  Gems, cut and polished by Sir Philip Sidney;  now, for the more 
radiance, presented without their setting by George MacDonald.  12mo.  Elliot Stock.  
(Elizabethan library.)  Initial ad. leaf, half  title, front.  Uncut in orig. light olive green 
cloth, brown fleurs de lys on front board, gilt on spine.  t.e.g.  v.g.

¶ This edition not recorded by Shaberman.
1893 £120

166.  The Disciple and other poems.  (2nd edn.)  Strahan & Co.  Half  title, initial ad. slip 
& 4pp cata. (Jan. 1868);  sl. marked.  Small owner’s stamp of  Aleck D. Fraser on f.e.p.  
Orig. dappled dark brown & red cloth, ruled in blind, dec. & lettered in gilt.
1868 £200

167.  England’s Antiphon.  FIRST EDITION.  Macmillan & Co.  Front., title in red, blue & 
sepia, plates after Arthur Hughes.  Contemp. half  dark blue roan;  sl. rubbed with splits 
in hinges.

¶ The plates are here bound in the wrong order.
[1868] £125
__________

IMPRISONED PROTESTANTS
168.  (MADIAI, Francesco & Rosa)  Letters of  the Madiai, and visits to their prisons.  

By the Misses Senhouse.  FIRST EDITION.  James Nisbet & Co.  Half  title, hand-
coloured front., 4pp ads.  Orig. purple cloth;  largely faded to brown, spine a little worn.  
Contemp. inscription on leading f.e.p.:  ‘To the library of  Trinity Presbyterian Church 
...’;  Book label of  Anne & F.G. Renier.  

LONGSTREET
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¶ Francesco and Rosa Madiai, of  Tuscany, were arrested and imprisoned for 
their Protestant beliefs following the revoking of  the 1848 constitution and 
the end of  religious tolerance.  They were sentenced to 56 and 45 months 
imprisonment causing a public and political furore in Britain due to their 
religious persecution -  and their connection to members of  the English 
nobility.  Queen Victoria, the Prime Minister and much of  the general public 
were in outrage at the treatment of  the Madiai, and after much political 
wrangling, they were released in March 1853.  

1853 £35

169.  MANBY, George William.  ALS to Robert Spence, from Pedestal House Southtown, 
Gt. Yarmouth, 26 Decr. 1846.  ‘Sir, Nothing can be so gratifying to a man as to have 
his humble desires to serve his Country 
& to benefit mankind, as the favourable 
opinion of  those who possess the 
amiable qualities of  the head & heart to 
duly appreciate services intended for the 
object ...’  11 lines on the first side only 
of  a folded quarto leaf  with half  page 
engraving of  Southtown;  old folds.

¶ A letter from the 81 year old inventor 
and philanthropist George William 
Manby 1754-1854 regarding his ‘humble 
endeavours to serve his Country’.  On 
18 February 1807, Manby was a helpless 
onlooker to a tragic shipwreck off  the 
coast of  Great Yarmouth that saw 214 
people drowned.  His response was to 
invent the ‘Manby Mortar’ (later the 
Breeches Buoy) that fired a rope from 
shore into the rigging of  a ship in 
distress.  A newspaper obituary, pasted 
to a blank leaf  of  this letter, notes that 
his invention saved upwards of  1000 
lives.  Manby was also the inventor of   
the first form of  fire extinguisher and is 
considered by some as the true founder 
of  the RNLI.  The impressive headed 
paper includes a near half  page engraving of  the coastline of  Southtown 
including the Nelson Pillar.  Manby later became obsessed with Lord Nelson, 
dedicating his house to a museum of  his hero.  

1846 £120 †

OLD NEW ZEALAND
170.  (MANING, Frederick Edward)  Old New Zealand;  a tale of  the good old times.  By 

a Pakeha Maori.  2nd edn.  Auckland:  Robert J. Creighton & Alfred Scales.  Half  title;  
occasional spotting.  Orig. green publisher’s cloth;  neatly recased retaining orig. spine.  
A good plus copy.

¶ Published by Smith, Elder, also in 1863  The title was first published in Britain 
by R. Bentley & Son in 1876.  Maning, 1812-1883, moved to New Zealand to 
seek his fortune aged just 22.  He settled among the Ngā Puhi Māori, soon 
becoming known as a Pākehā Māori (a European turned native), a name which 
was to become his pseudonym for his two books on New Zealand, the second 
being A History of  the War in the North of  New Zealand Against the Chief  Heke.  
Maning was very active in counselling native New Zealanders in their dealings 
with European settlers and this book deals with the freedoms lost both to him 
as a businessman, and culturally to the Maori, after the arrival of  Europeans on a 
large scale.

1863 £120
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REMINISCENCES OF AN OARSMAN
171.  MANSFIELD, Robert Blachford.  Chips From An Old Block.  James Blackwood 

& Co.  Half  title, 4pp. ads.  Original light brown cloth blocked and lettered in blue, 
spine lettered in gilt;  sl. marked.  Bookplate of  George Owen Sandys of  Graythwaite 
Hall, Lancashire, with ms. note by him on following pastedown about Mrs. Stewart of  
Fasnacloich, mentioned in the book;  presentation inscription to Major Sandys ‘from 
his son in law, Edwin Sandys, 1896’.

¶ Mansfield, 1824-1908, ‘author and sportsman’.  After Winchester and Oxford, 
Mansfield lived a roving life, in Scotland and on the Continent.  An excellent 
shot, he visited the moors of  Scotland almost every year from 1843 to 1859, and 
was one of  the first Englishmen to take up golf, but he excelled as an oarsman, 
writing popular accounts of  his exploits in the ‘Water Lily’.  This volume is 
his gossipy ‘autobiography’ recounting ‘certain episodes ... which were very 
interesting to me when they occurred ...’.

[1896] £45

MANUSCRIPT
See also items 20, 60,, 72-75, 97, 115, 163, 169, 205, 210, 244, 253, 246, 262, 267, 
276, 286, 290, & 292.  

THE BEGGAR’S DAUGHTER
172.  ANONYMOUS.  The Beggar’s Daughter of  Bednall Green.  The ‘Original 

Preface’ written for the edition of  this popular ballad, published by Jennings and 
Chaplin in 1832.  10pp ms. on rectos only of  4to leaves watermarked 1824, with 
numerous corrections and amendments;  sl. browned in left hand margins, ref. no. 
4989 in ink to p.1.

¶ Although the paper is watermarked 1824 the essay refers to ‘the publishers’ recent 
edition of  The Children in the 
Wood’ which was published 
in 1831.  The ballad of  The 
Beggar’s Daughter was written 
in the reign of  Elizabeth I, 
and printed in 1765 in Percy’s 
Reliques in an incorrect 
version which incorporated 
eight stanzas written by 
Robert Dodsley for his 
Collection of  old Ballads, 1726.  
A version was published as a 
ballad sheet in Northampton 
by W. Dicey in (c.1730) under 
the title: The rarest ballad that 
ever was seen ...  Of  this, two 
copies are recorded by ESTC, 
both at Harvard. 
The 1832 volume was the first 
time the ballad was separately 
published in book form, 
with illustrations by William 
Harvey engraved on wood by 
Branston and Wright.  It was 
reprinted in 1843 ‘for W.R.’ and in 1865 by William Tegg.  The manuscript here is 
an initial, much corrected, draft for the ‘original preface’ providing an historical 
essay on the ballad, pointing out the added stanzas printed by Percy and recording 
some stanzas which were omitted.  Unfortunately, this manuscript is not signed, 
but is clearly by a knowledgeable antiquarian.

[c.1832] £650 †

MANSFIELD



MANUSCRIPT LIBRARY RULES
173.  (BASSINGHAM SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARY)  REYNOLDS, John.  Rules of  

the Bassingham Sunday School Library.  In an early 19th century manuscript exercise 
and account book.  317pp ms. dos-à-dos, in a very neat hand, on Britannia watermarked 
paper;  a few leaves excised.  Contemp. full vellum, inscribed ‘John Reynolds’ in ms. 
on front board;  soiled but sound, small chip to head & tail of  spine.  Inscription on 
leading f.e.p.:  John Reynolds his accounting book 1802’.  

¶ A rare example of  the rules and regulations of  a provincial Sunday School 
library, recorded for posterity in the accounting book of  a local farmer, John 
Reynolds.  Bassingham, is a small village in the County of  Lincolnshire.  The 
school was founded in 1815, ‘set on foot in the kitchen of  the dwelling of  one 
of  our friends’, with these rules penned on February 3rd 1816 (A History of  
Methodism in the Neighbourhood and City of  Lincoln, A Watmough, 1829).   There 
are 20 rules:  ‘1.  This library to be supported by the weekly subscription of  the 
children belonging the Sunday School aided by voluntary contributions and to be 
for the use of  the subscribers only.  2.  The subscription to be one penny or one 
halfpenny weekly to be paid every Monday morning.’  A subscriber of  one penny 
a week for one year was entitled to a new testament with a two year subscription 
entitling them to a Bible.  ‘16.  The subscribers shall be allowed to keep each 
book one week ...  17.  If  a book shall be torn or otherwise injured so as to be 
useless while in the possession of  a subscriber the value of  such book to be paid 
to the treasurer ...  18.  If  a subscriber lend a book to a non-subscriber, to forfit 
[sic] sixpence to the library ...  20.  If  any fail in keeping these rules, the person 
offending shall have no claims on the library for Testament, Bible, or any thing 
else, but shall forfit [sic] what they have subscribed ...’  
The rules are written by John Reynolds in a volume first used in his youth as an 
impeccably-written mathematical exercise book (with accompanying illustrations) 
and later as an account book for his farming endeavours.

1802-[c.1820] £750
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TWO NOVELS IN MANUSCRIPT 
174.  CABLE, George.  Holograph Manuscripts for Two Novels:  ‘The Three Pictures; or, 

The Clares’ 1887, and ‘Sidney Maling’s Letters, First Series’, 1890-93.  The Three Pictures:  
447pp ms.  4to, written on rectos only, in c.14 exercise books, bound together in half  
brown cloth, marbled boards, maroon leather label:  ‘The Clares’.  Paper quite fragile 
with tear into lower margins towards end, without loss;  some creasing to boards.  Sidney 
Maling’s Letters:  513pp ms. 4to, on rectos only, similarly written in a number of  exercise 
books, bound in half  brown roan;  a little rubbed.

¶ Attribution is from the spine of  the second volume which  is lettered ‘Geo. 
Cable’.  The first novel opens on a wet and dreary night in the East End of  
London;  Mrs Clare pawns her ring, a family heirloom.  The second is partially 
epistolary, letters from a brother.  The novels are not of  publishable quality, but 
interesting as a working-class interpretation of  the themes in popular novels of  
the late nineteenth century.  

1887, 1890-93 £350

THE ESTATE OF A PRIME MINISTER
175. CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN, Sir Henry.  Minutes of  Meetings of  the Executors 

of  the late Right Hon. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman who died at 10 Downing 
Street on the 22nd April 1908.  45pp ms., with integral blanks, in a folio Matthews, 
Drew & Co. minute book.  Half  maroon roan, sl rubbed, with large manuscript label 
on front cover. 

¶ The record of  eight meetings of  executors and trustees held between 1908 
and 1918, followed by Copy Deed of  Release (2nd April 1918), the Schedule of  
Properties (&c.) as at 15th May 1914, Summary Balance Sheet 15th May 1917.  
Liabilities and Assets balanced at £137,876.13.3d, Cash at £3,077.15.1d.  
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, G.C.B, M.P., Liberal politician and Prime 
Minister, was the first, and only, 
British P.M. to die at the official 
residence of  No.10, Downing 
Street, having resigned on 3rd 
April. His last words are recorded 
as:  ‘This is not the end of  me’.
He was the first ‘First Lord of  the 
Treasury’ to be officially called 
‘Prime Minister’, the only prime 
minister to also be Father of  
the House (the oldest MP in the 
House of  Commons).  Initially 
leading a minority government, 
Campbell-Bannerman’s Liberals 
won an overall majority in 1906. 
Campbell-Bannerman, 1836-
1908 was leader of  the Liberal 
Party 1899-1908 and Prime 
Minister, 1905-1908.  He was 
relatively radical, introducing  
measures protecting trade unions, 
providing free school meals, and allowing local authorities to purchase agricultural 
land from private landlords.
This manuscript minute book records formal discussions that took place prior 
to the settlement of  his Will, some ten years after his death. 1912 minutes are 
signed by executors and solicitors (Messrs A. J. & R. Tweedie of  Lincolns Inn 
Fields and Messrs McClare, Naismith, Brodie & Co. of  Glasgow). 14 properties 
in Glasgow formed a substantial part of  the assets. Campbell-Bannerman’s 
personal wealth stemmed from the family business of  J & W Campbell Ltd 
established in his native Glasgow, in which he was a made a partner in 1860. He 
also benefited from the will of  his uncle, Henry Bannerman, who stipulated the 
addition of  his surname to that of  Campbell.

1908-1918 £650
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‘ANXIOUS MOTHER’ EMIGRATING TO NOVA SCOTIA SEEKS HELP
176.  (CANADA)  ANONYMOUS.  Letter of  Appeal, from an ‘Anxious Mother’, soon to 

depart for the ‘inclement, almost arctic, region of  Nova Scotia’.  Unsigned, but giving 
the address 29 Colby Road.  32 lines in black ink on both sides of  a single 8vo leaf;  two 
light folds for posting, v. sl. dusted.  v.g.

¶ An anonymously-written notice from a mother, 
about to emigrate to Canada with a ‘large family of  
infants’.  At the head of  the first side is a small ink 
sketch depicting seven children standing in a row, and 
an eighth child in a cradle.  She appeals for various 
items to combat the harsh Canadian winter, declaring 
‘An opportunity now offers for all charitably disposed 
persons to earn the deepest gratitude by contributing 
- flannel - blankets - fur coats’.  She advises ‘a few 
fur caps with lappets are highly essential’, but that 
‘the parents of  this family are unable to provide 
the necessary articles’.  Further appealing to the 
generosity of  the public, she declares ‘A Patent 
Washing Machine and a Perambulator (double one 
preferred) are very useful articles in Nova Scotia’.  She 
requests that donations be sent to ‘Anxious Mother 
- 29 Colby Road’ (an address in Gipsy Hill, South 
London), adding ‘secrecy will be observed’.  She closes 
with some alliterative encouragement:  ‘Persuasive 
Parsons Preaching Pleasing appeals for the Purpose 
of  Providing Passages, will have their reward’.  The 
notice has not been addressed, but it may have been 
intended for a local publication of  some sort, for the 
attention of  well-disposed neighbours.  The identity 
of  the supplicant has not been ascertained, but it may be Mrs Edward Keogh, 
wife of  a disgraced Barrister who lived at 29 Colby Road and was made bankrupt 
in 1888.  In this light, the entire appeal might conceivably be some sort of  scam!

[c.1890] £280 †

A CENTURY IN THE LIFE OF AN ESSEX WORKING FAMILY
177. CHEESMAN, Henry & Richard.  Early Eighteenth Century Manuscript Pocket 

Book.  88pp manuscript on both sides of  small 8vo leaves;  bottom half  of  one 
leaf  removed, a few leaves excised.  Contemp. limp vellum envelope wrappers;  
worn & soiled, lacking orig. tie resulting in two holes to front wrapper.  One 
clipped woodcut of  London architecture on each pastedown, with a red halfpenny 

stamp on leading pastedown & a fragment of  red felted 
ribbon on following pastedown.  

¶ A charming manuscript including unrecorded 
songs, calculations relating to hop production, bills 
for works done and services rendered, excerpts 
from almanacks and hymn books, family births 
and deaths, and other interesting snippets offering 
insight into the life of  an eighteenth-century 
working-class family.  The book  belonged to 
Henry Cheesman, brewer, 1661-1736, and his son 
Richard, gardener, 1716-1795;  both associated 
with the Courthope family of  Horsmonden, 
Kent.  Almost every inch of  paper is written on, 
and later authors clearly added their own entries 
wherever they could find the space, resulting in a 
delightfully miscellaneous collection of  information 
spanning the entirety of  the eighteenth century.  
Of  particular interest are a number of  seemingly 
unrecorded songs on various topics, but mostly to 
do with headstrong women or young love:  the first 
in the volume is about a woman who wants to have 
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a child without a man, ‘A maiden of  late whose name was sweet Kate, was dwelling 
in London near to Aldersgate, now listen to my ditty declare it I can, she would faine 
have a child without the help of  a man’.  Another called ‘The Maid’s Lamentation’ 
begins ‘Down by a cristal river side, where little fishes there do glide, a lovely maiden 
I did see, who often cried oh woe is me’.  A particularly jolly ditty at the end of  the 
volume is about the ghost of  
Edward IV’s infamous mistress 
Jane Shore: ‘Dance nature’s 
darling let me be, the map of  
sad calamity, for never none like 
Shore’s fair wife, had badder end 
nor better life, for I had all the 
Royal grace, of  Edward’s love 
and sweet embrace’.  Cheesman 
also includes some more sombre 
works: and Nahum Tate’s hymn 
While shepherds watche their flocks 
is copied out in full, along 
with the song The Ages of  Man, 
a philosophical ballad about 
the stages of  life that was first 
recorded in a broadside in 1653, 
and reproduced frequently into 
the nineteenth century. 
A number of  pages in the centre of  the manuscript are taken up with excerpts 
from the Shepherd’s New Kalender, an almanack of  sorts that was first published 
in the 1490s, but was probably copied here from an edition produced between 
1700-1725 - ESTC lists four from this period that all exist in fewer than six copies.  
Henry Cheesman painstakingly reproduces five charts and tables from the Kalender 
that are useful in various situations including ‘help for a party under a evil tongue’, 

‘how to resolve all lawfull question’, ‘to know the party you 
love be virtuous and chase [sic]’, ‘the art of  discovering truth 
from falsehood’, the very helpful ‘night spell to catch thifes’, 
and others.  There are also more mundane entries recorded 
alongside the songs and spells, including Bible passages 
with notes, bills for works done and money spent and owed, 
receipts to cure corns and mad dogs and make balsams 
and birdlime, as well as community history and events like 
important deaths and election results.  Henry records the 
births of  his four children with his wife Nazareth, who were 
born between 1716 and 1730;  it was his eldest child Richard 
who would eventually take over this volume.  There is an 
entry reading ‘Richard Cheesman wash (?) Noculation March 
16th, 1767’.  Inoculation for smallpox was becoming more 
common practice in the 1760s, but if  this is what the author 
was referring to, it did not work.  Richard died of  smallpox in 
1795 at the age of  79.
This manuscript is a fascinating window into the types of  
information that a working-class family chose to record over 
the course of  almost a century, from the  noteworthy to 
the mundane.  The inclusion of  comical songs and excerpts 
from secular works alongside more traditional and pious 
material offers unique insight into the way that regular people 
of  the period interacted with popular culture and how they 
entertained themselves.  
The East Sussex Record Office holds a manuscript that was 
originally used by Alexander Courthope as a notebook from 

1672-1683, and later recycled as a household account book belonging to Henry 
Cheesman from 1696-1708;  this is likely the pocket book that replaced that 
volume when it was full.

1716-1813 £5,800
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MANUSCRIPT NOVEL
178.  CHETWYND, Mary Anne.  Holograph Manuscript of  the Unpublished Novel:  

Isabel;  or, A Country Neighbourhood.  Approx. 360pp ms. on rectos only of  
foolscap white & blue watermarked leaves, sewn into 30 numbered gatherings (i.e. 
chapters) of  ten or more leaves.  With a later typed 
transcript of  the complete novel, and a typed 
synopsis with specimen pages, both in 
modern comb bindings.

¶ A complete manuscript novel, 
written in a clear and legible 
hand, totalling some 67,000 words.  
Each chapter is headed with an 
additional half  leaf  outlining plot 
development.  The work is a 
novel of  Victorian manners and 
morality, following the fortunes 
of  three young women and their 
varying attitudes towards life and 
duty.  It revolves around the title character, 
the beautiful but impetuous Isabel Ormsby, whose 
selfishness brings her and her family to the brink of  ruin, 
before an epiphany of  sorts teaches her the value of  humility and 
revives the family fortunes.  It is a typical example of  Victorian moral 
fiction, showing the value of  obedience and humbleness over vanity and hubris.  
We can find no evidence that the novel was ever published, but the author was 
not entirely unsuccessful.  British Library records show she had a short work 
published in 1881:  a 67pp story entitled Ella:  a tale of  every day, written with a 
view to the temperance question.  Also attributed to a Mary Anne Chetwynd are A 
Poetical History of  England, 1849, and A Short Poetical Compendium of  the History 
of  Russia, 1854;  both published in Stafford.
With the novel is a lined notebook, bound in limp horizontal-ridged calf, titled 
in manuscript on the leading endpaper, ‘Mary Anne Chetwynd, Chetwynd 
House, Upper Norwood, Surrey.  Original pieces of  poetry, ...’.   It is entirely 
filled with original poetry, hymns, charades, and occasional prose, much of  it 
signed or initialled by Chetwynd.  With occasional alterations and additional 
pieces pasted in.  One or two leaves excised, but not affecting sense.  One 
long poem, written across 15 pages, is titled ‘On the Preservation of  the 
Commons near London’, and decries the destruction of  ‘these fenceless fields’.  
A ms. note at the end states ‘Altered, and rather shortened, as written out 
for publication’.  If  it was indeed published, we have been unable to identify 
where.  One of  the only entries to be dated is a maudlin poem ‘A Mother’s 
Darling and her Pride’, July 1st ‘76.
We cannot be completely certain of  the identity of  the author but it is probably 
Mary Anne Chetwynd, née Mosley, 1815-1890.

[c.1876] £1,250

OFFICERS’ ACCOUNTS, 1814
179.  COLLINS, pub.   Military Accounts for 1814.  IN:  Collins’s Memoranda, 1814;  

containing a diary and tables.  4to.  Collins, Great St. Andrew Street, Seven Dials.  55pp 
diary, 6 days per page, excluding Sundays (except Saturday 1st January which has a page 
to itself), all with ms. insertions;  pp56-57, ‘Occasional Memoranda’, 58-72 Printed 
Information.  Orig. drab boards, printed paper label, sheep spine;  worn.

¶ The titlepage advertises the diary at ‘3s. sewed, 4s. in boards, (Fine) 5s. 6d. 
half  bound’.  The Diary, for a period near the end of  the Napoleonic Wars, is 
primarily used for manuscript lists of  names and sums of  money, sometimes 
quite substantial, viz:  Tuesday Jan. 4th, ‘Major Crebbin £230, Lieut. Nicholas, 
£15.15.0, Lieut. Whylock, £30’.  Although mainly officers, there are some 
entries for women:  Miss Brown, Mrs Trollope.  Some entries are separated, 
viz:  Wednesday 23rd November, ‘Col. Williams, Treasury, £250’ or December 
28th:  ‘Victualling Office, Major Crebbin, £159.12.6.’.  ‘Omnium’ is mentioned 
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in several places, for instance 15th April, 6th May, 22nd July, which implies 
‘agreement by all’ on the accounts.  There are further references to:  Navy Pay 
Office, Alden Bank, French Leave, Cookes Insurance, Army Pensions, Lawes 
Insurance, Navy H(alf) Pay.  The records are carried on in a desultory way to 
May 1815 in the Occasional Memoranda pages.  The purpose of  these accounts 
remains a mystery;  speculation ranges from payments into an insurance scheme 
to recording of  gambling debts.  As the officers involved appear to belong to 
both the army and navy, they may be on ship;  attempts to find a common theme 
for those listed has proved fruitless.

1814 £250

SUPPLIES TO GENERAL SHIRLEY 
FOR THE EXPULSION OF THE ACADIANS 

180.  HARDY, Sir Charles.  (LIVINGSTON, Peter Van Brugh, & MORRIS, Lewis, 
jnr.)  Signed Manuscript Document, relating to the supply of  ‘sundry warlike & naval 
stores, provisions, sums of  money & other necessaries for his Majesty’s Service under 
his said General Shirley’s Command in North America’.  47 lines in two hands, on both 
sides of  a stamped folio leaf;  a few tears along old folds, sl. marked.  

¶ A manuscript document ‘By His Excellency Sir Charles Hardy Knt., Captain 
General, Governor & Commander in Chief  & Over His Majesty’s Province 
of  New York ...’ to Henry Cruger, Paul Richard and William Walton, giving 
authority for them to audit the accounts of  Peter Van Brugh Livingston and 
Lewis Morris Junior, who had ‘supply’d sundry warlike & naval stores, provisions, 
sums of  money & other necessaries for his Majesty’s Service under his said 
General Shirley’s Command in North America’.  The reverse is the manuscript 
response from the auditors:  ‘Pursuant to the within warrant we the subscribers 
have examined the accounts of  sundry warlike and naval stores, provisions, 
cloathing, sums of  money and other necessaries ...  Merchants amounting to 
eighty seven thousand six hundred and seven pounds seventeen shillings and 
one half  penny upon which by their account current attested of  this date there 
appears to be due to them the sum of  eleven thousand five hundred and thirty 
six pounds fifteen shillings and seven pence halfpenny current lawful money 
... which we find right ... and properly vouch’d’.  This large sum, the equivalent 
of  £19 million today, was for supplying General Shirley’s expedition into the 
Canadian Maritime provinces to forcibly remove the Acadian people as part 
of  the military campaign against New France.  Between 1755 and 1764, 11,500 
Acadians were deported and dispersed within the British colonies.  The result 
was the desolation of  the Acadian people;  thousands died in the expulsions and, 
by 1764, only 2,600 Acadians remained in Acadia.  
A record in the National Archives (’Memorial of  Peter Van Brugh Livingston 
and Lewis Morris jnr.’), suggests that they had not been paid by December 1756.  
It details ‘what they have done and supplied for the forces and asking for money 
due to them’.  Peter Van Brugh Livingston, 1710-92, and Lewis Morris, 1726-98, 
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were wealthy merchants and landowners from prominent American families.  
Both were Patriots during the American Revolutionary Wars with both becoming 
members of  the New York Provincial Congress.  Despite Morris’s brother, Staat 
Morris, being a general in the British Army, Lewis signed the Declaration of  
Independence stating:  ‘Damn the consequences. Give me the pen’.  Although 
Livingston did not sign the Declaration of  Independence, his brother Philip did;  
his younger brother William, was a signatory on the United States Constitution.

1756 £1,250 †
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(INDIAN REBELLION)  (SETON KARR, George Berkeley)  
Seton Karr, 1818-1862, was Chief  Political Agent, Collector and Magistrate of  Belgaon (Belgaum) in the 
Southern Mahratta Country from 1856, returning to England in 1860.  He ‘possessed remarkable natural 
abilities;  a firm advocate for the rights of  native princes, interfered as little as possible with their customs which ... 
were hallowed by the practice of  ages’.

KEEPING THE INDIAN POLICE UNDER CONTROL
181.  Documents Relating to Policing in the Southern Mahratta Province.  27pp ms., folio. 

¶ A collection of  documents from the papers of  Seton Karr, Magistrate and 
Political Agent for the Southern Mahratta Province, reflecting his concerns 
about the local police being involved with taking evidence from witnesses and 
interrogating them.
1. ‘Police Private Memo:  Orders and Remedies’.  The Government Circular 

No.27 of  18th October 1852 in secretarial hand, annotated by Seton 
Karr.  2pp.

2.  ‘Orders. The orders contained in the letters of  Govt. in the police dept. 
 should be strictly observed’.  In secretarial  hand, 

annotated by Seton Karr. 2pp.
3.  ‘Remedies’.  Suggestions by Seton Karr ‘to correct 

the existing evils’.  Proposing restrictions on native 
policemen’s powers to make arrests and that in 
the pursuit of  information, the police should visit 
witnesses, not compel them ‘to come to them’, and 
that imprisonment should only be under the direction 
of  the District Police Officer or magistrate.  4pp.

4.  ‘Orders’.  Document in secretarial hand, heavily 
annotated and struck through by Seton Karr, with 
additional notes in a smaller hand.  The thrust 
is clearly that police must be subordinate to the 
magistrates.  3pp.

5.  ‘It seems to me that nothing but mischief  can result 
from the concession to the police superintendnts of  
the privilege of  demanding as a matter of  right to 
examine the magistrate’s judicial proceedings in any 
case whatever.’  Set. 1859.  6pp.

6.  ‘True Copy’ of  Seton Karr’s letter to J.S. Kemball, 
Acting Superintendent of  Police, Belgaum, 12th 
September 1859: ‘... the superintendent of  police is 
merely to detect and apprehend the guilty and not to 
take evidence.’  4pp.

7.  Correspondence between Seton Karr and F.H. Souter, Superintendent of  
Police, Belgaum concerning the detention of  Sivyogapa, witness in a bribery 
case, October 1858 to January 1859.  Included is a tetchy draft note in Seton 
Karr’s hand demanding a reply. 6pp, including list of  documents in the case

A series of  documents demonstrating Seton Karr’s actions, as Magistrate, to 
separate the roles of  detecting crime from interrogation and trial.  Against a 
backround of  rebellion and Seton Karr’s attempts to pacify native landowners, 
he is determined to keep the police under his control and that any arrests likely 
to cause unrest be avoided.

1858-1859 £480

MEMORIAL OF MOOTOO KOOMAR
182.  The Humble Memorial of  Mootoo Koomar, late Foujdar & now District Deputy 

Collector of  Belgaum, to Lord Elphinstone, Governor & President in Council.  50pp 
ms., folio, February 1858, annotated in pencil by Seton Karr, with accompanying 
manuscript documents. 

¶ The accompanying documents are: 
1. ‘The telegram of  Mr Seton Karr to intercept the seditious letters ...’  

4pp, folio.
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2. Copy Letter from Colonel H. Pelly, March 1859, to General Jacob in support of  
Mootoo Koomar as an ‘excellent detective’ and ‘a most deserving man’ despite 

 him now being ‘under a cloud’.  Pelly casts aspersions 
on Seton-Karr’s testimony.  The letter is annotated 
by S-K:  ‘I think this must have been written by Col. 
Pelly after a party at Mess’.  5pp, folio.

3. Copies of   extracts from  letters in support of  
Mootoo Koomar from Col. Lester  and Col. Green.  
Lester commends ‘the vigilance, tact and skill 
exhibited by the Foujdar ... in tracing and detecting 
the machinations of  the conspirators ...’  2pp, folio.

4. ALS from Appaurjee Row to Seton Karr giving 
evidence against Mootoo Koomar and seeking 
pardon for offences ‘for which I am now suffering’.  
3pp folio.

Mootoo Koomar was Foujdar, native head of  police, 
at Belgaum under G.B. Seton Karr, Magistrate and 
Collector. The whole matter relates to the mutineers 
Mahomed Hoosain and Chota Sing who were both 
executed, and whether or not the Foujdar played a 
central part in preventing mutiny - or was party to 
it.  Seton Karr was clearly uncertain of  his role, while 
others including Col. Lester, commander at Belgaum, 
commended his actions.  The outcome of  the affair 
was that the government granted Mootoo Koomar 
a village, in acknowledgement of  his services  The 
divergence of  opinion between Seton Karr and the 
military may have contributed to him not being recognised for his own service, 
despite being third on Elphinstone’s list of  recommendations for honours after 
the mutiny. 

1858-1859 £750

‘LOYAL CONDUCT DURING THE LATE DISTURBED STATE’
183.  A Memorandum of  Bapoo Saheb.  29pp ms., folio, retained draft, tied with cotton.

¶ A memorandum sent to Lord Elphinstone 
concerning the management of  the estates of  
Appasahed, late chief  of  Sanglee (Sangli), after 
his death, and commending Bapoo Saheb who 
has been one of  the three Karbharees appointed 
to run the estate.  There had been severe 
mismanagement and Bapoo Saheb resigned after 
exposing the corruption, fearing attacks because 
of  his cooperation with the British.  The substance 
of  a letter from H.L. Anderson on behalf  of  the 
Governor in Council commends Bapoo Saheb 
for ‘your just and loyal conduct during the late 
disturbed state of  M(ahratta) ...’ H.B. Lockett, 
acting political agent in the IMC, also commends 
Bapoo for ‘your honest & loyal conduct during 
the disturbed state of  the Nurgoond (Nargund) 
and that you have rendered good assistance in 
accommodating the British army’.
This document by the ‘Memorialist’, referring to 
Seton Karr and probably inspired by him, was 
written in the aftermath of  the ‘disturbance’ of  
the Indian Rebellion, or Mutiny, of  1857-58. Seton 
Karr maintained order during the Mutiny, despite 
having a run-down fort at Belgaon (Belgaum) and 
very limited military resources, by ‘firmness and 

tact’ and a genuine sympathy for the local landowners.
November 1859 £380
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BANISHMENT OF A ‘MUTINEER’
184.  Petition to Government of  Gunesh bin Ayloo-Aya of  the Jumkhundee Sepoys, & the 

Reply.  10pp ms., folio, retained copies. 
¶ A petition to the Rt. Honble. Lord John Elphinstone, President and Governor 
in Council, Bombay.  The petitioner refers to the case of  Chotasing, who was 
suspected by the Belgaon (Belgaum) authorities of  ‘entertaining treasonable 
designs’ shortly after the outbreak of  the Mutiny. Mr Seton Karr, Political Agent 
in the southern Mahratta Country, requested that the Chief  at Jumkhundee send 
Chotasing to Belgaum under guard.  In 1858 the petitioner, following a visit to 
Jumkhundee by the new Political Agent, Mr Mason, to inspect ‘guns, gunpowder, 
shot and other munitions’, is arrested and eventually sent to Jumkhundee for 
trial ‘loaded with heavy chains and subjected to the most harsh and arbitrary 
treatment’ while interrogated by Captain Etheridge.  In short, the petitioner was 
induced ‘to perjure myself ’ and then had to witness the hanging of  the Chief  
of  Jumkhundee for involvement in the ‘late rebelliuon’. Gunesh bin Ayloo-Aya 
is kept imprisoned until released under the Royal Amnesty and forced to leave 
Jumkhundee for Poonah where he is kept under surveillance: ‘Death would 
have been far milder sentence.’  The petitioner asks to be able to return to his 
home.  The Acting Political Agent, H.B. Lockett, responds by saying that the 
petitioner was staff  officer to Chotasing and that he was ‘fully aware of  all the 
latter’s seditious proceedings’.  He adds that a position in the police at Poonah 
could be found.  The final decision is that Ayloo-Aya not be allowed to return to 
Jumkhundee or given employment in the Government service.
Ramifications of  the Mutiny:  the petitioner here was identified as a possible 
mutineer by Seton Karr as he had been in the service of  Chief  Ramchunder Rao 
Appa Saheb of  the Lewbundee Corps under the command of  Chotasing.

1859-1860 £250
_____

‘THE REAL & PERSONAL ESTATE AND MEANS 
OF CLAUD ALEXANDER OF NEWTOUN’

185.  INVENTORY.  ALEXANDER, Claud.  Inventory of  the Real and Personal estate of  
Claud Alexander, now of  Newtoun, Eldest lawfull Son and apparent Heir of  the deceased 
Robert Alexander of  Newtoun ...  19 numbered folio 
pages written in a single neat hand, signed by 13 
witnesses along the lower margin of  each page, sewn 
along left margin;  old folds.  

¶ An interesting document outlining the extensive 
estates and assets of  an eighteenth century Scottish 
landowner.  This inventory details the passing of  the 
extensive estate of  Robert Alexander, 1681-1738, to his 
eldest son after the former’s death.  Claud Alexander, 
1724-1772, of  Newtoun, Dunfrieshire, Scotland, 
married Joanna Cunninghame in 1746 and together 
they had five sons.  The Alexander estate included land 
holdings, buildings, bonds, bills, ridges of  corn, beer, 
livestock, agricultural equipment, weapons including 
‘two old broad swords without scabbard, two old small 
swords, one sword silver handled, five bayonets, one 
pair of  old pistols, a French fowling peice [... and] one 
old blunderbuss’ and many other assets.  Most of  the 
witnesses were Glasgow or Edinburgh merchants or 
high-up figures in ‘the College of  Glasgow’.  Though 
her son is the obvious beneficiary of  the estate, Margaret 
Alexander is a witness and her neat and feminine 
signature appears on every page.  Many surviving inventories of  the period 
outline the often limited assets of  the middling classes, but this document 
highlights the truly substantial holdings, and subsequent responsibilities, of  
landowners who inherited not only furniture and cattle, but also entire villages 
and their tenants.

1739 £680
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WELSH HOUSEHOLD INVENTORY, 
INCLUDING FOUR GUNS

186.  INVENTORY.  MORRIS, William.  A True and Perfect Inventory of  the Goods and 
Chattels of  William Morris, late of  Iscoed in the Perish of  St Ishmael in the County of  
Carmarthen, Gent. deceased apprized the twenty seventh day of  September in 
the year of  our Lord one thousand seven hundred and forty 
three.  38 lines on first page of  bifolium, attached to printed 
vellum intestate form completed in ink, with seal & stamps;  
old folds.

¶ The worldly goods of  William Morris of  Iscoed, Wales, 
worth a total of  35£, 4s are here listed in a single neat hand.  
Morris lived in a five room house that included a parlour, 
Hall, ‘kitching’, and two bedrooms.  Though each room had 
a number of  hard furnishings and other contents, almost 
all items were described as old, so perhaps in well-used 
condition.  The parlour contained ‘one old desk & book 
case, one old table, six old chaires and another’; the hall 
‘one shelf  nine old pewter dishes, twenty three old pewter 
plates, six earthen platters, one dozen trenchers, two small 
old tables, six old wooden chaires’;  the kitchen had ‘three 
tubs, one old table, two cheese presses, one brass pann, 
one old chest, & one old long table’.  Each bedroom is 
described as having ‘one bed and furniture’ and ‘a case 
of  drawers’ - one of  the rooms also had a dressing table 
and looking glass, while the other had ‘an old bedstead and 
tester and curtain rod’.  Items that are not assigned to one room 
include, ‘a wooden horse for drying clothes’, ‘a clock’, ‘implements 
for husbandry’, and most surprisingly ‘a hand Gun and three caliver’.  
Caliver was the English misinterpretation of  ‘calibre’, the name given 
to the long style of  gun previously known as the arquebus, when they 
were standardised in the late 16th century.  The estate also included a chattel 
lease dated 1736 ‘by Sir Richard Mansel, Bart. to the said William Morris for 
ninety nine years if  the said William Morris, Margaret his wife, and Owen their 
son or either of  them should so long live [...]’.  Morris’s wife and son appear 
not to have survived beyond 1772, when the Mansel family began work on a 
grand house at Iscoed, the ruins of  which still stand.
This inventory is an interesting reflection of  the way that a not-so-wealthy 
eighteenth-century gentleman would have lived.  It also illustrates the legal 
process of  a man dying without a will, and the cost associated with hiring 
appraisers and having the church authenticate the documents.

1743 £580
THE EARLY YEARS OF BIRKBECK COLLEGE

187.  LONDON MECHANICS INSTITUTION.  Notes taken at Committee Meetings 
of  The London Mechanics Institution, March 1829 to March 1830.  81pp, ms.  Roan 
wrappers;  worn but complete.

¶ A record of  the London Mechanics Institution Committee, 1829-30, by a 
member elected in March 1829, but who leaves a year later following a vote 
allowing ‘ladies’ to become members.  With a further three pages giving a brief  
account of  Wednesday and Friday lectures up to August, 1830.  The anonymous 
committee member attends nearly all meetings after being elected by 87 votes.  
The Institute, or Institution, had been founded in 1823 by Dr George Birkbeck 
to provide technical training to the working classes.  At the meetings recorded 
here, Birkbeck himself  is often in the chair;  speakers include Birkbeck, Toplis 
& Hetherington.  The writer also records the lectures during the period on 
such subjects as fire engines, hydrostatics, galvanism, saving banks, lithography, 
astronomy, &c.  The letting out of  the Institution’s theatre to Freethinkers on 
Sundays is a subject ‘of  much animadversion’.  A motion that ‘Radicals be not 
permitted to have the use of  the Theatre as before’ was defeated.  In September 
1829, there is a vote taken on Hunt and Cobbett holding a meeting;  after 
three committee members abstain from voting as self-declared Radicals, by 
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a majority of  one those organising the meeting ‘are requested to make some 
alterations - when if  better conducted they might still hold their meetings in the 
Theatre.’  The writer clearly has issues with some elements of  the Institution 
and his stepping down from the Committee is not unexpected;  in October 
1829, he leaves ‘the Literary Class on Tuesday evenings, as amongst the persons 
constituting it are several with whom I do not wish to come into contact ... not 
being content with possessing infidel principles, they take every opportunity of  
proclaiming it ...’.  The admittance of  women was clearly a step too far.
The Institution was the foundation stone for Birkbeck College, still part of  the 
University of  London, providing facilities for mature students wishing to attain 
academic qualifications while remaining at work.

1829-30 £750

CONNECTIONS IN THE LIVERPOOL SLAVE TRADE
188.  (PENNINGTON, Thomas)  An Attested Copy of  Release, from Thomas 

Pennington and his wife Elizabeth, to John Davies, all of  Liverpool.  Signed document 
in neat clerical hand on rectos only of  8 large folio leaves, with the original tie in upper 
left corner;  tear to central fold affecting a few letters on each page, old folds.  

¶ In her essay ‘A Particular Spirit of  Enterprise’: Bristol and Liverpool Slave Trade 
Merchants as Entrepreneurs in the  Eighteenth Century, Katie McDade describes 
Thomas Pennington as a ‘Bridge’ in the Liverpool slave trade.  He was, in effect, 
a vital central figure with a large network of  personal and financial connections 
within the trade.  They were not necessarily big players (and Pennington certainly 
was not), but they were integral to the functioning of  the trade.  This document 
highlights the interconnectedness of  the Liverpool trade and multiplicity of  
financial dealings within it.  It records the co-ownership of  two slave ships.  
The Jenny, ‘of  which Thomas Darbyshire [a co-owner] was then Master and 
Commander and then out upon a voyage to Africa’;  and the Brigantine Molly, 
co-owned with John Davies and recently returned from ‘two late voyages to 
the coast of  Guinea and the West Indies’.  Also noted as beneficiaries and co-
investors are Archippus Hippax, Richard Golding (also noted by McDade as a 
‘Bridge’ in the Liverpool slave trade), Thomas Mears, John Knight, and Messrs. 
George Anfiere, William Fry and Peregrine Cust.

20th May, 1760 £350

RECEIPT BOOKS.  

MID EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY DESSERTS
189.  A Handsome Mid-Eighteenth Century Manuscript Receipt Book, consisting of  129 

recipes for desserts and sweets.  5pp ms. contents, 69pp ms. on numbered 4to leaves 
watermarked Pro Patria, all in a single decorative hand, with an additional 4pp ms., 3pp 
of  which are in two different hands.  Bound with additional blanks in contemp. full 
vellum, later paper label inscribed ‘Apricots page 11’ on front board;  sl. soiled, hinges 
sl. cracked but remaining very firm.  v.g.

¶ Written almost entirely in a single decorative hand this anonymous manuscript 
provides a wonderful insight into the world of  mid-eighteenth century English 
desserts and sweets.  Initially, the recipes are ordered by fruit, pages 2 and 3 
for example including three recipes for gooseberries (‘gooseberry clear cakes’), 
pages 4 to 6, seven cherry recipes (‘To dry cherry’s in bunches’), pages 15 to 
21 ten recipes for ‘plumbs’ (‘To dry green plumbs’), and so on.  Other fruits 
include ‘apricocks’, raspberries, currents, peaches, pomegranates, figs, barberries, 
apples, quinces, oranges and lemons.  From the preservation and use of  fruit, the 
receipts then diversify into cakes, creams, puffs, jellies, chips, drops and ‘biskett’s’.  
Receipts include:  ‘To make honeycomb cakes of  orange flower, violets or 
cowslip’, ‘ratefea puffs’, ‘chocolate puffs’ and ‘chocolate cream’, ‘wormwood 
cakes’, ‘rock sugar’, ‘orange drops’, ‘round bisketts with coriander seeds’, and 
‘Hartshorn jelly’, amongst many others.  

[c.1760] £3,500
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190.  Mainly nineteenth century collection of  cookery & household receipts.  The first 
80 pages date from the 1860s and include a leaf  of  receipts from newspapers, 
one dated 1861.  The next 58 pages were written in the 1890s, and the final 60 
pages were probably written in the 1930s.  Handwritten index to first 54 pages 
at front.  Several leaves excised, traces of  old water damage to leading edges at 
rear.  Generally in good clean condition, well bound in mid-19th century dark red 
straight grained morocco;  expert repairs to joints, upper brass section of  clasp is 
present, but the rest missing.  4to. 

¶ The recipes include Cheltenham pudding, ginger wine, to preserve fruit, to 
make champagne, Prince Albert’s pudding, soups, jams, broths, potted meats 
&c.  Interspersed are a number of  home remedies, including Chelsea Pensioners’ 
medicine for the gout, To destroy bugs, and Instructions for painting rooms.

[c.1860-c.1930] £280

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY RECEIPTS
191.  A Substantial Late 17th Century Manuscript Receipt Book, with some later additions.  

294pp ms., the majority in a single neat hand, on both sides of  8vo leaves;  a few leaves 
removed, large closed tear to one leaf  without loss, two further corner tears.  17thC full 
calf, panelled in blind;  rubbed & worn, with loss to head of  spine & corners.  Book 
label of  E. G. Bosanquet.  

¶ A fine and substantial mid to late 17th century manuscript of  receipts 
dedicated to cookery, medicine and domestic management.  The first 205 pages 
of  manuscript entries are in a single neat hand.  In this hand, the only reference 
to a potential provenance is a recipe (on p.127) for ‘My Lady Alling’s Water’.  
The recipes, culinary and medical, are in no obvious order but are written by 
someone with a clear knowledge and understanding of  the processes involved.  
Medical receipts include ‘medcins’ ‘to heal burning’, ‘for young children that 
have wormes’, ‘for the Ague’, ‘for a prick in a sinner with a thorne’, ‘for burning 
with gunpowder’, ‘to provoke sleep’ and ‘a preservative against the plague’.  
Others include surfeit water and treatments for gout, consumption, scurvy, 
sore eyes, and the biting of  a mad dog, amongst many others.  Desserts, and 
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the preserving of  fruit and nuts, make up perhaps two thirds of  the culinary 
recipes.   Orange and cheese cakes, macaroons jumballs, sillabubs and eggshell 

cakes are interspersed with recipes for preserving raspberries, 
barberries, gooseberries, and walnuts, in addition to jams, 
marmalades and pickles.  Culinary receipts include numerous 
pies (‘beatill’, oyster, ‘bullet’, ‘lettis’ and potato), ‘to stuf  a 
shoulder of  mutton’, ‘to make fresh cheese’, ‘turnip pottage’, 
‘to stue a rump of  beef ’, ‘sauce for a couple of  boyled rabits’, 
‘to hash a calves head’, ‘to pickle a goose the French way’, &c.  
‘The ordering of  a brawn’ lays out in two full pages, how to 
kill, butcher and preserve a whole pig by salting and boiling 
it.  ‘He dies not like a common swine at the first but having 
once received a wound with the knife is prescribed to walk 
after it as long as his spirits will beare it before he receives the 
second wound he being dead, order him as follows cut out 
the prime collars first of  the brest ...’  The recipe then calls 
for the salting of  each cut, wrapping them in cloth before 
boiling them in rosemary water in a pot lined with straw to 
avoid sticking at the bottom.  ‘It will keep longer then others 
as the condition of  the flesh was when killed and the temper 
of  the weather ...’
Written with great clarity throughout, the entries in this first 
unidentified hand end with an untraced two and a half  page 
poem mourning the loss of  their dear love:  ‘Love decline 
all the day/ and like the light steal a way/ thou no words can 
revele/ Ile not part with my pane/ A dull freedom to gane/ 
life without some kind potion/ is perfect damnation/ now 
my dearist is gone/ I will sigh all alone ...’
The second distinctive hand 

(approx. pp 207-252) can be dated by receipts 
attributed to Shadrach Lyne and John Nicholas.  
Nicholas was the Warden of  New College, Oxford, 
before becoming Warden of  Winchester College 
in 1679, a post he held until his death in 1712.  
Shadrach (or Shadrack) Lyne was an apothecary 
from Winchester, and friend of  Nicholas.  Both 
are mentioned in John Browne’s Adenochoiradelogia;  
or, An anatomick-chirurgical treatise of  glandules and 
Strumaes or Kings-Evil swellings, 1684.  It relays a 
story, quoting a letter from Nicholas to Browne 
dated October 31, 1682, in which a local inn-
keeper, Robert Cole, is miraculously cured of  the 
Kings Evil.  A single receipt in this hand  is dated 
1700.  These later receipts are almost exclusively 
medical and include additional attributions to Mr 
Gough of  Foxeham, Mrs Sitwell, Mrs Horsey, 
Eliz. Nicholas, and Mrs Thistlethwait.  They 
include:  ‘Dr. Haughton’s receipt for a pain in the 
stomach’, ‘A pultisse for a swelling’, ‘The Lady 
Allen’s or the cordial Water’, ‘For a cancer & for 
the eye’, ‘The salve called Clowns-all-heal’, ‘For 
the King’s Evil’, &c.
The final 40 pages are from the early 19th century with reference to Thomas 
John Graham’s Modern Domestic Medicine first published in 1826.   Eustace 
Fulcrand Bosanquet was a collector and bibliographer of  early almanacks.  He 
published English Printed Almanacks and Prognostications, a bibliographical history to 
1600 in 1917, the same year in which his book collection was sold by Sotheby, 
Wilkinson & Hodge in a six day auction.

[c.1660-c.1700] £13,800
_____
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CORRESPONDENCE OF SIR WILLIAM ROSS, PORTRAIT PAINTER
192.  ROSS, Sir William Charles.  Collection of  Copy ALsS from Ross to various 

correspondents.  23 draft or copy letters, 1 ms. acrostic poem;  old folds, occasional sl. 
wear;  a few letters browned or affected by damp.

¶ 1.  Seven draft autograph letters relating to Ross’ work as a painter.  The most 
important is a 3 page 4to draft to ‘Your Royal Highness - or Sir’ requesting 
a sitting by Her Majesty the Queen, The Prince of  Wales, and the Princess 
Royal;  ‘and I think the Queen has intimated a gracious intention to give me 
a commission to paint such a picture ...’.  Mr. McLean (Thomas McLean, the 
printseller and publisher) has so repeatedly urged me to paint such a Group for 
him so that a print may be engraved by one of  the first Engravers ...’  The draft is 
undated but may be 1839. 
The second letter (1843) concerns arrangements to paint a miniature of  ‘The 
Royal Child’, the daughter of  the Duke and Duchess de Remours, subsequently 
published in the Keepsake.
The third letter concerns a request to ‘improve the plate’ of  Ross’s portrait of  
the King of  Portugal, to be engraved by Mr Brown, ‘but the alterations are so 

great as to make it no more my work ...’.
A June 1843 note is to accompany his design 
for ‘The Angel Discoursing with Adam’ for the 
Westminster Hall Competition.
In September 1844, Ross writes to Lord Folkestone 

about an uncompleted miniature of  Lady 
Folkestone, for which he apologises (’I 

was obliged to go to Windsor’) and 
promises to complete the commission 
after his return from Italy.

Ross writes to ‘My Lord’ in August 
1846, thanking him (and Lady Harriet) 

for the Draft for 63£ and agreement to 
allow the picture to be exhibited.

The last letter is to James Reade concerning a 
half-finished portrait of  Mrs Reade for which 

she has suggested paying half-price:  ‘This is an 
arrangement I certainly do not like’, but Ross 

reluctantly accepts, with an account, leaving £28.15s 
to pay on top of  the deposit paid at Rome.

2.  16 draft autograph letters, retained as ‘Copy’ letters, by Ross, signed by 
him, 1839-57, on personal and business matters, including ‘the state of  affairs’ 
at the Loan Society, agreeing to pay Mr Tims’ claim, three letters on railway 
investment (’I am not connected with any Railway except that of  the Thames 
Valley’), in French to his cousin, asking for advice about the appointment of  an 
Executor, to Mrs Ganci seeking to smooth waters over a ‘controversy’, another 
(probably to the same person) about a family dispute, the appointment of  a corn 
factor, refusing to give a letter of  recommendation to another cousin, the High 
Constable of  Oxford, asking if  Mr Broadly is ‘out of  debt’, refusing to make an 
investment, ‘It was certainly never my intention to embark so much money as 
£10000 ...’ 
TOGETHER WITH:  Omaggio Al Celebre Artista William Ross Bat. Cantata 
Acrostica. Manuscript, 28 line acrostic poem, the first lines spelling out ‘To the 
Honorable Sir William Ross’, 1p folio, signed A.Maggi.
William Charles Ross, 1794-186;  portrait and portrait miniature painter with ‘a 
sizeable and elite clientele’;  member of  the R.A. and knighted in 1842.  Early in 
his career he was known for his historical paintings, to which he returned for the 
Westminster Hall competition of  1843 - see note above.  He became paralysed 
in 1857, died in 1860 and was buried in Hampstead Cemetery.  He painted over 
2,000 miniatures, including Queen Victoria.

1839-57 £750 †
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SEIZED BY THE FRENCH - ACCOUNT OF LOSSES & EXPENSES
193.  RUMBOLD, George Berriman.  Account of  Losses 

& Expenses Incurred in Consequence of  My Seizure by 
the French at my House in Hamburg, in October 1804.  
23 lines ms. on single side of  a folio sheet;  sl. dusted & 
creased, old folds.  

¶ George Berriman Rumbold, 1764-1807, was ambassador 
to the Hanse Towns, minister-resident of  Great Britain at 
Hamburg.  On the night of  25 October 1804, a detachment 
of  French troops landed in boats on the Hamburg Berg, 
proceeded to the Grindel, Rumbold’s country residence, 
forced the door, and compelled him to deliver up his papers.  
He was taken to Hanover in a guarded coach, and thence to 
Paris where he was detained at the Square de Temple.  After 
protests from the King of  Prussia, Napoleon gave orders 
for his release whereupon he was conveyed to Cherbourg 
and from there on to Portsmouth on board a British 
Frigate.  This document, signed by Rumbold, lists the 
losses and expenses he incurred during his brief  detention.  
From the items listed, it appears that the French troops 
combined Rumbold’s arrest with a spot of  looting.  Items 
include:  loss of  three horses (£120.0.0), wine (£120.0.0), 
furniture (£340.0.0), damage to house (£47.0.0), glass china 
(£170.0.0), Books & Maps (£190.0.0).  
Other expenses listed are house rent (£125.0.0), servants wages during absence 
(£57.0.0), travel expenses (£220.0.0), and house expenses during absence 
(£100.0.0).  The total, is the rather hefty figure of  £1,949.0.0.  

1804 £580 †
‘STEWPOT’ VS ‘POTATO HEADS’ - 

FROM LEEDS TO MONTREAL
194.  WILSON, Frederic.  The Student’s Journal from his first attending school (to 

becoming Dean at Montreal Cathedral).  January 1846 - May 1853.  132pp ms. in lined 
notebook, with integral blanks.  Contemp. maroon roan.

¶ ‘Journal of  Frederic Wilson, now student of  of  the Leeds Grammar School.  
Born at Weymouth April 11th 1830.  Came to Leeds Nov. 14th 1835.  Entered 
the Grammar School Leeds August 9th 1839.’  The Diary entries begin on 
January 19th, 1846.
A delightful record of  an adolescent at school, who is not slow to boast of  his 
successes, particularly in Latin, Greek and Theology.  He describes his fellow 
students as ‘potato heads’ - and they in turn call him ‘Stewpot’.  His top position 
in his class is challenged by the ‘Oatman’ because of  Wilson’s weakness in maths.
He records a school fight with local boys, in which the locals are trounced, floods 
in Leeds, the effects of  the Irish famine on the English economy, and his own 
anti-Catholicism.
Wilson becomes a noviciate at St. Saviour’s Church, expresses qualms about 
socialists and Chartists (’these sinful people’) and describes being threatened by 
an Irish Romanist with a pistol.
During 1849 he visits cholera cases in Leeds, spends time on infirmary duty 
and distributes medicine.  There is much detail of  the parishioners he visits and 
where they live.
Towards the end of  1850, Wilson is accused by the Bishop of  Popish tendencies, 
the upshot of  which is that he is offered placement at Montreal Cathedral, 
Canada and on the 19th December sets off  by ship.  He describes the journey 
in some detail - a foul-mouthed surgeon who ‘incessantly swears’ and a Catholic 
Irish family who will not let him give last rites to one of  them, believing it to be 
paving the path to Hell.
The diary finishes in May 1853, Wilson becoming Dean at the Cathedral.

1846-53 £450
__________
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SCARBOROUGH MAP:  WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY ‘STRATA SMITH’
195.  MAP.  KNOX, Robert & SMITH, William.  A Map of  the Country Round 

Scarborough, in the North & East Ridings of  Yorkshire,  from actual trigonometrical 
survey with topographical, geographical and antiquarian descriptions by Robert Knox 
of  Scarborough, formerly marine surveyor to 
the East India Company.  Scarborough, Robert 
Knox.  Folding coloured map on 12 panels, laid 
on to linen, c. 65 x 60cm, engraved by A Findlay, 
New River Head, London ‘and added to by 
others since’.  Original green cloth boards, light 
green paper label, sl rubbed.  An attractive copy.  
Presentation inscription in upper border ‘Given 
to John Harrison Allan by his affectionate Father, 
John Allan, London 18 January 1863’.

¶ Originally published in 1821, here ‘republished 
with additions’, which are primarily a curving coastal 
section paralleling the coast which names and gives 
heights of  cliffs and inland hills.  Extending from 
Whitby in the north to Bridlington in the south, 
the Vale of  Rye in the west to the German Ocean 
in the east.  The geology is indicated by hand 
colouring of  the existing base map, the work of  
the geologist, William ‘Strata’ Smith, 1769-1839.  
Smith, after leaving debtors’ prison in 1819, worked as an itinerant surveyor until 
one of  his employers, Sir John Johnstone, appointed him as Land Steward to his 
estate in Hackness near Scarborough.  Between 1824 and 1834 Smith  was based 
in Hackness and Scarborough where he was responsible for the design of  the 
Rotunda, a geological museum devoted to the Yorkshire coast.  Smith was the 
creator of  The Map That Changed the World, (Simon Winchester, 2001), the first 
ever map of  the geology of  England and Wales, publication of  which in 1815 
contributed to his financial problems.  
John Allan (1790-1865) was born in Whitby, owned ships both there and in 
London. His son was also a ship owner and collector of  antiquities.

1849 £380

ORIGINAL BOARDS
196.  (MARCET, Jane Haldimand)  Conversations on Political Economy;  in which the 

elements of  that science are familiarly explained.  By the Author of  ‘Conversations 
on chemistry.’  4th edn.  12mo.  Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, & Brown.  Initial 12pp 
cata. (July 1884), half  title.  Uncut in orig.  grey boards, paper label;  spine sl. rubbed & 
marked.  v.g.

¶ BL, Edinburgh & St. Andrews only on Copac.  At a time when scientific text 
books were virtually unknown, Marcet did much to popularise the subject.  
Harriet Martineau’s Illustrations of  Political Economy owed its origin to Marcet’s 
work and Jean-Baptiste Say declared that Marcet was ‘the only woman who had 
written on political economy and shown herself  superior even to men.’  (DNB.)  

1821 £150

INTRODUCING DAS KAPITAL TO BRITAIN
197.  MARX, Karl.  Capital.  The Serfdom of  Work;  The Lordship of  Wealth; translated 

from Karl Marx.  IN:  To-Day:  a monthly gathering of  bold thoughts.  Vol. I.  May-
September 1883.  The Modern Press (The British Printing and Publishing Co.)  Orig. 
olive brown dec. cloth, bevelled boards;  spine sl. dulled with small mark, a few expert 
repairs.  In cloth fold-over box.

¶ To-Day appears on Copac at BL, Oxford, Durham & TCD. The first ever 
printing in Britain of  any part of  Marx’s Das Kapital translated into the 
English language and extremely rare in commerce; we can find no record of  
any sale at auction.

MAP



This is the first volume of  a journal, edited by Ernest Belfort Bax & James Leigh 
Joynes, which specialised in the publication of  free-thinking and radical works 
and was published from 1883 to 1889.  To-Day’s guiding principle is to ‘shake 
itself  free from all fetters, save those of  truth and taste’.  Its political stance is 
indeed bold: ‘the equal rights of  every human being to health, wealth, wisdom 
and happiness shall be our watchword’. 
As well as concern with politics, the periodical includes stories, a translation from 
Tourgenieff, poetry, articles on Shelley, Keats, Byron, Electricity Free of  Cost, 
God or no God, A Vision of  Space, &c. There are two excerpts translated from 
Karl Marx’s Kapital which are the first to be published in Britain, though various 
sections had been translated and published in the USA in the 1870s.  
The two sections published here are:  I. The Serfdom of  Work, pp57-68;  II. The 
Lordship of  Wealth, pp145-150.  The second instalment is stated in the heading 
as being translated from the French edition of  1872 & a footnote adds ‘this 
chapter is translated from the second and third sections of  chapter X of  the 
original.  The selection published in our last issue was translated from chapter 
xxiii of  the original.  The translations are, of  course, our own, and not those 
of  the late Karl Marx’. 
The founder of  the Social Democratic Federation, Henry M. Hyndman, took 
over To-Day the following year adding a new subtitle: Monthly Magazine of  Scientific 
Socialism. Subsequently, from 1885 to 1889, Hyndman published the first ten 
chapters of  Kapital, translated from the German.
The first extended English book edition appeared in 1887, under the title 
Capital: A Critical Analysis of  Capitalist Production.  It was translated by Samuel 
Moore and Edward Aveling (the partner of  Karl Marx’s daughter Eleanor), 
overseen by Engels.
The Modern Press, 1881-1931, published other works by Marx, as well as 
Hyndman, Morris, Kropotkin, Carpenter, G.B. Shaw, John Burns, Sidney Webb.
See: Babak Armini, A Brief  History of  the Dissemination and Reception of  Karl Marx’s 
Capital in the United States & Britain, World Review of  Political Economy, Vol. 7, 
No. 3, 2016.

1883 £7,500
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MATHEWS & YATES AT HOME
198.  MATHEWS, Charles & YATES, Frederick Henry.  Mr. Mathews’ New 

Entertainment;  being a lecture on peculiarities and manners, entitled, The Spring 
Meeting;  pourtraying, a variety of  amusing anecdotes and tales; ...  Also, Mr 
Yates’ singular report of  a breach of  promise of  marriage, ...  To which is added, 
monopolylogue, called, Harlequin & Mr. Jenkins, or;  Pantomime in the Parlour; 
...  The whole performed at the Adelphi Theatre.  J. Duncombe.  Fold. col. front.  
Disbound.  24pp.

¶ Titlepage headed:  ‘Only Correct Edition:  Mathews & Yates at Home’.  
Frederick Yates, 1797-1842, was from 1825, part-owner and manager at the 
Adelphi Theatre.  He was a protegé of  the great comic actor Charles Mathews, 
1776-1835, and gave similar solo performances.  The frontispiece depicts 
Messrs Mathews & Yates ‘in all their characters’.  Dated from a similar example 
in the BL.

[1829] £125

CRUIKSHANK PLATES 
199.  MAYHEW, Henry & Augustus.  The Greatest Plague of  Life;  or, The adventures 

of  a lady in search of  a good servant, by one who has been “almost worried to death”. 
Edited by the Brothers Mayhew.  FIRST EDITION.  David Bogue.  Font., illus. title, 
plates by George Cruikshank.  20thC full tan calf  by Root & Son, double ruled gilt 
borders with floral corner pieces, gilt spine, maroon & green morocco labels;  a little 
rubbed.  Orig. cloth covers & spine bound in at end.  t.e.g. A nice copy.

¶ See Cohn 544 for the first edition issued in six original parts.  
[1847] £120

200.  M’DONOGH, Felix.  The Wandering Hermit.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  32mo.  
Paris: Malepeyre.  Sl. spotted, early pages vols I & III v. sl. damp affected.  Contemp. 
vellum, bordered in gilt, spines gilt in compartments, brown leather labels;  spines 
darkened, a little marked & soiled.

¶ BL only on Copac;  OCLC lists 7 copies worldwide.  The sole edition, 
published as part of  J.W. Lake’s series of  the British Prose Writers.  A sequel to 
The Hermit in London, in which the wry hermit turns his eye toward the continent.  

1823 £250

PRIVATELY PRINTED:  PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES
201.  MEDWIN, William West.  Memoirs of  William West Medwin, With a few poems, 

written by him.  Also some poems by his eldest son.  Together with Addenda by James 
Medwin, by whom this volume is compiled for the use of  the Family.  Champion 
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Hill.  Front. port. of  William West Medwin, with facsimile signature, a photograph from 
a miniature painted by Sir William Newton, 1811;  ten other photographic illus. all with 
their tissue guards.  Slip inserted at end of  text suggests that 
the following blanks are to be used for memoranda or the 
insertion of  further photographs;  Mr J. Perry of  Dulwich 
Road is commended for executing and mounting the plates:  
‘I can recommend him for his skill and moderate charges’.  
Text printed on heavy paper.  Orig. brown cloth, bevelled 
boards, gilt borders, spine ruled and lettered in gilt.  a.e.g.  v.g.

¶ BL only in UK;, Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam only 
on OCLC.  The Manuscript is at the University of  
Michigan.  William West Medwin was born at High 
Wycombe around the year 1769 and attended school 
until the age of  ten, when he joined the navy as a crew 
member of  the Mercury.  He remained a sailor for 
much of  his life travelling to North and South America, 
the Caribbean and Europe, living at different periods 
in London, Paris and the USA.  He is also recorded as 
miller & maltster, becoming bankrupt in that trade in 
1816.  Medwin married Susannah Elizabeth Taylor in 
1802 and they had one daughter and seven sons, the 
eldest, William, dying at sea.  Medwin himself  died at 
London in May 1835, at which time he was Parish Clerk 
of  Shafts Court, Leadenhall Street.

1882 £650

THE TIME OF TROUBLES IN RUSSIA
202.  MÉRIMÉE, Prosper.  Demetrius the Imposter.  An episode in Russian history.  

Translated by Andrew R. Scoble.  FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.    Richard Bentley.  
Front. & one additional plate.  Orig. green morocco-grained cloth, blocked in blind, 
spine lettered in gilt;  sl. cracking to inner hinges, spine faded.  v.g.

¶ Épisodes de l’histoires de Russie.  Les Faux Démétrius, 1853.  A narrative 
of  ‘The Time of  Troubles’, the period in Russian history following 
the death, in 1598, of  Tsar Feodor I, son of  Ivan the Terrible, and 
the last Tsar of  the Rurik dynasty.  Upon his demise, Feodor, with no 
male heirs, was succeeded by his brother-in-law Boris Godunov, who 
had long since been pulling the strings of  power.  Mistrusted by many, 
Godunov’s reign was dominated by civil and political unrest, and an 
apparently weak Russia was at an almost endless threat of  invasion 
from enemies abroad.  
This chaotic atmosphere was exploited by a succession of  pretenders, 
each claiming to to be Prince Demetrius, youngest son of  Ivan the 
Terrible, and rightful heir to the throne.  Godunov died in 1605, and 
although his son briefly took the reins of  power, the political situation 
remained in flux as rival groups jockeyed for power.  Demetrius I 
actually sat on the throne for a brief  period, but was soon deposed.  
The other pretenders did not climb so high, but the threat was 
apparent enough for the Russian feudal parliament to proclaim 
Mikhail Romanov Tsar in 1613, thus closing the door to the Rurik 
pretenders, and heralding the start of  the 300-year Romanov dynasty.  
See also items 114 & 245

1853 £250

COD SERMONS
203.  MODERN.  Modern Sermons.  No. 1-7, 9-11.  F. Passmore.  Each 2pp printed on a 

different coloured folded sheet;  no. 1 stained, spotted & some others sl. dusted.  12 
items in all.

¶ Not in BL or on Copac.  14 mock sermons, &c. were issued by Passmore, who 
was probably a stationer, and who advertises other novelties.  Also included here 
are ‘Opinions of  the Press on Kissing’, a single sheet handbill on pink paper 
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and ‘Trade is a Little Dull’, 2pp on folded grey paper.  The sermons are solemn 
expositions of  popular nursery rhymes, the first of  which is said to be extracted 
from a contemporary.  Nos. 4 and 11 both deal with ‘The House that Jack Built’.  
The fatuous press quotations relate to the Biblical quotation that Jacob Kissed 
Rachel, and lifted up his voice and wept.

[c.1870?] £120

PHARMACY
204.  MOHR, Francis & REDWOOD, Theophilus.  Practical Pharmacy:  the 

arrangements, apparatus, and manipulations, of  the pharmaceutical shop and 
laboratory.  FIRST EDITION.  Taylor, Walton, & Maberly.  Half  title, illus., 2pp. ads.  
Uncut in orig. green cloth by Edmonds & Remnants, blocked in blind.  v.g.  Contemp. 
ownership signature of  J.W. Hebron (crossed through) and R. Hebron, 1864, on 
leading f.e.ps.

¶ A considerably revised edition of  a translation of  Francis Mohr’s ‘Manual 
of  Pharmaceutical Technology’, published in German.  Mohr was Assessor 
Pharmaciæ of  the Royal Prussian College of  Medicine.  Redwood was Professor 
of  Chemistry and Pharmacy to the Pharmaceutical Society of  Great Britain.  

1849 £280

‘THE MAN WHO NEVER WAS’
205.  MONTAGU, Ewen Edward Samuel.  ALS, ‘Dear Joe’ from 5, Vicarage Gardens, 

Campden Hill, (London) W.8.  c.50 lines in blue biro on both sides of  half  folio 
headed paper.

¶ Montagu, 1901-1985, was a Naval Intelligence Officer during the Second World 
War, famous for his involvement in ‘Operation Mincemeat’ which misdirected 
German forces away from the Allied invasion of  Italy, recorded by Montagu in 
The Man Who Never Was of  1953 and later made into a film. 
From 1945-1973 Montagu became Judge Advocate of  the Fleet (overseeing 
Court Martials).  This discursive letter to an old friend amounts to a potted 
autobiography:  ‘... I had an absolutely fascinating time in the war - more 
fascinating, interesting and responsible than will ever be told - but terribly 
strenuous and exhausting’.   Montagu takes on several jobs after the war (having 
been a Q.C.) as Chairman of  Hampshire and Middlesex Sessions and Recorder 
of  Southampton.  ‘Recently, with the steady increase of  crime, Middlesex became 
a whole time job, so I gave up the other two, retaining the Judge Advocate of  the 
Fleet, which is very heavy and responsible, but is paper work in one’s own time.  
I must say that I find trying crime fascinating ...’
Outside the law ‘the united synagogue is overwhelming ... all their troubles 
and problems come back to me in one way or the other - and I have got their 
worries without power to make them do what I want ...  Then I am Chairman 
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of  the general purposes committee of  the Royal Yachting Association on 
which depends most of  the “freedom of  the seas” for yachtsmen;  this I enjoy 
immensely ...’
‘For amusement I am a triple-grandfather ... sold our big cruiser, got a bungalow 
on the edge of  the Solent and a day-boat ...’
Montagu is responding to a letter reporting the death of  ‘Hoey’:  ‘I hope that he 
enjoyed the extra span that (probably) we gave him’.
Operation Mincemeat was a successful British deception operation to disguise 
the 1943 Allied invasion of  Sicily.  Two members of  British intelligence obtained 
the body of  Glyndwr Michael, a tramp who died from eating rat poison, 
dressed him as an officer of  the Royal Marines and placed personal items on 
him identifying him as the fictitious Captain (Acting Major) William Martin.  
Correspondence between two British generals which suggested that the Allies 
planned to invade Greece and Sardinia, with Sicily as merely the target of  a 
feint, was placed on the body, left to be discovered on a Spanish beach, the false 
information being passed to the Germans, who fell for the deception by moving 
troops to counter the threats suggested in the found documents.

1961 £50  †

PLAYING CARD MAPS, ‘VERY PROPER’ FOR SCHOOLS
206.  (MORDEN, Robert)  A Brief  Description of  England and Wales;  containing a 

particular account for each county;  with its antiquities, curiosities, situation, figure, 
extent, climate, rivers, lakes, soils, agriculture, civil and ecclesiastical-divisions, cities, 
towns, palaces, corporations, markets, fairs, manufactories, noted places, bays, harbours, 
products, &c. and the number of  its inhabitants.  As also, the distance of  each market 
town from London, by the latest survey with the latitude and longitude of  each county, 
town or city, and on what point of  the compass from London.  Embellished with maps 
of  each county.  Very useful for travellers and others, and very proper for schools, 
to give youth an idea of  geography, and the nature of  his own country, and each 
county.  Printed for H. Turpin, No. 104, St John’s Street, West Smithfield.  viii, 9-126.  
Interleaved with 52 playing card maps mounted on paper.  12mo.  Text & plates crisp 
& clean;  small blue ink spot on titlepage affecting one letter, small closed tear to plate 
opposite B1.  Contemp. sheep;  neatly rebacked, extremities sl. rubbed.  A nice copy of  
a scarce book.

¶ ESTC T204060, Winchester College Fellows Library only in UK;  Indiana 
and Yale in USA;  OCLC adds BL, Newberry, and Princeton.  Copac adds 
Leeds.  The Princeton and Indiana copies are incomplete.  Dated from the 
British Library copy, which notes that Turpin was at this St John’s Street 
address between 1774-1789.  Robert Morden first published his set of  playing 
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card maps in 1676 with another slightly altered version printed that 
same year;  a third and final seventeenth century edition, with the 
stencilled suit markers removed from the cards, appeared in 1680.  
This volume contains the maps of  Morden’s third edition, laid down 
in alphabetical order (first England, then Wales) with corresponding 
county descriptions.  
It is not known how Homan Turpin ended up with Morden’s plates, 
or a stock of  already-printed playing cards, more than a century after 
they were last published.  Turpin was a bookseller who specialised in 
second hand books, as well as school texts and works for children;  
the wording on the titlepage makes it clear that this small atlas was at 
least partly designed for that market.  The suits were likely removed 
to discourage gambling, but the cards retain their numeric value and 
the royal portraits, so it is still possible to discern their value.  An 
explanation leaf  present in some examples of  this work explains 
that the four suits represent the four parts of  England:  the thirteen 
Northern counties are Clubs, the Western are Spades, the Eastern 
are Hearts, and the Southern are Diamonds.  This copy was not 
bound with the explanation leaf, and it seems likely it was deliberately 
withheld from copies intended for use by schoolchildren.

[c.1780] £15,000

ANTHONY TROLLOPE’S COPY
207.  MORRIS, Richard.  The Story of  Genesis and Exodus, 

an early English song, about A.D. 1250.  Now first edited, 
from a unique MS. in the library of  Corpus Christie College, 
Cambridge, with introduction, notes, and glossary, ...  
Trübner & Co., for the Early English Text Society.  Half  title.  
BOUND WITH:  The Romans of  Partenay, or of  Lusignen:  
otherwise known as The Tale of  Melusine:  translated from 
the French of  La Courdette (about 1500-1520 A.D.) ... by the 
Rev. Walter W. Skeat.  1866.  2 works in 1 vol. in contemp. 
faux antique calf, ruled in black, black morocco labels;  hinges 
neatly repaired, edges a little rubbed.  Armorial bookplate of  
Anthony Trollope.

¶ Two works published for the Early English Text Society, 
of  which Anthony Trollope and his brother Thomas 
Adolphus were subscribers.  

1865 £350

A SURVIVOR OF ‘THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE’
208.  MORRIS, William, Lieut-Colonel, C.B.  (A Memoir by Sir R. White-Thomson, K.C.B.)  

(Privately Printed)  Front. port., as issued without printed title.  Orig. parchment, 
front board blocked & lettered in gilt.  Vertical inscription on leading pastedown, 
‘Mr. Thomas Palmer from Miss Julia Morris 18 May 1903’.  44pp.

¶ Not recorded on Copac.  A privately printed memoir of  Morris, 
1820-1858, who hailed from Hatherleigh, Devon.  He served in India, 
but he is remembered best as Commander of  the 17th Lancers who 
took part in ‘The Charge of  the Light Brigade’ during the Crimean 
War.  Unwounded on the first charge, Morris and his remaining men 
confronted a regiment of  Hussars.  Morris himself  was cut by a 
Cossack sabre, followed by a further blow that penetrated his skull.  
Falling from his horse, he was then lanced in the temple.  Called to 
surrender by a Russian officer who then disappeared, Morris grabbed 
the reins of  a riderless horse, but lost consciousness.  When he came 
to, he mounted another horse which was shot under him. His life was 
saved by a surgeon, James Mouat, who came to his aid and dressed 
his wounds, an action which saved Morris’s life and earned Mouat the 
V.C.  Morris died at Poona, four years later.
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The Morris Monument at Hatherleigh was erected in 1860;  a fence and wall 
around the monument was erected in 1901 by the author of  this memoir in 
memory of  his brother, Lieut. J.H. Thomson, who died at Balaklava.

[1903] £150

HEROINE OF THE SHETLANDS
209.  MOUAT, Elizabeth (known as Betty).  Carte de Visite 

photograph.  Edinburgh:  John Moffat.  Photograph of  Betty 
Mouat, seated in chair, knitting, facing camera.  10.2 x 6.2cm.

¶ Miss Mouat, from the Shetland Islands, Scotland, on a ferry trip 
between Grutness and Lerwick to sell her knitting, visit her sister and 
the doctor after a recent stroke, found herself  alone in rough seas 
after the captain was swept overboard.  Living on two biscuits and 
a quart of  milk, she survived for nine days in the Columbine until the 
ship ran aground in Norway.  Her case attracted national publicity 
and she received a heroine’s welcome on her return to Edinburgh;  
Queen Victoria sent her a cheque for £20:  ‘The Queen has been 
much touched by the account of  the sufferings of  Miss Mouat, and 
was pleased to learn ... that she is recovering her strength’.

[c.1886] £50    †

210.  MURRAY, John, pub.  A Menu Card for the John Murray Staff  Dinner, 16th 
December 1960, signed by all the attendees.  John Roberts Press.  Single sheet, printed 
on single side, folded twice, illus.

¶ A lovely memento of  the 1960 Christmas dinner held for employees of  the 
publisher John Murray.  The rather modest starter of  grapefruit was followed by 
Roast Norfolk Turkey, Christmas pudding (with Rhum sauce), and cheese and 
biscuits.  The card was almost certainly signed prior to the consumption of  the 
‘Blanc Superior Sain Julien’, lager beer, and port.  The card includes signatures of  
two John Murrays (three were alive in 1960).  

1960 £35 †

EMBLEMS FOR THE YOUNG
211.  NEALE, Cornelius.  Emblems for the Young, from scripture, nature, and art.  3rd 

edn.  Religious Tract Society.  Illus.;  leaves sl. dusted.  Orig. patterned green cloth;  sl. 
damp mark to back board and tail of  spine.  Otherwise a very nice copy.  

¶ Illustrated emblems for children, from ‘The setting sun’ to ‘The second 
temple’.  A very attractive production.  

1835 £40

MORRIS
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‘A PRETTY PLAY-THING’ WITH TWO ALPHABETS
212.  (NEWBERY, John, publisher)  A Pretty Play-Thing for Children of  all 

Denominations.  Containing I. The Alphabet in verse ...  II. An Alphabet in 
prose ...  III. The Sound of  the Letters ...  IV. The Cuz’s Chorus ...  V. An Exact 
Representation of  a Good Fat Cuz ...  Alexandria: Printed for the Booksellers of  
England (i.e. John Newbery).  [xii], [17]-56, [8]pp ads.  Small 8vo, pages approx. 8.7 
x 6cm.  The alphabet in verse is with woodcuts in b&w;  the Alphabet Displayed by 
Sensible Objects is printed on different paper in b&w with versos printed  in orange, 
12pp, between 44 and (46).  Woodcut, ‘A good fat Cuz in character’ is on p.44, 
music on p.47.  The first book advertised is The Little Lottery Book for Children.  
Condition is poor; the volume has been subjected to water and is a little fragile, with 
corner tears and archival tape repairs to two leaves, with loss of  a few letters, & some 
staining.  Uncut in a suitable hand-painted wrapper.  A rare survival of  a juvenile 
alphabet book, all editions of  which are scarce.

¶ This edition is not on ESTC which records two other Newbery editions:  
N21127 1760? [Roscoe J 309(2)], UCLA only and N22935 c.1770 [Roscoe 
J 309(4A)], St. Bride and Lilly only, both of  which collate differently to this 
edition.  The advertisements suggest a date of  c.1768 and if  this is correct, it is 
not recorded by Roscoe, but between (3) and (4).  Roscoe (1) is probably 1759 
but no copy located;  Roscoe (2) and (2A) are undated but probably also 1759;  
Roscoe (3) is 1762.

[c. 1768] £1,200

THE ART OF COLOURING IN LANDSCAPE PAINTINGS
213.  ORAM, William.  Precepts and Observations on the Art of  Colouring in Landscape 

Painting.  Arranged from the Author’s original MS. and published by Charles Clarke.  
4to.  Printed for White & Cochrane, by Richard Taylor & Co.  Six plates;  some 
foxing throughout.  Attractively bound in contemp. speckled calf, ruled in gilt, with 
gilt vignette of  Cheltenham College on front board, black morocco label, gilt bands;  
corners sl. bumped, faint dampstaing to boards, small ink spot on front board.  Ink 
inscription  on prelim: ‘George Sumner, 1st Drawing Prize - Cheltenham Coll. Midsr 
1855.’  A nice copy in lovely prize binding.

¶ William Oram, 1711-1777, was an English painter and architect who, through 
the patronage of  Edward Walpole, gained the position of  master-carpenter to 
the Board of  Works.  He designed and painted the staircase at Buckingham 
Palace (then Buckingham House), and also repaired paintings on the staircase 
at Hampton Court.  Oram’s wife Elizabeth gifted the manuscript to antiquarian 
Charles Clarke, who organised to have them published in this volume.

1810 £680

NEWBERY
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IRISH TALE IN ORIGINAL BOARDS
214.  (PARNELL, William)  Maurice and Berghetta;  or, The Priest of  Rahery.  A tale.  

FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.  Boston:  Well & Lilly.  Half  title, final ad. leaf;  some 
foxing, especially in prelims.  Uncut in orig. blue boards, parchment spine, paper label;  
one small mark on front board, spine sl. dulled.  Contemp. signature of  L. Bartlett on 
titlepage;  Christopher Clark Geest booklabel.  v.g.

¶ Loeber P6;  not in Wolff.  First published in 1817, a story of  fallen aristocracy, 
‘Written in support of  Catholic grievances regarding extreme poverty’.  The 
author, 1780-1821, was the Irish Liberal MP for Wicklow from 1817-1820.  He 
was grandfather of  the Irish nationalist politician Charles Stewart Parnell.

1820 £280

UNRECORDED COOKERY BOOK 
PRINTED IN ALLAHABAD

215.  PARRY, E. H.  Cookery and Other Recipes.  Small 4to.  Allahabad:  Pioneer Press.  
12pp initial ads.  Small tear to f.e.ps.  Orig. green paper covered boards, front board as 
titlepage;  rubbed.  

¶ Unrecorded on Copac & OCLC.  Printed in India, the recipes are largely 
European but include a small number of  Indian (and Chinese) dishes.  
Savoury meals predominate but there are sections for desserts, drinks and 
household recipes.  

1910 £150

BLANK PARLOUR GAME
216.  PARTY GAME.  Are You Able?  E.T.W. Dennis & 

Sons.  (Dennis’s “Dainty” Series G636.)  12 folded 
colour-printed game cards printed on thick card in a 
wraparound band.  v.g. in orig. pictorial sl. spotted & 
chipped card box, approx. 11 x 18cm.

¶ A parlour game, for up to 12 players.  The 
box contains twelve identical cards, each giving 
twenty-four sentences to complete with a word 
ending in ‘-able’.  Examples include ‘A Peppery 
Colonel is ____’, ‘A Horse’s Home ____’, and 
‘A Woman’s Prejudices are ____’.  The objective 
is to fill in the blank spaces in the swiftest time 
possible.  With key.

[c.1930] £85 †

PARNELL
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LARGE-PAPER COPY
217.  (PASTON FAMILY)  The Paston Letters 1422-1509.  A new edition containing 

upwards of  four hundred letters hitherto unpublished, edited by James Gairdner.  3 
vols.  (n.p.) 5 Queen Square, Bloomsbury.  Large paper copy.  Fold. plate vol. I, laid on 
to linen.  Orig. full parchment, blocked in blind and gilt, panelled spines, lettered in gilt. 
t.e.g.  Some sl. rubbing.  A very attractive copy.

¶ Correspondence of  the Pastons who lived in Norfolk with state papers and 
other documents.  James Gairdner was an historian who worked at the Public 
Record Office for over fifty years, specialising in the fifteenth century.

1872-75 £350

ORIGINAL BOARDS
218.  PEGGE, Samuel.  Anecdotes of  the English Language:  chiefly regarding the local 

dialect of  London and its environs;  whence it will appear that the natives of  the 
metropolis, and its vicinities, have not corrupted the language of  their ancestors.  2nd 
edn, enlarged and corrected ...  J. Nichols, Son, & Bentley.  Occasional light foxing.  
Orig. drab boards, green cloth spine, paper label;  some sl. wear to fore-edges, corners a 
little bumped.  A nice copy in the original boards.  

¶ First published in 1803, this edition includes a postscript by John Nichols and a 
supplement to the provincial glossary of  Francis Grose.  

1814 £200

ALPHABET OF CYPHERS
219.  PIGOT, James.  A Complete Alphabet of  Cyphers, reversed and inverted.  Composed 

by James Pigot.  n.p.  [49pp], engr. pictorial titlepage & 48 leaves engr. on one side only.  
Oblong 4to.  Occasional light browning to edges.  Contemp. full speckled calf, spine & 
boards ruled in gilt, maroon leather spine label;  a little rubbed, small scratch to leather 
on following board.

¶ ESTC T125566, BL, NLS & Oxford only in UK;  Huntington, Newberry, Du 
Pont Winterthur Museum.  Dated from the British Library copy.  A very nice 
example of  early 18th century calligraphic cyphers, illustrating all two-letter 
combinations, except those including the letters ‘I’ and ‘T’ which for some reason 
were omitted.  The cyphers are arranged over double-page spreads, 12 per page.  
Of  the ‘composer’ James Pigot, we can find no information.  A scarce work;  
only one copy has appeared at auction in the last 40 years.

[1705?] £750

PASTON
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FRANKLIN CIRCULATING LIBRARY
220.  PINKNEY, Edward.  Poems.  Baltimore:  Joseph 

Robinson, Circulating Library.  Initial ad. leaf, half  title;  
the odd spot, endpapers rather foxed.  Uncut in orig. drab 
boards, pink paper label;  extremities sl. worn, boards a 
bit marked, spine sl. chipped at head & tail.  Label with 
conditions of  the Franklin Circulating Library, Boston on 
leading pastedown;  pencil signatures of  George Palmer 
Tyler, Boston, on half  title & title, & Mary Tyler on title.  
A nice copy in original boards.

¶ Edward Coote Pinkney, 1802-1828, was a poet, lawyer, 
and sailor;  he joined the US Navy as a midshipman 
when he was 14 and later pursued a career in law.  His 
poetry was inspired by Byron, Wordsworth, and Scott, 
as well as the earlier Cavalier poets.

1825 £380

BRASS SUBSCRIPTION TICKET 
221. PLYMOUTH FREE LIBRARY.  Brass Subscription Membership Ticket for the 

Plymouth Free Library.  Oval brass subscription ticket, Plymouth 
coat of  arms & lettering ‘Plymouth Free Library open daily 

from 10am to 10pm’, verso:  ‘This ticket is issued subject to 
the rules and regulations, No. 2143’.  v.g.  3 x 4.2cm.

¶ A nice example of  a subscription membership 
ticket for the Plymouth Free Library.  The library 
was opened following the 1850 Public Libraries 
Act, and the opening of  the first public library 
in 1857.  It offered free accessibility to books for 

the people of  Plymouth many of  whom could not 
afford the membership for the city’s more exclusive 

subscription library.
[c.1880] £180 †

HANDSOME COPY IN FULL CONTEMPORARY 
TREE CALF

222.  PRIESTLEY, Joseph.  A Comparison of  the Institutions 
of  Moses With Those of  the Hindoos and Other Ancient 
Nations;  with remarks on Mr. Dupuis’s Origin of  all religions 
...  Northumberland:  printed for the Author by A. Kennedy.  
xxvii, [i], 428, [8]pp catalogue.  8vo in 4s.  Sl. spotting, tear 
to upper margin of  3rd leaf  of  catalogue, without loss.  
Contemporary full tree calf, spine ruled in gilt, red morocco 
label;  sl. rubbing.  A v.g. handsome copy.

¶ ESTC W20057.  A history of  the ‘ancient heathen religions 
and their comparison with ‘the system of  revelation ... its 
superiority in sentiment and practice to any that the most 
enlightened of  mankind have ever devised is so great that it 
cannot be rationally accounted for by supposing it to have 
had a truly divine origin’.  

1799 £180

PINKNEY



PRINTS
See also items 55, 57, 58, 134- 136.

THE TIPPERARY DUELLISTS
223.  ANONYMOUS.  The Tipperary Duellists;  or, Margate Heroes.  S.W. Fores.  Hand 

coloured etching;  5cm tear to lower margin, repaired on verso, trimmed just within 
upper plate mark.  Plate 25 x 35cm.  

¶ George BM Satires 7744:  ‘This evidently relates to a duel between a Mr. 
Leeson (who had first acted as the friend of  Lieut. Monro, the original aggressor) 
and Col. McCarthy on 10 Sept. at Margate.  Both fired twice without effect;  then 
Leeson clubbed his pistol, his antagonist protested with his pistol presented, 
and the seconds stepped between them.  A mob collected and the parties left 
the ground dissatisfied.  An affray in the Margate library followed on the same 
evening, Leeson attacking with a stick, and being knocked down by McCarthy, 
who was then overpowered by Leeson’s friends. 

Sep. 19, 1790 £180 †

224.  ANONYMOUS.  The Triumph of  Sentiment -  The Prospect of  Happiness - or, A 
Picture of  Dotards.  S.W. Fores.  Hand-coloured etching.  Plate 25.5 x 35.5cm.  

¶ George BM Satires 9605.  A young man (the bridegroom) leads an elderly 
woman (the bride) down the aisle towards a marriage of  greed and convenience.  
The bridegroom looks back with a knowing look at his young lover.

Novr. 1, 1800 £150 †

QUACK QUACK QUACKERY
225.  BUNBURY, Henry William.  Mutual Accusation.  Bretherton.  Uncoloured etching;  

trimmed to the plate mark.  24 x 30cm.  
¶ George, BM Satires 5279:  Two quack doctors are having a heated altercation 
in a street or square outside their respective houses.  From the corner of  a house 
on the left hangs a sign, ‘Dr Walker’s veritable antiscorbutic Pills. Beware of  
Impostors’.  From the house on the right a sign projects, ‘True antiscorbutic 
Pills’.  The doctors wear large wigs and swords, and carry three-cornered hats.  
One holds in his hand a medicine-bottle;  behind them are two dogs fighting.  
Their wives are also fighting violently;  one has seized the other by the hair and 
is kicking her.  Behind them two cats with arched backs are spitting at each other.  
In the upper part of  the print is a shield with two ducks, and beneath is the 
motto: ‘Quack Quack Quack’. Beneath the design is etched:  ‘When once you’ve 
told & cant recall a Lye/Boldly persist in’t or your Fame will die./Learn this ye 
Wives, with unrelenting Claws/Or right or wrong, Assert your husbands cause’.

January 1774 £280 †

226.  (EGERTON, M.)  Two O’Clock in the Morning,  Rat,_Tat,_Tat!  Tingle,_Tingle,_
Tingle!!  Thomas McLean.  Hand-coloured aquatint, signed Ego. Delt.;  trimmed to 
plate mark.  33 x 20.5cm.

¶ Not in BM satires;  dated 1827 by both the Wellcome and Harvard.  Neither 
attribute this to Egerton.  However, other prints, signed Ego., published by 
McLean, are attributed to him by the BM.   An apothecary, living above his shop, 
is awoken in the night by a desperate customer.  ‘Who are you? (damn the Cats!) 
what d’ye want young woman hey?_  Oh_ Sir_ Master begs you’ll step over 
di_rectly as Missus_ if  you please Sir, is taken very bad in _a_a_a_!!!

[1827] £180 †

GRANT, Charles Jameson
See also items 134-136.

227.  The Political Drama.  No. 34.  The Tailor’s Campaign.  When Snip meets snip then 
comes the tug of  war!  G. Drake.  Uncoloured wood engraving;  a few small creases & 
marginal tears.  Sheet 28 x 44cm.  v.g.

¶ The ‘Journeymen Tailors Union’ faces-off  against ‘recreant oppressors, 
pampered despots’ who ‘fatten on our daily toil’.  

PRINTS



The Political Drama ran to 131 caricatures in its first series between 1834 and 
1835.  No complete run is recorded on Copac which notes a significant run 
at the BL, three single issues in Oxford and one at the Wellcome.  The Political 
Drama, a weekly caricature series of  savage and sophisticated satire, is the 
defining work of  the increasingly studied and heralded artist Charles Jameson 
Grant.  The subject matter, brilliantly and brutally portrayed in wood engraved 
illustrations, was ‘unremittingly confrontational, depicting society solely in terms 
of  opposition’ with those in authority being the principal target:  ‘magistrates are 
corrupt, policemen are murderous drunkards, politicians are debased, the King 
is portrayed as a childlike idiot and the clergy are hypocritical gluttons’ (Mathew 
Crowther, C.J. Grant:  The Political Drama).  ‘Grant’, Crowther writes, ‘displays the 
same sense of  even-handed misanthropy that we would normally associate with 
Gillray’s works’.

[1834] £120 †

228.  The Political Drama.  No. 49.  The Drunken Parliament Discussing the Prevention 
of  Drunkenness Bill.  G. Drake.  Uncoloured wood engraving;  a few small creases & 
marginal tears.  Sheet 28 x 44cm.  v.g.

¶ Politicians lounge in various states of  inebriation discussing the proposed Bill 
to ‘make the nation sober’.  

[1834] £120 †

229.  The Political Drama.  No. 50.  Addlehead’s Return.  G. Drake.  Uncoloured wood 
engraving;  a few small creases & marginal tears.  Sheet 28 x 44cm.  v.g.

¶ The Queen carries and passionately kisses her husband King William IV as five 
delighted boorish Germans watch on.

[1834] £120 †
_____

230.  (HEATH, William)  The Exile Restored;  or, The spies spawns & spewers of  
scurrility abuse & defamation set to work.  S.W. Fores.  Hand-coloured etching.  Plate 
25 x 35cm, with good margins.  

¶ BM 1935,0522.12.114.  One of  a large number of  caricatures on Queen 
Caroline’s return to England in 1820.

June 8th, 1820 £280 †

MINISTERIAL PHLEBOTOMY
231.  (HEATH, William)  Ministerial Phlebotomy;  or, Bleeding John Bull.  S.W. Fores.  

Hand-coloured etching;  a poor strike with sl. blurring to left hand side of  image, a few 
marginal tears not affecting image.  Plate 36 x 25cm, with good margins.  

¶ George BM Satires 10965 which is also described as ‘blurred’.  John Bull, 
stripped to his waist, is covered in leeches with caricatured heads, and cries:  
‘This is Bleeding with A Veangence If  I do not Shake off  Some of  these Leaches 
I shall not have a drop of  Blood Left, why they will never be full & this is the 
third Set I have had on with in this three years or so enough to Destroy the best 
Constitution’.  George III peers in from stage left saying:  ‘Hard Work Indeed 
for poor Johnny How Voracious I begin to think they will be too many for 
him I must Order Some of  them off  I see’.  Four leeches lie on the ground all 
inscribed ‘Defaulter’, followed by various large sums of  money.  With these is a 
roll of  ‘New P... [? Pensions]’.  A rather disturbing but brilliant image attributed 
by the BM to William Heath.  

[c.1808] £320 †

232.  PYNE, William Henry.  Jumping in Sacks.  Pyall & Hunt.  Hand coloured aquatint on 
heavy paper.  Plate 24 x 33cm.  

¶ George BM Satires 15009.  Engraved by G. Hunt, etched by Robert 
Cruikshank, after a design by William Henry Pyne.  A crowd of  locals, including 
farmers, soldiers, gentleman, ladies and children, cheer on a sack race between 
seven men, the sacks all fastened at the neck. 

[1825] £120 †
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233.  (WILLIAMS, Charles)  The Corn Bill;  or, John Bull and his hobby.  S.W. Fores.  
Hand-coloured etching;  small repair to lower right corner, repaired on verso.      
Plate 25 x 35cm.

¶ Not in BM Satires;  one copy located at Library of  Congress who attribute this 
print to Williams.  On the Corn Bill that sought to protect the interest of  corn 
producers, imposing tariffs on imports and keeping prices artificially high.  A 
lady (left) sits reading a newspaper, exclaiming:  ‘Here Mr Bull here’s the speech 
of  that fellow on the Corn Bill ___ you must stop and hear this.  The price of  
corn is yet far below the price which is universally allowed to be necessary!!!! why 
we shall all be starved Mr Bull’.  John Bull, horsewhip in hand and arms aloft, 
responds:  ‘D__n the Corn Bill!  I have not time to think of  any thing till the 
election is over ... why liberty and independence is at stak_ what is starving to 
that Mrs Bull’.  

Augt. 20th, 1804 £220 †

234.  WOODWARD, George Moutard.  A Bill of  Fare for Bond Street Epicures.  Thomas 
Tegg.  Hand-coloured etching;  sl. dusted.  24.5 x 35cm.  

¶ BM Satires 11144, a companion print to 11143, with the same name.  Six 
women, all with inviting glances or gestures aligned in two columns:  ‘“Pigs 
Pettitoes”, an ugly woman with toes turned in. “Scrag of  Mutton”, a hideously 
lean and angular woman, her hands in a muff. “Leg of  Lamb”, a comely woman 
with an umbrella, her petticoats kilted up displaying leg.  “Poloney”, an ugly 
plump woman, rather sausage-shaped. ‘Cods Head and Shoulders’, a grossly fat 
and ugly woman.  “Lamb Chop and Mint Sauce”, a pretty young woman holding 
a purse.  Etched by Thomas Rowlandson.  

October 25, 1808 £220 †
__________

TROUBLE IN THE KITCHEN
235.  PROSSER. A.S.  Trouble in the Kitchen:  a farce in one act.  Gowans & Gray.  

(Repertory Farces series, no. 7.)  Half  title, final ad. leaf.  Orig. pictorial printed paper 
wrappers, orig. glacine wrappers.  v.g.  29pp.

¶ Miss Davis’s travails with the baker, the milkgirl, the laundryman, the duke and 
the builder.  A series of  episodes that leads her to flee to India.  On answering 
her door to a man, clearly in need of  help, Ms Davis asks:  ‘Good gracious, don’t 
tell me that you are a tramp’.  ‘Worse than that madame’ the man replies, ‘I am a 
duke ... You see, madam, times have changed, and blue blood isn’t what it was ...’

1928 £45

236.  PUSS IN BOOTS.  Puss in Boots.  Ryle & Co.  Illus;  titlepage crudely hand-coloured 
with small tear to fore-edge.  Sewn as issued in orig. pictorial blue printed paper 
wrappers;  sl. dulled & marked.  8pp.

¶ Not on Copac although the BL record a copy, dated 1846;  OCLC adds a copy 
at the University of  Queensland but no copies in North America.  

[1846] £50

PRINTS - WILLIAMS
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OLD MAIDS
237.  QUIZ, Mrs., pseud.  Old Maids Portrayed.  Recommended to the attention of  Miss 

-, by Mrs. Quiz.  18mo.  London (& Wakefield):  W. Nicholson & Sons.  Orig. yellow 
printed wrappers included in the pagination.  v.g.  19pp.

¶ A tongue in cheek attack on the old single maid: ‘I have great sympathy for 
you.  I like even your names, there is something like enchantment about them. 
O Dorothy, O Catherine, O Barbara ... I have a husband who is like a Guardian 
angel to me; and therefore I pity you.’  ‘An anthology, mostly in verse, in rather 
small type.  Not in BL.  

[c.1885] £30

HIGH STREET
238.  RAVILIOUS, Eric.  High Street.  Written by J.M. Richards.  Illustrated by Eric 

Ravilious.  FIRST EDITION.  Country Life.  Col. front., illus. title, 23 further colour 
illus.  Orig. illus. boards;  some sl. wear to head & tail of  spine but overall a very nice 
copy.  In a dark green buckram box.

¶ Inspired partly by his father who was a shopkeeper, Ravilious and his 
contemporaries were interested in the portrayal of  shop fronts in both Russian 
and French children’s literature of  the time.  In 1924, Ravilious and his friend 
the artist Edward Bawden jointly designed The Christmas Bookshop, an advertising 
insert for the December 1924 edition of  The Studio.  Later, in 1935, Ravilious and 
Helen Binyon discussed the publication of  an alphabet of  shop fronts.  With 
the illustrations having been partially completed by 1936, High Street was finally 
published by Country Life Ltd. in 1938 having been rejected by the Golden 
Cockerel Press.  A marvellous dive into the past, with a clarity and verve that 
removes it from the realm of  simple nostalgia.

[1938] £2,500

QUIZ



NEWCASTLE PACIFIST CHILDREN’S MAGAZINE
239. (RICHARDSON, Anna)  The Olive Leaf;  or, Peace magazine for 

the young.  Vol. I.  12mo.  C. Gilpin;  Manchester:  R. & S. Fletcher;  
Newcastle-upon-Tyne:  T.P. Barkas.  Vignette woodcut illus.  Orig. 
dark blue-green cloth, decorated in blind with dove & olive leaf  
design in gilt to front board, spine dec. & lettered in gilt;  inner 
hinges roughly repaired.  

¶ V&A has a unique run of  vols 1 to 14, 1844-1857;  Essex, 
Nottingham and the Society of  Friends also have a run of  
14 vols, but published by W. & F.G. Cash.  The Olive Leaf is 
attributed to Henry Richardson, but in fact it was his wife, Anna 
Richardson, 1806-1892, who edited the magazine, aimed at a 
juvenile audience;  husband and wife were both active in the 
Newcastle Peace Society.  Anna also established the Newcastle 
Free Produce Association, which organised a boycott of  slave-
produced goods and edited The Slave, the Association’s magazine, 
1851-1854.  Anna, and her sister-in-law Ellen, raised the £150 
necessary to buy Frederick Douglass out of  slavery.

1844 £85

ENGLISH SONGS
240.  RITSON, Joseph.  A Select Collection of  English Songs, 

with their original airs:  and A historical essay on the origin 
and progress of  national song, by the late Joseph Ritson.  
The 2nd edn, with additional songs and occasional notes. By 
Thomas Park.  3 vols.  Printed for F.C. & J. Rivington, &c.  Sl. 
spotting.  Later (1931) half  dark brown calf;  sl. rubbed.

¶ Vol.III contains printed music for the songs.  Ritson, 
in his introduction, states his case for creating what 
was one of  many song compilations published at the 
time.  His was not ‘of  the lowest and most despicable 
nature’ with a few good songs hidden away or, as Ritson 
puts it:  ‘everyone who wishes to possess a pearl, is not 
content to seek it in an ocean of  mud’.  The object of  
this publication was ‘to exhibit all the most admired, 
and intrinsically excellent specimens of  lyric poetry in 
the English language ...;  to promote real instructive 
entertainment;  to satisfy the critical taste of  the 
judicious;  to indulge the nobler feelings of  the pensive;  
and to afford innocent mirth to the gay’.  

1813 £250

VICTORIAN PAINT BOX
241.  ROBERSON, Charles & Co.  Wooden Water-Colours Box ‘Awarded by the 

Department of  Science and Art’.  Charles Roberson & Co., 99, Long Acre.  
Rectangular wooden (probably cedar) paint box 24 x 9 x 3cm, containing palette of  
ten watercolour blocks, in tray with charcoal, pencil, key to box;  beneath the palette 
is the ceramic mixing tray with six wells.  The top of  the lid is stamped:  ‘Department 
of  Science and Art Reward’;  inside the lid is pasted Roberson’s label, ‘Suggestions on 
the use of  colours’.  Several of  the colour blocks are cracked, sl. marking to box, but 
a nice example.

¶ Charles Roberson founded his company in 1819 and ‘Charles Roberson & Co.’, 
‘one of  the most influential colour houses in London’ was based at 99, Long 
Acre from 1853 to 1907, when the firm became C. Roberson & Co., Ltd.  The 
Department of  Science & Art was established in 1853 to promote education 
in art, science, technology and design, and provided this box as a reward for 
achievement by a schoolchild.  In the bottom of  the box are two printed items:  
a two page printing of  The Sleeping Beauty, n.p., n.d., together with a folded 1p. 
programme for a Juvenile Concert, February 10, 1874, at the Wesleyan Day School, 

RICHARDSON



Cowhill, Oldham (printed by James Halbert) on green paper.  The school was 
opened in the mid-1850s, 
Yale Center for Studies in British Art hold a similar box with twelve colour 
blocks and mixing tray with three compartments.

[c.1865] £225 †

242.  (ROBINSON, John)  The Delaval Papers.  (Newcastle. Published for the Author.)  
Reprinted from text set for periodical publication in 216pp, drophead title only.  
Original blue cloth covered boards, cut flush, cloth faded, without any lettering.

¶ There appear to be copies of  this text in 216pp at BL, Newcastle, Durham and 
Oxford;  the Copac entries give the text of  a title page as: The Delaval Papers:  
How they were discovered: with numerous family letters, and others of  national 
and general interest. Published for the Author by Browne & Browne. The 
Oxford and Durham copies suggest publication in four parts, Durham reporting 
‘each with a separate title page’. In this copy there is no indication of  either 
general or part titles, and this copy may well have been printed off  from the type 
set for periodical publication, possibly as a proof.
The author reports at the end that he has published this ‘week after week for 52 
weeks’.  This is the story of  the discovery in the disused ‘Royal Northumberland 
Bottle Works’ of  the family papers of  the colourful Delaval family of  Seaton 
Delaval, Northumberland, whose fortunes were at an apogee in the 18th century.  
The papers are held in the Northumberland Archive.

[189-?] £125

TRAVELLING CHESS SET
243. ROGET, Peter Mark.  De La Rue & Co’s Combined Pocket 

Chess and Draught Board with chess and draughts-men.  De 
La Rue & Co.  Folded card chess board complete with 32 
printed chess pieces with draughtsmen on versos, inserted 
into individual pockets.  Light yellow glazed boards, printed in 
maroon and mustard with decorative borders;  v. sl. dulled.  In 
the original purple pebble-grained cloth slip-case.  v.g.

¶ Peter Mark Roget, publisher of  the Thesaurus 
of  English Words and Phrases, 1851, was a keen and 
talented chess player inventing the Economic Chess 
Board to allow himself  to play while on the move.  
First published in 1845 in cloth boards and entitled 
the Economic Chess Board this later example is in 
glazed boards and with a revised title to include the 
addition of  draughts.

[c.1860?] £250 
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WITH RUSKIN’S LAST AUTOGRAPH
244.  (RUSKIN, John, et al)  The Portrait Birthday-Book of  Famous Names.  Containing 

the Birthdays of  1700 distinguished persons and 366 medallion portraits.  Seeley & Co.  
Half  title, printed illus. throughout, 19pp index, final ad. leaf.  Untrimmed in full dark 
brown crushed morocco by Zaehnsdorf, gilt spine, borders & dentelles, t.e.g.  Booklabel 
of  John Morgan, Aberdeen.  v.g.

¶ A printed Birthday Book, listing the birth dates of  famous people, with 
corresponding blank spaces designed to be filled in by the owner.  Containing 
more than 80 autograph entries representative of  the arts, literature and politics 
of  the latter half  of  the 19th century.  This Birthday Book has one particularly 
interesting entry, in the form of  quite probably the last ever autograph signature 
of  the poet and critic John Ruskin.  It appears in the correct place, i.e. in the box 
corresponding to February 8th, and although shaky, and that of  an ailing person, 
is clear and legible.  
A printed note written around the margins of  the Ruskin page, gives details of  the 
modus operandi of  the autograph hunter, and explains the circumstances by which 
Ruskin’s signature was obtained.  William Sinclair, Hon. Sec. of  the Ruskin Society 
of  Glasgow notes:  ‘On the 10th August 1899, I had the honour of  presenting the 
National Address to Professor Ruskin at Brantwood, Coniston Lake.  After my 
interview I put before Mr. and Mrs Severn the request of  my friend Mr. Craibe 
Angus for the autograph of  the Master.  Mrs. Severn looked puzzled, and said 
that the Master had not signed his name for over three years past, and she was 
not hopeful that he could use a pen. ...  Leaving the Music Room, where we then 
were, and taking with her the album, Mrs Severn promised to do her best for me.  
On returning from the drawing room ... she said pleasantly, “Well, he has done it, 
but it is a very feeble attempt”.  We examined the autograph with the melancholy 
foreboding that it might be the last penned by the hand that wrote “Modern 
Painters”.’  Signed W. Sinclair.  A further note, printed on to the margins of  the 
opposite leaf, reprints a letter from Mrs. Severn to Craibe Angus, dated Nov. 
1899, in which she expresses her and Ruskin’s pleasure in being able to send him a 
sample of  Ruskin’s hand from his ‘most vigorous time’;  the sample handwriting is 
unfortunately no longer with the volume.
On the same page as Ruskin’s autograph is that of  Henry Irving (Feb. 6th).  
Elsewhere in the volume can be found more than 80 signatures, some with 
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brief  quotations, of  noteworthy figures of  the late 19thC.  Among them are 
the autographs of  John Barter (Feb. 25th), Ellen Terry (Feb. 27th), and Olga 
Novikoff  (March 29th, signing in both English and Russian), Harriet Beecher 
Stowe (with a long quotation, June 14th), Coventry Patmore (July 
23rd), Humphry Ward (Thomas, husband of  the author Mrs Humphry 
Ward, Nov. 9th), as well as those of  John Whistler, William Gladstone, 
Eizak Pitman, Earl Grey, and Arthur James Balfour.
Loosely inserted at the beginning of  the volume is an ALS from the 
American poet Wallace Bruce, who lived in Edinburgh in the 1890s 
as United States consul.  Craibe Angus has evidently requested 
an autograph from him, and Bruce writes to say he will be in his 
proximity in January, ‘and I could write at this time in your book’.  His 
signature appears accordingly at November 10th.  Additionally, tipped 
into the preliminary leaves, is a brief  signed note from Gladstone’s 
son, W.H. Gladstone, dated Jan. 1884, in which he apologises for being 
‘unable to trace the missing leaves of  the album’.  He says ‘if  found 
they shall be forwarded’, which is precisely what must  have happened, 
as Gladstone senior’s autograph appears in its correct position besides 
December 29th.  A third ALS is also tipped into the prelims, from 
the caricaturist Linley Sambourne.  Dated November 1893, he also 
apologises ‘for keeping your page waiting so long’, explaining he ‘just 
found it in a drawer’.  The note includes an original illustrations, in red 
& black ink, titled ‘Mr Angus’s Pages kept waiting’.  It shows a rather frustrated 
man in servants’ uniform (with tartan kilt), awaiting a  delivery.  Sambourne 
has also signed his name in the correct manner at Jan. 4th, and provided an 
additional caricature sketch of  himself.

[1878] £750

THE DOGGER BANK INCIDENT, 1904
245.  RUSSIAN NAVY.  The First Victory of  the Russian Navy.  n.p.  Crudely printed in 

red, blue and yellow, the title incorporated into the wrapper design, 10 x 13cm, in four 
panels, folding out to 8 x 48cm.

¶ Not on Copac or OCLC.  The panorama shows ‘Hull Fishing Boats’, 
‘Searchlights are Flashed’, ‘Fire is Opened on the Defenceless Fishermen’,  and 

‘The Russian Warships are Sailing Away’.  A 
souvenir of  the Dogger Bank Incident in 
October 1904, when the Imperial Russian 
Navy, on its way to Japan, encountered a 
small fleet of  Hull fishing trawlers in the 
North Sea.  Mistaking the trawlers for 
Japanese Navy torpedo boats, the Russian 
Navy fired on them (and, apparently, on 
their own ships) killing two fishermen and 
wounding six others;  one boat was sunk and 
five others damaged.  More serious losses to 
both sides were only avoided by the extremely 
low quality of  Russian gunnery, with one 
battleship reportedly firing more than 500 
shells without hitting anything, except for the 
Aurora which was damaged by ‘friendly fire’.  

The UK prepared for war with Russia; however compensation of  over £60,000 
was paid to the Hull fishing fleet by the Russian government and further conflict 
was avoided.  

[1904] £150
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AUSTRALIA’S FIRST NOVELIST SAVED FROM THE NOOSE 
246.  (SAVERY, Henry) GIFFORD, Robert, Baron.  ALS to the Worshipful Mayor (of  

Bristol),  April 21, 1825.  16 lines on one side only of  a folded 8vo leaf, with separate 
folded stamped ms. envelope;  backed with Japanese tissue, with loss of  wax stamp.  

¶ The envelope is addressed:  ‘The Worshipful the Mayor Reprieve for Henry 
Savery under sentence of  death.  Bristol.  Gifford’.  A remarkable letter alerting 
the Mayor of  Bristol to a last minute minute 
reprieve for Henry Savery who was due to be 
executed the day after on April 22nd.  ‘I rec’d 
your letter this morning enclosing Mr Jenkings’ 
affidavit which I immediately committed to 
his Majesty’s Secretary of  State for the home 
department.  The Sheriff ’s here however ere 
this reaches you, have rec’d a respite of  the 
execution of  the unfortunate man & have 
thereby relieved the feelings of  his disturbed 
family’.  Henry Savery, 1791-1840, was a rogue 
member of  a prominent Bristol banking family.  
Following a series of  failed businesses, Savery, 
over a period of  two years, used fictitious 
names to forge bills to the value of  £40,000.  
Sensing his impending arrest - and the 
execution of  another forger, Henry Fauntleroy 
- he tried to escape to America but was 
captured just an hour before his boat was set 
to sail.  Against all advice, he pleaded guilty at 
his trial and was sentenced to be hanged by the 
judge Robert Gifford.  With the influence of  
powerful friends, his sentence was commuted 
to transportation for life.  His life in Australia 
was notable for the continuation of  his felonious ways and, more surprisingly, 
his attempts at writing.  Incarcerated for debt, he wrote a series of  sketches first 
published in the Colonial Times and, after settling a libel suit, collected in what is 
now considered to be the first Australian novel, The Hermit of  Van Diemen’s Land 
(1829).  He repeatedly returned to forging bills but was finally allowed to return 
to England in 1838 before he again fell into debt, was arrested on charge of  
forgery, and returned to Port Arthur for the remainder of  his life.   

1825 £650 †

GARDENING IN ARGENTINA
247. SCHLEIMER, Mrs. C.A.  The Argentine Garden 

Calendar for the Amateur.  With the kind collaboration of  
Mrs Percy Bell, Mrs E.F. Bideleux, Mrs Robert Boyd ... all 
enthusiastic members of  the Buenos Aires Garden Club and 
fond lovers of  flowers.  Published on the occasion of  the 
first Central Flower Show.  Buenos Aires, October 26th.  n.p.  
Index on recto of  following f.e.p.  Orig. blue limp buckram, 
front board lettered in yellow.  Inscribed on leading f.e.p, 
‘Iris Gostling from Mr. Clayton, August 1934’.

¶ Not recorded on Copac;  OCLC records 3 copies 
in USA, one in Germany. (The Argentine Garden 
Book by Margarita Gsell Schleimer, Buenos Aires, 
1951, is recorded in a single copy at Kew Gardens.)  
The calendar is followed by sections on Roses, 
Dahlia, Sweet Pea, Chrysanthemums,Carnations, 
Geraniums, The Iris, Lupines, Stocks, Violets, 
Ferns, Annuals, Perennials, Herbaceous border, &c.

1932 £50
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SCIENCE LECTURES - ORIGINAL WRAPPERS
248.  SCIENCE.  Science Lectures for the People.  Two issues: fourth series 1872-3 & 

fifth series 1873-4.  Manchester:  John Heywood.  2 issues.  Some occasional spotting.  
Cream printed illus. wrappers, sewn & glued;  sl. dulled.  v.g.

¶ Fourth series Cambridge & Sussex only on Copac;  fifth series Cambridge only 
on Copac.  Price: fourth series one shilling;  fifth series ten pence.  Delivered 
in the Hulme Town Hall, Manchester.  Lectures include:  The Rainbow, by 
Professor Roscoe;  Polarisation of  Light by William Spottiswoode;  Gun Cotton 
by F. A. Abel, &c.  

1872-4 £35

FINAL NOVEL OF A NOTABLE BLUESTOCKING
249.  (SCOTT, Sarah)  The Test of  Filial Duty.  In a series of  letters between Miss Emilia 

Leonard and Miss Charlotte Arlington.  A novel.  In two volumes.  2 vols in 1.  Dublin:  
D. Chamberlain, J. Potts, J. Mitchell, J. Williams, T. Walker, & C. Jenkin.  [2], i-iv, [1]-132; 
[3]-126pp, vol. II p.83 misnumbered 85.  12mo.  Leading pastedown torn & following 
pastedown lacking.  Contemp. full speckled calf, raised bands;  extremities a little 
rubbed, faint damp marking to lower board, front hinge starting but sound.  

¶ ESTC N50663, not in BL;  Huntington, Princeton, Penn only.  London edition 
of  the same year recorded at BL & Oxford in UK, Folger, McMaster, and 
Alberta in North America.  Sarah Scott, 1720-1795, was a novelist, translator, 
social reformer, and member of  the Bluestockings, founded by her elder sister, 
activist Elizabeth Montagu.  Her most famous novels are A Description of  
Millenium Hall and the Country Adjacent (1762), and its sequel The History of  Sir 
George Ellison (1766); the former a utopian tale about a community of  women 
devoted to artistic and philanthropic pursuits, and the latter about a character 
who is inspired by those women’s lifestyle and good deeds.  Filial Duty, which 
addresses a daughter’s rights to choose a husband, is her final novel and was 
not as successful as her earlier works.  One contemporary reviewer predicted 
dismissively that ‘the excellent lessons in morality, which this work inculcates, will 
not be able to save it from oblivion’. (The Monthly Review, XLVI, 1772, p.165).

1772 £1,250
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FINE COPY OF SCOTT’S POEMS
250.  SCOTT, Walter.  Poems.  With illustrations by Keeley Halswelle.  Edinburgh:  William 

P. Nimmo.  Front., plates; tissue guard & prelims v. sl. spotted, leaves a little browned.  
Beautifully bound in contemp. patterned cloth, decoratively blocked in gilt. Gift 
inscriptions on leading f.e.p. & verso of  front. a.e.g.  A FINE copy.
[c.1867] £85

STOTHARD ILLUSTRATIONS
251.  SHAKESPEARE, William.  The Dramatic Works.  William Pickering.  Front. port 

(dated 1825), engr. vignette title, 39 engravings after Stothard.  Sl. later full red crushed 
morocco by Rivière, gilt borders & spine, raised bands, gilt dentelles;  very sl. rubbing.  
a.e.g.  A v.g. attractive copy.

¶ With the booklabel of  Gulielmi O’Brien, the Irish judge, and later label of  
Milltown Park S.J. Library and its circular stamp on printed title.

1826 £280

PUBLISHER’S ‘BRICK’
252.  SHAND, Alexander Innes.  Shooting the Rapids.  FIRST EDITION.  3 vols.  Smith, 

Elder, & Co.  3 vols in 1.  Orig. brown cloth, price 31/6 on spine;  spine faded, boards 
marked, sl. rubbed.  A good plus copy. 

¶ Wolff  6269.  An action-packed tale of  Garibaldi’s campaign in Italy in 
remainder binding.

1872 £250

OVERSEEING A JAMAICAN ESTATE
253.  SHARP, William.  ALS to William Shand,  from Falmouth (Jamaica), 10th July, 1821.  

‘I am favoured with your note of  the 6th last and I observe that you object to enquiring 
into my conduct and management ...’  56 lines on 3 sides of  a folded 4to leaf, integral 
address leaf;  sl. loss of  text from seal tear, old folds.  

¶ William Sharp, an overseer of  a Jamaican estate, writes to its owner, William 
Shand, who, according to Legacies of  British Slave-Ownership, was associated 
with numerous plantations on Jamaica during this period.  Having been accused 
of  mistreating the enslaved people on his estate, Sharp writes in his own defence:  
‘I am favoured with your note of  the 6th last and I observe that you object to 
enquiring into my conduct and management.  It was perhaps wrong in me to 
expect it but I thought by appealing to your sense of  justice, the aspersions 
which have been thrown on my character might possibly be rinsed away’.  His 
defence is to point at the lack of  complaint from the enslaved people themselves 
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as evidence of  his innocence:  ‘Harsh treatment of  Negroes is a fiction, I never 
was guilty of  it.  Did they shew marks of  some punishment to Mr. F?  Never.  
When in his absence did they ever complain to the magistrate?’  Sharp includes 
a list of  17 deaths on the estate, listing names and the cause of  death.  These 
include Chaly, ‘Died suddenly of  locked jaw in consequence of  associated 
elephantiasis’;  Alfred, ‘A Cooper, died suddenly in the sugar grounds apparently 
of  apoplexy’;  Mulatto Molly, ‘A house servant, of  Typhous fever’;  Umo, ‘Old 
head driver.  Died of  suicide’;  and, Davy, ‘A young child of  worm fever and 
convulsions’.  

1821 £480 †

SHARPE’S BRITISH THEATRE
254.  SHARPE, John.  Sharpe’s British Theatre.  32mo. 18 vols.  Printed by C. Whittingham, 

for John Sharpe.  Added engr. series titles.  Orig. speckled calf, red labels.  A v.g. 
attractive miniature set of  standard dramas. Signatures of  members of  the Neale family.
1804-05 £350

SLAVERY
See items:  72-74, 115, 126, 188, 239, 253, 292.
__________

TOBACCO.
255.  SLIPSONG.  The New Pipe of  Tobacco.  A favourite French air, 

translated by a gentleman.  J. Davenport.  Single sheet slipsong, illus.;  sl. 
dusted & browned.

¶ Not in Bodleian Ballads Online.  ‘Whence the face of  moping 
sorrow, Who wou’d stem the surge of  grief ?  Who make fair life’s sad 
tomorrow, In tobacco find relief ’.  

[c.1802] £75   †

THE WEALTH OF NATIONS
256. SMITH, Adam.  An Inquiry into the Nature 

and Causes of  the Wealth of  Nations.  In three 
volumes.  The ninth edition.  Printed for A. 
Strahan;  and T. Cadell jun. and W. Davies in the 
Strand.  xii, 499, [1]pp; vi, 518, [6]pp; vii, [i], 465, 
[1], [50]pp index, half  title to each volume.  8vo.  
Full contemporary calf, gilt banded spines, red 
gilt morocco labels, circular volume numbers;  
some crazing to surface leather on boards, expert 
minor repairs to spines.

¶ ESTC T95382.
1799 £1,850
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257.  (SMITH, Horace)  The Tin Trumpet;  or, Heads and Tales, for the wise and waggish;  
to which are added poetical selections by the late Paul Chatfield.  Edited by Jefferson 
Saunders.  FIRST EDITION. 2 vols.  Whitaker & Co.  Half  titles, front. port. vol. I, 
4pp ads vol. II.  Orig. purple cloth, spines dec. in gilt;  spines a little worn at head & tail.  
Armorial bookplate of  Sylvain Van de Meyer.  

¶ Sadleir 3109; Wolff  6437.  The eccentric ramblings of  the fictitious tragedian 
Paul Chatfield.  The copy of  Sylvain Van de Meyer, Belgian minister to the Court 
of  St. James’s.

1836 £85

A SPORTING LIFE
258.  SMITH, Thomas.  Sporting Incidents in the Life of  Another Tom Smith,  Master of  

Foxhounds; author of  ‘Diary of  a Huntsman,’ etc.  Chapman & Hall.  Half  title, engr. 
front., 13 plates.  Sl. later full calf  by Hatchards, panelled in gilt, gilt dentelles, raised 
bands, compartments dec. in gilt, green & red morocco labels, original red silk page-
marker, attractive floral motif  doublures with gilt panelled turn-ins.  Ink ownership 
inscription on leafing f.e.p. verso.  t.e.g.  A nice clean copy in a fine binding.

¶ Thomas Smith, 1790-1850, was a famous rider and Master of  Foxhounds for 
various prestigious hunts including at Pytchley, Hambledon, and Craven.  Smith 
wrote two popular books on hunting; Extracts from the Diary of  a Huntsman (1839) 
and The Life of  a Fox (1843).  This autobiography covers stories from throughout 
his extremely colourful life; where he - of  course - is written as the hero of  every 
exploit described.

1867 £150

RODERICK RANDOM
259.  (SMOLLETT, Tobias George)  The Adventures of  Roderick Random.  In two 

volumes.  The tenth edition.  Printed for J. Gardner & R. Gray;  Edinburgh:  Patrick 
Anderson.  2 vols, frontispices.  8vo.  Contemp tree calf, spine gilt, red morocco labels;  
extremities sl. rubbed.  A beautiful copy in contemporary binding.  

¶ ESTC T185039, Oxford only UK; NYPL only US.  First published in 1748 
and widely reprinted throughout the eighteenth century, Roderick Random is a 
picaresque novel based loosely on Smollett’s experience as a naval surgeon’s mate 
in the Royal Navy.  He was also influenced by Don Quixote and Gil Blas, both of  
which he had translated into English.  

1778 £180

SMITH
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SPORT
See items 112, 158, 159, 171, 232, 258, 295.
__________

TRISTRAM SHANDY
260.  STERNE, Laurence.  The Life and Opinion of  Tristram Shandy, Gentleman.  

The tenth edition.  6 vols.  J. Dodsley;  T. Beckett.  6 vols, frontispiece, [1]p. ads.  
8vo.  Pagination erratic, but complete except for marbled leaf  (pp21/22) in vol. III.  
Occasional browning throughout.  Contemp. speckled calf, raised bands, red & green 
morocco labels, lettered in gilt;  extremities sl. rubbed, headbands a little worn & some 
sl. chipped, tail of  vol. II chipped.  Armorial bookplate of  the Earl of  Suffolk and 
Berkshire on leading pastedowns.  An attractive copy in contemporary binding.

¶ ESTC T14805, BL, Oxford, National Trust, York Minster only in UK;  five 
copies in US.  From volume three the titlepages state ‘New Edition’ rather 
than ‘Tenth Edition’;  volumes four-six printed by T. Beckett in the Strand.  
Dedications from Laur. Sterne appear in the fourth volume.  First published in 
nine volumes between 1759-1767, Tristram Shandy is one of  the most important 
comical novels ever written, and is noted for its unique use of  printing devices 
and layout.  

1775 £380

A SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
261.  (STERNE, Laurence)  A Sentimental Journey through France and Italy.  By 

Mr. Yorick.  A new edition.  Printed for T. Becket.  2 vols.  8vo.  Some browning 
throughout, vol. II pp175/176 torn at edge not affecting text.  Contemp. full speckled 
calf, raised bands, red & green morocco labels, lettered in gilt;  hinges starting but 
sound, headbands sl. chipped, tail of  vol. II chipped.  Armorial bookplate of  ‘S&B’ 
(Earl of  Suffolk & Berkshire) on leading pastedowns.  A nice copy in contemporary 
binding.

¶ ESTC T14793, five copies UK; six copies US.  First published in 1768, 
Sentimental Journey was Sterne’s second novel after Tristram Shandy.  The novel is 
credited with beginning the trend of  more personal travel narratives, especially 
by women, that became hugely popular in the second half  of  the eighteenth 
century.  Sterne died only three weeks after the novel was published.

1775 £200

SPORT
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29 LETTERS TO BRAM STOKER
262.  (STOKER, Bram)  FURNISS, Harry.  Collection of  ALsS &c. from the illustrator 

and journalist, Harry Furniss, to Bram Stoker.  29 ALsS, 5 with envelopes, 2 TLsS and 3 
APCsS;  5 other envelopes and a slip signed in pencil by Furniss.

¶ Bram Stoker, 1847-1912, Irish writer & author of  Dracula (1897), became 
business manager to Henry Irving at the Lyceum Theatre in 1878 and continued 
as his assistant until Irving’s death in 1905. Harry Furniss, 1854-1925, was one 
of  the leading illustrators & caricaturists of  the late 19th & early 20th centuries, 
as well as a journalist, working for the Illustrated Sporting & Dramatic News, The 
Graphic, Punch, before setting up his own periodicals, Lika Joko, The New Budget, 
Fair Game. 
The first letter, 3rd May 1881, is addressed ‘Dear Sir’ requesting seats for 
Wednesday May 4th, (Irving in Othello) to enable Furniss ‘to do some drawings 
for Punch ...’ The next is on paper headed City Art Gallery, Manchester, 1887, 
(where Furniss’s Royal Academy, An artistic joke, is on show), asking Bram to 
dine at the Grand Hotel. By June 1890, Furniss addresses ‘My dear Stoker’, 
recommending Mr Walter, who has been secretary to Furniss but whose services 
have to be dispensed with as ‘I regret to find the noise of  the type-writer upsets 
me so ...’ Stoker has written by July 7th and Furniss replies ‘... that I have not 
found a secretary to suit me ...  I particularly want a quick young fellow (who) 
thoroughly understands shorthand ... I am going on tour this winter lecturing 
...’ In October, Furniss asks for ‘a photograph of  yourself  ... for a drawing I am 
doing for Punch today ...’ 
In 1891 Furniss is on tour with his “Humours of  Parliament” magic lantern 
lectures, based on his illustrations for Punch and suggests dinner after the show.  
Furniss sends a note on March 31st, 1892, from Queenstown, Ireland, en route 
to the USA on the R.M.S. Teutonic, and on his return asks for tickets to Irving’s 
revival of  Bulwer Lytton’s Richelieu, suggesting dinner at the Garrick - ‘I want a 
chat about my interesting time in America’.  He follows up with a longer letter 
on the 11th May: ‘...We must have a chat soon and compare notes - truthful or 
otherwise. (Stoker had published A Glimpse of  America in 1886.) At present I 
am terribly busy getting my impressions down in ink and pencil ...  I have many 
offers but decide nothing as yet - nor shall I until I see Heinemann ...’ 
Two letters of  1894 refer to Stoker’s ‘Derby article’ to be illustrated by W.H. 
Overend: ‘Irving seems to have forgotten me. Wish him all success next 
Saturday (in Faust). In October that year, Furness turns down a short story by 
Stoker for Lika Joko, which is apparently not short enough as ‘I have to keep 
everything within the limit of  a couple of  columns at the most ... Don’t forget 
that we are a strong dramatic organ, and should like to be present when you 
have anything fresh ...’ 
In January 1895 Furness misses ‘the treat of  Irving’s Great Success’ (Comyns 
Carr’s King Arthur) through feeling ‘very seedy’. ‘I shall look in Tuesday evening 
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to match my notes for the drawings ...’ and in an April letter asks for tickets for 
his family. On 26th July, on The New Budget headed paper, Furness requests ‘an 
interview with you in my next No. and I am sure you will not refuse the favour ... 
perhaps you have a photo of  yourself  (and Irving, something new & Miss Terry), 
will add interest. And ‘if  you have an objection ... Irving or Miss Terry’ will do ... 
The interviewer is to be Clarence Rooke. 
In April the following year a long letter describes in detail his lecture tour to 
America coming up and seeks Stoker’s advice for a tour manager. On October 
14th, Furniss writes from the Adelphi Hotel, Liverpool before boarding the 
Germanic ‘to see the election in America & supply to the Graphic ... articles on that 
excitement & make arrangements for my tour ...’
Furniss reports (May 1898) a ‘good notice of  the piece’ (The Medicine Man) in the 
first issue of  his new periodical Fair Game, but requests a ‘spare stall at the side 
‘to do it more justice in the next number ... I would have ... purchased a ticket but 
I know it would offend Sir Henry ...’
On the headed paper of  the Effingham Publishing Co., 11th April 1899, ‘When 
you are less busy, I shall see you about your stories. I think they are capital & will 
illustrate well ... Irving is making an appointment for me tomorrow ...’
The later letters refer to requests for tickets at the Lyceum, photographs of  
Irving, drawings of  Robespierre for The Tale of  Two Cities, and several refer 
to Furniss’s illustrations ‘for your Theatrical Stories’, sending ‘your mss today’ 
concluding with 1908 letters complaining about lack of  communication 
from ‘your publishers ... curious business men ...’ The book was published as 
Snowbound:  the record of  a theatrical touring party by Collier. 
16 of  the letters are neatly annotated by Stoker, indicating his responses and 
dates of  replies. Furniss had illustrated Stoker’s biography of  Irving (1906), but 
Snowbound was not illustrated, an omission which possibly ended the relationship 
between the two men.

1881 £1,800    †
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ILLUSTRATED BY CHARLES ROBINSON
263.  SYRETT, Netta.  The Vanishing Princess.  Illustrations 

by Charles Robinson.  FIRST EDITION.  David Nutt.  
Half  title, illus. title in red & black, plates.  Orig. orange 
buckram, blocked & lettered in black;  sl. faded & soiled, 
else a nice copy.

¶ Copac lists only three copies at Cambridge, NLS, 
and BL.  Netta Syrett, 1865-1943, English teacher and 
novelist, and the niece of  author Grant Allen.  Syrett 
worked at the London Polytechnic School for Girls with 
Aubrey Beardsley’s sister Mabel, who introduced her to 
her brother as well as fellow author Henry Harland. 

[c.1910] £580

SCARCE FIRST EDITION OF FABLES IN VERSE
264. (TAYLOR, Ann)  Mother’s Fables, in verse.  Designed, 

through the medium of  amusement, to correct some of  the 
faults and follies of  children.  FIRST EDITION.  12mo.  
Darton, Harvey, & Darton.  Engr. front., 4pp ads.  Orig. drab 
paper boards, green grained calf  spine;  spine rubbed & a little 
faded.  Inscription on leading f.e.p.:  ‘Elizabeth Ann Smithson, 
given her by Mrs L Boyd July 18th 1816’.  A nice copy in 
original boards.

¶ Not in BL;  Copac records copies of  the first edition 
at Nottingham and V&A only;  OCLC adds a single 
copy at UCLA.  Evidently a popular book of  verse for 
children, Mother’s Fables was re-printed in 1814 (two 
copies on Copac), 1818 (5 copies), 1824 (two copies), 
1840 (one copy) and 1861 (three copies), the last three 
editions being under a slightly variant title.  

1812 £550

‘INTERESTING AUTOGRAPH OF TOUSSAIN L’OUVERTURE’ 
265.  TENNYSON, Alfred, Baron Tennyson.  AL in a secretarial hand but signed ‘A. 

Tennyson’, to S.H. Hollister Esq., 9 September 1869.  ‘I beg to acknowledge the receipt 
of  your letter ...’  13 lines on recto only of  single 8vo leaf.  Lightly folded for posting.

¶ A brief  letter on ‘Farringford’ embossed notepaper, almost certainly in a 
secretarial hand, to S.H. Hollister, thanking him for his letter and ‘the interesting 
autograph of  Toussaint l’Ouverture which accompanied it’.  Tennyson apologises 
for the delay in replying, explaining he has ‘been abroad’;  this has been 
corrected, in pencil, to ‘out of  England’.  It is not clear why Tennyson was keen 
to have an example of  the Haitian revolutionary’s autograph, and we have not 
been able to identify the correspondent.  Tennyson was not overtly political, but 
was known for his Whig/Liberal tendencies, and as an opponent of  political 
oppression.  In this light, it is possible to see why he may have been intrigued by 
Toussaint, who is considered the founding father of  the Haitian state, a flawed 
figure, but one with a noble cause.  
This letter has ‘cancelled’ written in the upper left corner, and was probably 
rewritten to reflect the pencil amendment.  It is inscribed on the verso, ‘I saw 
A.T. sign this letter.  F. Locker’.  This is fellow writer and poet Frederick Locker 
Lampson;  in another hand, someone has added ‘The author of  London Lyrics’.

1869 £550 †

SMUGGLING THROUGH KENT TO LONDON
266.  TERRY, John.  Sport Extraordinary and The Reminiscences of  an Old City “Free 

Trader”.  John Terry & Co., Cheapside.  Half  title, engr. front. by the Author.  Orig. 
dark maroon cloth, front board blocked in black, spine lettered in gilt.  v.g.  67pp. 

SYRETT



¶ Bishopsgate Institute only on Copac.  John Terry, author and publisher, 
works in the City and lives at Wrotham in Kent.  His ‘Sport Extraordinary’ is 
‘rabbiting’;  for Mr. Terry, the word ‘smuggler’ can be substituted for ‘free trader’.  
‘Old Terry’s Lodge’ at Wrotham, in his father’s time, was a depot ‘as near to 
London as consistent with safety’ for smuggled goods brought into England via 
the Kentish ports and then ‘run’ up to London hidden under a wagon-load of  
brooms or in beer barrels. 

1888 £85

THACKERAY, William Makepeace

LETTER OF REFERENCE
267.  ANS, to an unknown recipient, from the Hotel Bristol, Paris, October 28, 1858.  ‘I 

have known Mr. G. Hodder many years ...’  6 lines in black ink on first side only 
of  folded 8vo leaf, thin paper watermarked ‘Cansell’;  folded for posting.  In an 
unmarked envelope.

¶ Not in Ray.  A brief  note to an unnamed recipient, in which Thackeray vouches 
for G[eorge] Hodder.  He declares, ‘[I] can gladly bear witness, from experience 
in business with him to his intelligence fidelity and zeal’.  Signed ‘W.M. 
Thackeray’.  Hodder, 1819–70, was a journalist and miscellaneous author, who 
briefly acted as Thackeray’s secretary in 1855, and was later, in 1857, engaged as 
Thackeray’s tour manager, on behalf  of  the agent and impresario Thomas Willert 
Beale.  The latter described Hodder as ‘a great favourite with everyone who knew 
him … naturally amiable, although amazingly peppery, sometimes at the slightest 
provocation’.  Hodder died after sustaining injuries in a coaching accident in 
Richmond Park.

1858 £350 †

268.  A Brief  Memoir of  the Late Mr Thackeray.  By James Hannay.  [Reprinted from 
the Edinburgh Courant.]  Edinburgh:  Oliver & Boyd.  Modern drab paper 
wrappers.  31pp.  

¶ Not in BL.  Hannay was a Scottish author and journalist, editor of  the 
Edinburgh Courant from 1860-1864.  He wrote the Notes for Thackeray’s English 
Humourists, and Thackeray assisted Hannay in the publication of  a novel.  In 1869 
Hannay published his Studies on Thackeray.

1864 £38

269.  Miscellanies:  prose and verse.  FIRST EDITION.  4 vols.  Bradbury & Evans.  Half  
titles in all but vol. II, final ad. leaf  in vols I & II, 6pp ads vol. III;  sl. browning.  
Orig. purple cloth;  spines faded to brown, boards dulled;  a little rubbed, sl. shaken.  
Signature of  F. Howard in all vols.  

TERRY
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¶ Including Thackeray’s novel Barry Lyndon together with shorter squibs and 
stories including The Book of  Snobs, The Tremendous Adventures of  Major Gahagan, 
The History of  Samuel Titmarsh and the Great Hogarty Diamond, &c.  

1855-1857 £250

INSCRIBED ‘FROM MISS A. BUNION’
270.  Mrs Perkins’s Ball by Mr M. A. Titmarsh.  Smith, Elder, & Co.  Col. front., title & 

plates.  Orig. pink boards printed in blue;  spine worn.  Playful presentation inscription 
on leading f.e.p. by Thackeray’s daughter, Anne Thackeray Ritchie: ‘From Miss A. 
Bunion to Lady Louise Christmas 1898 Anne Ritchie.’

¶ An inserted slip announces that ‘this book is an exact reprint of  the Original 
Edition ... published in 1847, which has been for many years out of  print. Anne 
Isabella Thackeray Ritchie, 1837-1919, Thackeray’s eldest daughter, and step-aunt 
of  Virginia Woolf, author of  several novels and short story collections, including 
The Village on the Cliff.

[1898] £150
__________

REMEDIES IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
271.  THOMAS, Henry.  (External Remedies for Accidents.)  Arnica, Calendula, Cantharides, 

ledum, Ruta, and Rhus Tox., as 
external remedies in cases of  
accident, etc. with an appendix 
on the uses of  camphor.  4th 
edn. - illustrated and enlarged.  
16mo.  Woolwich:  E. Ruddock.  
Hand-coloured front. and 6 col. 
illus., engr. title, printed title is a 
cancel.  Orig. brown cloth lettered 
on front board, price 1/-.  Small 
label of  T. Floyd (late E. Stoker) 
homoeopathic pharmacy London 
& Reading.  A nice copy.  100pp.  

¶ Three 3rd editions, 1857 and 
a single 4th edn 1859 recorded 
on Copac;  there are no 1st or 
2nd editions - or, indeed, later 
editions. There is a single copy 
of  this 1860 Woolwich edition 
on OCLC.  This copy has a 
cancel title, with imprint on verso ‘Edward Thomas printer & publisher, Chester’.  
The ‘Note’, August 1858, indicates this 4th edn is ‘carefully revised’.

1860 £65

THACKERAY

270



THE SEASONS
272.  THOMSON, James.  The Works of  James Thomson.  With his last corrections and 

improvements.  4 vols.  Printed for W. Bowyer (& 15 others).  xxxi, [4], 209, [1]pp; [4], 
302pp, half  title; [4], 255, [1]pp, half  title; [4], iv, [1], 6-288pp, half  title, 2 engr. ports, 13 
engr. plates;  12mo.  Corner of  one divisional half  title torn with loss not affecting text, 
some foxing to plates.  Full contemp. calf, attractive gilt dec. spines with ornate lyre 
devices set within rococo frames, red & dark green gilt labels;  some sl. wear to head of  
spine vol. IV.  A nice set.

¶ ESTC T59683.  First published under this title in four volumes in 1762.
1773 £150

BUCCANEERS
273.  THORNBURY, Walter.  The Buccaneers;  or, The Monarchs of  the Main.  With 

illustrations by H. K. Browne.  George Routledge & Sons.  Front. & plates.  Orig. green 
cloth, dec. & lettered ni black & gilt;  sl. rubbed.  v.g.

¶ First published in three volumes in 1855 under the title The Monarchs of  the 
Main;  or, Adventures of  the Buccaneers.  It was first republished by Routledge in 
1858.  This slightly later edition is recorded in a single copy only at Oxford.

[1865] £180

TOM STARBOARD
274.  (TOWERS, Isabella Jane)  The Wanderings of  Tom Starboard;  or, The Life of  a 

Sailor, his voyages and travels, perils and adventures, by sea and land.  John Harris.  
Front. and five other illus.  Orig. half  maroon sheep, spine lettered within border with 
title;  a little rubbed.  Ownership inscriptions of  Edgar Lock, Debenham, Suffolk.

¶ BL, Oxford, TCD, only on Copac
1830 £120

CORN CUTTER & NAIL OPERATOR
275.  TRADE CARD.  CORDERY, Mr.  Cordery, Corn Cutter and Nail Operator, 13 

Chalton Street, Sommers Town.  Ladies & gentlemen attended in town & country.  
Kerby, Stafford St.  Illus. trade card, 63 x 92mm, printed on recto only on stiff  card;  a 
little browned.  Housed in 19thC wooden frame, glazed.  

¶ Unrecorded in ESTC.  Two examples are recorded in the British Museum 
prints and drawings department, one in the Banks Collection (bequeathed in 
1818), the other in the Heal Collection.  The Heal example is mounted, and 
has the following annotation:  ‘No trace of  Cordery... in London Directories 
1770-1838. ...  There practised in London, early in the 19th century, a celebrated 
corncutter named Miss Cordery who was a dwarf  & a notable character.  By 
1838 she had become ‘Mrs. Seymour Hill, corn operator, 6, York Gate, Regents 

THOMSON
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Park.  She had a brother - also a dwarf. ...’  The card here is obviously of  a much 
earlier date than 1838, more probably c.1780 & will therefore be that of  Miss 
Cordery’s father who was also a dwarf  according to ‘Chiropody Jottings’ by 
E.G.V. Runting.  Cordery practised as a corn cutter also.’  The upper portion of  
the card is illustrated within a double-ruled printed box;  depicted is a frock-
coated seated man, one of  his bare feet resting on a footstool, being attended by 
a smartly-dressed man of  diminutive stature.  
No further details are given for Mr Cordery, and we have unfortunately not been 
able to obtain a copy of  Chiropody Jottings which may shed some light on his life 
and business operations, but we can deduce from this wonderfully evocative 
trade card that he was operating out of  rooms in Chalton Street in the late 18th 
century.  Kerby, the printer, can be placed at the Stafford Street address in the 
1780s and 90s.
His daughter, Miss Cordery, later Mrs Seymour Hill, was herself  an interesting 
character.  She was acquainted with Charles Dickens and his wife, and was most 
put out when she perceived herself  in Dickens’s far from flattering portrayal 
of  Mrs Mowcher, the dwarf  chiropodist in David Copperfield.  
She wrote to Dickens in 1849, asking that he modify his 
depiction of  Mrs Mowcher as the novel progressed, 
while in response he assured her that his inspiration 
for the character was a ‘very different person’.  (See
Pilgrim Letters, vol. V, p.674.)

[c.1780]  £1,800    †

TRADE CARD



TROLLOPE, Anthony

“WE HAVE TRIUMPHED OVER LYTTON & DICKENS”  
276.  ALS to ‘My Dear Mr Blewitt’, on the headed paper of  Waltham House, Feb 25, [18]70.  

‘I have read your paper, and like it so well ...’  n.p.  40 lines, in black ink, on first three 
sides of  folded 8vo leaf, laid down.  v.g.

¶ Not published in The Letters, 1983.  A very nice letter from Trollope to the 
author Octavian Blewitt, Secretary of  the Royal Literary Fund, discussing an 
article Blewitt has written for Saint Paul’s Magazine which concerns both Bulwer 
Lytton and Charles Dickens.  Trollope informs Blewitt, ‘I have read your paper, 
and I like it so well (with one exception), that I will endeavour to publish it myself.’  
Explaining his misgivings, he continues, ‘I do not like the first two pages.  I think, 
considering that we have triumphed over Lytton & 
Dickens, that they have failed and owned their failure, 
that you are a little hard on them - or something 
perhaps too triumphant.  The effort was well meant, 
though we did not agree with them.  Both Dickens 
and my Lord tried their best;  and though I think 
it may be fair (and I think is judicious) to mention 
the fact that the property is to be sold, I would do it 
with some little acceptance of  their good intentions’.  
Trollope further explains, ‘Dickens is privately my 
friend, and of  course knows that I edit the magazine.  
I should hardly like to put in a paper that seemed 
to be hard on his failure.  And I should like it the 
less as Lord Lytton, some time since owned to me 
at Knebworth the failure in a very frank manner.’  
Signed with initials, ‘Yours always, A.T.’
Blewitt, under Trollope’s direction, evidently 
softened the hard edges, and the seven-page article 
was published in Saint Paul’s Magazine in May 1870, 
under the title ‘Bricks and Mortar Charities’.  It 
focused on the decision of  the committee of  the 
Guild of  Literature and Art, ‘to sell the three houses 
which they erected a few years ago on the Knebworth 
estate, and to apply the proceeds in small pensions to 
decayed artists and men of  letters’.  In the article Blewitt applauded the decision 
to sell, observing that ‘artists and literary men ... have been disinclined to accept 
a residence rent free at such a distance from their work, without an allowance 
for furnishing and keeping it up’.  Blewitt, along with Trollope, had clearly been 
opposed to the Guild’s honourably intended but flawed experiment in property 
ownership, and was pleased to see that Dickens and Lytton had come to accept 
its inadequacies.  There is no specific reference to the matter in Pilgrim Letters, 
suggesting the decision to give up the Guild’s properties was not too much of  a 
blow to Dickens.  If  he did take issue with Blewitt’s article, Dickens had little time 
to respond;  he took ill shortly after its publication, and died the following month.

1870 £6,500 †

TROLLOPE



ORLEY FARM
277.  Orley Farm.  With illustrations by J.E. Millais.  FIRST EDITION.  2 vols.  Chapman & 

Hall.  40 plates with some foxing & watermarking.  Original purple-brown wavy-grained 
cloth, boards blocked in blind, spines dec. and lettered in gilt.  Small repairs to heads & 
tails of  spines, e.ps a little marked, with booklabels partly removed.   Signatures of  R. 
Hesketh 1883.  

¶ Sadleir 13;  Wolff  6789 (‘not a first issue’).  This copy is ‘stabbed 
throughout’ (the sheets were bound from the parts) and with the points that 
indicate first issue.  

1862 £380

CARTE DE VISITE PORTRAIT
278.  Portrait Photograph.  Carte de Visite Photograph, Trollope 

seated facing forward and looking to his left.  Silas Eastham, 
Southport and Manchester.  Standard size carte de visite of  
a middle-aged bearded & balding Trollope in long jacket, 
waistcoat with pocket-watch chain and fob.  Old stamp on verso 
of  Grimsby Library.  10 x 6cm.

¶ Trollope’s dates are 1815-1882;  here he looks in his fifties.
[c.1860?] £65     †
__________

EXPOSING FRAUD
279.  TRUTH MAGAZINE.  Truth Cautionary List for 1913.  

Truth Office.  Ads on pastedowns.  Orig. black cloth, pictorially blocked in red. 
¶ Truth ran from 1877-1957, and was dedicated to exposing frauds.  The 
Cautionary List warns the public off  various sharp businesses, and offers details 
of  more general types of  swindling.

1913 £20

TROLLOPE
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PREFACE BY CONAN DOYLE
280.  TWEEDALE, Violet.  Phantoms of  the Dawn.  By [the] author of  “Ghosts I have 

seen”.  With a foreword by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.  FIRST EDITION.  John Long.  
Half  title, 28pp cata. (Winter 1924).  Orig. grey cloth, spine lettered in black.  v.g.

¶ Green & Gibson C45a.  A supernatural work, with references to séances 
attended by Doyle & his wife.  ‘I am inspired to deal with the queer things that 
happen to me ...’

1924 £120

281.  VERNE, Jules.  The Begum’s Fortune.  Translated by W.H.G. Kingston.  With 
an account of  the mutineers of  the “Bounty”.  Numerous illustrations.  Sampson 
Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington.  Front., plates, 32pp cata. (Jan. 1881).  Orig. 
brown pictorial cloth, blocked & lettered in black & gilt;  sl. dulled, corners sl. 
rubbed.  Signature of  Edward G. Thomson, London 1883, on titlepage.  a.e.g.      
A good-plus copy.

¶ Les Cinq Cents Millions de la Bégum, 1879.  FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.  JVE 
V019;  Myers 5.  This copy is issued in a different cloth from that in the JVE;  
the front board illustration shows a figure descending from a hole in the ceiling, 
while a companion looks on from beneath.  

1880 [1879] £350

282.  VERNE, Jules.  The Steam House.  (Part I.)  The Demon of  Cawnpore.  Translated 
from the French by A.D. Kingston.  Illustrated.  Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & 
Rivington.  Front. & plates.  Orig. green pictorial cloth, blocked & lettered in black & 
gilt.  Contemp. gift inscription on titlepage.  A v.g. bright copy.

¶ La maison a vapeur, 1880.  First published in English in two parts:  this is Part 
I.  First English edition Dec. 1880 (imprint 1881).  The second part was also 
published in 1881, under the title Tigers and Traitors.  Set in India in around the 
time of  the Indian Rebellion, the title refers to a wheeled house that is pulled 
around by a mechanical steam elephant.  JVE V022;  Myers 46. 

1885 £180

TWEEDALE
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SUFFRAGETTE PHOTOGRAPH
283.  VOTES FOR WOMEN.  Stereoscopic Photograph of  the ‘Suffragettes Coronation 

Procession’.  Underwood & Underwood.  Dual black-&-white photographs, mounted 
on black card, to be viewed through a stereoscope.  v.g.

¶ The images are numbered 11043, and titled ‘The “Empire Car” in the 
Suffragettes’ Coronation Procession’.   In anticipation of  the Coronation of  
George V, scheduled for June 22nd 1911, the W.S.P.U. organised its own pageant 
for the preceding week, formed of  a four-mile procession through central 
London.  As many as 60,000 supporters joined the march, which culminated in 
a rally at the Royal Albert Hall, some riding on elaborate horse-drawn floats (as 
depicted here), dressed in national and historical costume.
See also items 289 & 299.

1911 £150 †

TRAVELLER IN ASIA
284. WAKEFIELD, Priscilla.  The Traveller in Asia:  or, 

A visit to the most celebrated parts of  the East Indies 
and China.  With an account of  the manners of  the 
inhabitants, natural productions, and curiosities.  For the 
instruction and entertainment of  young persons.  With 
a map, on which the route is traced.  FIRST EDITION.  
Printed for Darton, Harvey, & Darton.  Folding map, 
2pp cata.;  some tears to map, old repairs with scrap 
paper.  Lacking both f.e.ps, leading pastedown sl. torn.  
Contemp. full calf, spine ruled in gilt, red morocco label;  
extremities sl. rubbed.  Pencil signature, pen & wax marks 
on leading pastedown.

¶ Priscilla Wakefield, 1751-1832, was a Quaker 
philanthropist and author;  she wrote on subjects 
ranging from botany, economics, early feminism, 
children’s books, and travel narratives.

1817 £150

VOTES FOR WOMEN



BALL-ROOM GUIDE
285.  WARNE’S BIJOU BOOKS.  The Ball-Room Guide.  32mo.  

Frederick Warne & Co.  (Warne’s Bijou Books, no. 5.)  Colour 
front. & additional illus. title.  Orig. green. dec. cloth;  sl. rubbed, 
cloth sl. lifting in places.  a.e.g.  A good plus copy.

¶ National Trust & Oxford only on Copac;  both record new & 
revised editions and with the addition of  the long title ‘a handy 
manual’ not present here.  

[c.1875] £100

HOPE
286.  WATTS, George Frederic.  ALS to Edward Montagu Granville, 

1st Earl Wharncliffe.  From Little Holland House, Melbury Road, W., April 5, 1886.  
35 lines on 3pp 8vo, ‘Dear Lord Warncliffe [sic].  I am extremely flattered by Lady 
Warncliffe’s approval of  my Hope & your desire to possess it, as you almost stand alone 
among the nobility as an encourager of  art I should be pleased to think you had it in 
your Gallery but I have decided that everything I do now shall belong to the nation ...  
This I do not because I am rich but perhaps rather because I am not, & have never had 
money enough to know its value! ...  I am pleased (I must say) to find my picture widely 
sympathised with & even likely to be popular, a very unusual thing with me.’

¶ G.F. Watts, 1817-1904, painted Hope in 1886 as part of  a decorative scheme 
called ‘The House of  Light’.  The oil painting depicts the figure of  Hope, 
blindfolded, seated on a globe and playing a broken lyre which retains only one 
string, creating an atmosphere of  forlorn sadness and desolation.  The original 
was in fact sold privately, perhaps to Lord Wharncliffe, 1827-1899, and his wife, 
Lady Charlotte, nee Lascelles.  The version that was given by Watts to the Tate, 
was painted as a replica and presented in 1897.  Watts’ friend, Mrs Barrington 
wrote that this second version was ‘far more beautiful than the one in the 
Grosvenor Gallery and one he intended to give to the nation’.  Hope proved to be 
an iconic symbolist painting, admired by The Aesthetic Movement, and in more 
recent times an inspiration to Martin Luther King Jr. and Barack Obama.

1886 £450 †

WARNE’S BIJOU BOOKS



287.  (WEIR, Harrison, illustrator.)  The Conceited Pig.  2nd edn.  12mo.  John & Charles 
Mozley.  Half  title, front., 5 plates.  Orig. mauve cloth-covered stiff  card wrappers, 
blocked in gilt;  a little faded, sl. wear to head & tail of  spine.  Ownership inscription of  
Emma J. Sewell, Oxford on leading f.e.p.  A nice copy.  35pp.

¶ Oxford, Cambridge, and Newcastle only on Copac.  A farmyard parable, the 
engravings are sufficiently detailed as to verge on the grotesque.

1860 £35

JOHN WESLEY’S BOOKPLATE
288.  (WESLEY, John)  Original Copper Plate for the Bookplate of  John Wesley.  Copper 

plate, 7.5 x 7.5cm, image 4 x 5.5cm;  edges v. sl. oxidised not affecting image, but 
overall a very nice example.  Loosely inserted into a velvet-lined box, imitating a bound 
volume:  19thC green morocco, marbled boards, spine with raised bands & red leather 
label titled ‘Rev. John Wesley’;  sl. rubbed.

¶ The original engraved copper plate for the bookplate of  ‘The Revd. John 
Wesley A.M.’.  The plate depicts a reverse image of  Wesley’s bust, facing left, 
within an oval medallion, with the legend engraved in an oblong box beneath.  
An engraved example of  the bookplate is pasted opposite the copper plate.
John Wesley, 1703-1771, was an English theologian and clergyman, best known 
as co-founder, with his brother Charles, and leader of  the Methodist movement.  
Wesley was an enthusiastic collector of  books, and had an extensive and well-
used library, much of  which has been documented by the Wesley Works Editorial 
Project.  In addition to using his bookplate, he often initialled his volumes, and 
was also a prolific annotator.
Provenance:  from the library of  the late John Lawson (book dealer, 1932-2019).

[c.1760] £3,500 †

289.  (WHATELY, Elizabeth Pope.)  English Life, Social and Domestic, in the middle 
of  the nineteenth century, considered in reference to our position as a community 
of  professing Christians.  2nd edn, revised.  John W. Parker and Son.  Half  title, 2pp 
index, 4pp. cata.  With a ‘Preface to the Second Edition’:  ‘A few additions and some 
alterations have been made in the present edition ...’.  However, the first edition, 1847, 
was in 219pp, while this second is in 320pp.  Orig. green cloth blocked in blind, spine 
lettered in gilt;  spine sl. faded otherwise v.g.  Gift inscription, 1853, on leading f.e.p.

¶ This 2nd edn not in BL;  see Loeber p.1351.  The author was wife of  
Richard Whately, Archbishop of  Dublin.  Both of  them were involved in 
relief  work during the Irish Famine, which is alluded to in the Preface.  
This conduct book is divided into two parts:  Social and Domestic, 
including fashion, marriage, education.

1851 £110

WEIR
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PRESENTATION COPY WITH AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED
290.  WICKS, Frederick.  The Infant.  Illustrated by A. Morrow.  FIRST EDITION.  

Remington & Co.   Half  title, illus, 3pp ads & opinions of  
the press.  Contemp. full tree calf;  hinges cracked, leading 
hinge held by sewing only;  spine rubbed & chipped at head.  
Signed presentation inscription on leading blank:  ‘For the 
town library, Frederick Wicks, May 13 1895’.

¶ Loosely inserted is an autograph letter signed from Wicks 
to ‘Dear Somervell, from Cheyne Gardens, Chelsea, dated 17 
Jan. 1893.  ‘I send you a bit of  tree calf ’ he begins, referring 
not to this volume but perhaps to a similarly bound copy of  
his earlier novel The Veiled Hand, published in 1892.  ‘The 
Queen has accepted a copy, bound in morocco with soft back 
& gilt top with rough edge.  I have written a special preface 
in her copy, & after a time I will get it paragraphed’.  He also 
proudly notes that ‘the Athenæum has given me a wonderful 
notice - two cols = parallel with Thackeray - cannot praise 
the style too highly &c &c’.  Frederick Wicks, 1840-1910, 
was an author and inventor of  the Wicks Rotary Typecasting 
Machine which supplied The Times newspaper with a daily 
supply of  type.  The Infant was the last of  his three novels, 
preceded by  Golden Lives (1891) and The Veiled Hand (1892).

[1895] £50

291.  WIGAN FREE LIBRARY.  Three Elaborately Printed Cards Celebrating the 
Presentation of  the Wigan Free Library to the Corporation of  Wigan, by Thomas 
Taylor.  A. Macgregor.  3 colour litho. printed cards of  different sizes, one in 4pp.  v.g.

¶ Printed by the lithographer to Queen Victoria, the three handsomely printed 
cards celebrate the presentation of  the Wigan Free Library to the Corporation 
of  Wigan.  It was constructed as a gift to the city by a local mill owner Thomas 
Taylor and supplied with over 20,000 books by £12,000 left in his will by 
the surgeon Joseph Taylor Winnard.  The first card is an elaborately printed 
invitation to the celebratory dinner, held on October 16th, 1877.  The second 
and third are the dinner menu and ‘list of  toasts’.

1877 £180 †

WICKS



WILBERFORCE WANTS HIS BOOK BACK
292.  WILBERFORCE, William.  ALS to ‘Thos. Bernard 

Esq.’ from Kensington Gore, ‘12½ Friday’.  18 lines on 
first side only of  folded 8vo leaf, integral address leaf  
with remains of  wax seal;  some light folds for posting.  
Paper watermarked 1805.

¶ A brief  ALS from William Wilberforce, abolitionist 
and philanthropist, to the social reformer Thomas 
Bernard, in which he reminds him that he should 
have left an item behind:  ‘After all, you have gone 
away without leaving the Books’.  He declares, ‘I 
felt myself  in fault at first for not reminding you 
of  it as you were stepping into the carriage, but on 
second thoughts, you are even more to blame than 
me’.  No matter, Wilberforce will have a servant in 
Marylebone at around 3 o’clock, ‘who will call for 
it, if  you will let it be left out for him’.  Signed ‘Ever 
affectionately W. Wilberforce’.  The book in question 
is not further identified.  Thomas Bernard, 1750-1818, 
was a campaigning social reformer, and from 1795 to 
1806 treasurer of  the Foundling Hospital in London 
(underneath which he was later buried).  He was a keen 
advocate of  canals (as a means of  reducing costs of  goods to the working classes), 
and was a central figure in enabling the construction of  the Regents Canal.

[c.1806] £650 †

DORIAN GRAY
293.  WILDE, Oscar.  The Picture of  Dorian Gray.  Paris: Charles Carrington.  Half  title.  

Uncut in orig. green cloth, blocked in gilt;  v. sl. rubbed at corners.  A v.g. bright copy.
¶ A decadent classic which, unlike its hero has aged extremely well.

1910 £280

WILBERFORCE
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FINE ALBUM OF ORIGINAL CARTOONS
294.  WILLOCK, George Boileau (and others)  ‘Scraps by Many Hands’.  Album of  

original cartoons, watercolours, pen-&-ink sketches.  170pp on 4to leaves, containing 
259 sketches and a few printed cartoons, including one ‘sent to Punch January 1868’, 
presumably by Willock.  Contemp. half  brown roan, cloth boards, lettered on front: 
‘G. B. W.’.  The album is titled:  ‘Scraps by Many Hands’ and signed Gore Willock, 
son of  George. 

¶ A fascinating collection of  original art work by George Boileau Willock, 
b.1832, and his artistic friends.  The album was passed to his son, Gore Wynard 
Willock, 1861-1910. 
G.B.W. came from an Imperial family, which included Alexander Willock, 
London merchant and slave owner in the West Indies, his son Francis, 1785-
1834, naval officer and brother of  Sir Henry Willock who died on a voyage from 
Bombay and Captain Frank Gore Willock (1829-57) who died at Delhi.  
G.B.W., born 1832, was son of  Henry Willock and Elizabeth Davis and married 
Georgina C.M Willoughby in 1857 - they had three children, Beatrice, Gore 
and Frank.  Gore was born at Mussoorie, rose to Captain in India, and died at 
Croydon.  Several other members of  the Willock dynasty were in the Indian 

Army.  The ‘Boileau’ connection was through Mary 
Elizabeth Boileau, 1838-1919, who married Henry 
Davis Willock in 1859.
In this album, probably compiled by Gore, there 
are 124 original cartoons, often with humorous 
dialogue captions in the style of  Punch, signed 
‘G.B.W.’ or, occasionally, ‘G.B. Willock’ and about 
80 others, unsigned but probably by him.  There is a 
single printed cartoon by G.B.W. published in Punch.  
Additionally, there are 20 illustrations in watercolour 
or pen-&-ink, of  houses, horses, street scenes in 
England, Scotland and India, including ‘Mussoorie - 
View from Willow Bank’, ‘G.B.W.’s stabling at Muttra’ 
and ‘Cawnpore Church’ - as well as a ‘portrait’ of  the 
artist, a photograph of  the head neatly incorporated 
into a sketch of  a man on horseback.
18 other cartoons are signed with the initials of  other 
artists:  8 by ‘C.A.R.’, 4 by ‘J.L.’, 2 each by ‘H.M.J.’ and 
‘W.T.’, one each by ‘W.F.L.’ and ‘M.E.’.  There are 11 
cartoons, unsigned but probably not by G.B.W, and 
four others probably of  earlier date.
Willock is an accomplished artist.  His cartoons are 
mainly in pen-&-ink, occasionally with some colour.  
He is interested in sport - horse racing (Epsom, The 
Derby), riding, boxing (a double scene of  Sayers), 
cricket (‘Near the St. Lawrence Cricket Ground’), 
swimming, hunting and shooting, pig-sticking, billiards 
- animals, social events, domestic scenes.  G.B.W. also 
demonstrates his interest in India, soldiers and the 

army.  Although there are a number of  straight portraits of  Asian and African 
men and women, the caricatures he draws are often decidedly racist.
The two printed items laid into the album are: 
a. A Legend of  Broadstairs.  For Private Circulation only.  Broadstairs:  Printed 

by E. Cantwell.  12pp, original brown printed wraps. Signed ‘G.B.W.’ at end. 
A short story, one copy only on Copac at NLS. Inscribed to ‘Gore from the 
Author’. [c.1875]?

b. A True Tale told by Mariah Hanne to Sarah Jane. 3pp. on a single folded sheet of  
light blue paper. n.p. n.d. [c.1880]? Inscribed to ‘Gore from the Author’.

An exceptional album.
[c.1855-1885] £2,800

WILLOCK



CRICKET & SPORTS EQUIPMENT CATALOGUE
295.  WISDEN. John Wisden & Co.  Cricketing Football & Lawn Tennis Manufacturers.  

Illustrated Catalogue for 1893.  John Wisden, Leicester Square.  Also including the 
Revised Laws of  Cricket, pp.25-27.  Orig. wrappers, printed in black and red;  top 
outer corner of  front wrap torn affecting only the closing time on Saturdays, old 
vertical fold.  28pp.

¶ Not recorded on Copac;  the only surviving Wisden catalogue listed is for 
1884, a single copy in BL.  With many illustrations of  equipment, fully priced and 
4 page insert of  fielding positions for different types of  bowlers.  The first 14 
pages show a wide range of  cricket paraphernalia;  the second half  covers tennis, 
football (rugby or association), badminton, croquet, fives, golf, gymnastics, la 
crosse, polo, hockey, boxing, archery, fencing, single sticks, skittles.  The front 
wrapper advertises ‘The Catapulta’, an early bowling machine, ‘the most effective 
substitute for the professional bowler’ - ‘price complete 12gns’.  John Wisden, 
1826-1884, played cricket for England;  he established a cricket-equipment 
business in Leamington Spa in 1850 and, five years later, opened a ‘cricket and 
cigar’ shop in Coventry Street near The Haymarket in central London, originally 
in partnership with Fred Lillywhite.  He started his Cricketers’ Almanac in 1864.  
After his death, the company of  John Wisden & Co. became a major sporting 
equipment brand.

1893 £85

IN (SHAM) GOLD CLOTH
296.  WOHL, Stéphanie.  Sham Gold.  Translated by Stephen Louis Simeon.  Ward & 

Downey.  Front. port., 4pp ads.  Orig. gold sand-grained cloth, lettered in black & red;  
sl. rubbing, but still a v.g. copy in a striking binding.

¶ Aranyfüst. Regény, 1887.  FIRST ENGLISH EDITION, possibly from the 
first German edition, Rauschgold, which appeared in 1889 and was translated by 
the author herself.  This appears to be the only work of  Wohl’s translated into 
English.  She was born in 1848, and died in 1889, just when her literary career 
was taking off.

1890 £120

WISDEN
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297.  (WOLLSTONECRAFT, Mary)  JEBB, Camilla.  Mary Wollstonecraft.  Edited by 
Ralph M. Wardle.  FIRST EDITION.  Herbert & Daniel.  (The Regent Library.)  Half  
title, front., title in red & black, 12pp cata.  Orig. cream cloth, lettered & dec. in gilt;  
spine sl. darkened.  A good-plus copy.

¶ Includes texts of  her major works.
[1912] £30

298.  WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION.  Membership Card.  W.S.P.U.  
Printed card, 16.5 x 14cm, folded along perforation.  With a small paper collar in the 
colours of  the W.S.P.U., purple, white & green.

¶ A very well-preserved and unused printed membership card for the W.S.P.U., 
formed of  a single folded piece of  cream card, designed to be divided into two 
pieces;  one half  to be retained by the member, the other to be detached and 
posted to 4 Clement’s Inn (with the entrance fee of  1 shilling).  The portion 
to be returned to the Hon. Sec. (‘please write very distinctly’) is printed on 
one side only.  It includes the Membership Pledge:  ‘I endorse the objects and 
methods of  the Women’s Social & Political Union, and I hereby undertake not 
to support the candidate of  any political party at Parliamentary Elections until 
Women have obtained the Parliamentary vote’.  The portion to be retained by 
the member outlines the Objects and Methods of  the organisation.  The W.S.P.U 
was founded in Manchester in 1903, with the purpose of  gaining parliamentary 
suffrage for women, and the further purpose of  establishing ‘equality of  rights 
and opportunities between the sexes’.  It was by far the most prominent of  
the women’s suffrage movements, becoming well-known for its high-profile 
campaign of  direct action and civil disobedience.  Its prominence waned during 
the First World War, as the leadership shifted focus to supporting the war effort, 
and it was disbanded in 1917.  The franchise was finally extended to women 
(though not all women) in December 1918.
A very nice piece of  suffragette ephemera, in very good condition.  See also 
following item and item 283.

[c.1910] £450 †

WOLLSTONECRAFT
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299. WOMEN’S SOCIAL AND POLITICAL UNION.  Pin 
Badge.  Enamel circular pin badge divided into three blocks of  
colour:  dark green at centre, white middle circle, purple circle 

with gilt ornaments at edge.  Lettered in gilt ‘WSPU’ on 
central segment.  Diameter 3.6cm.  v.g.
¶ A very attractive enamel pin badge, distributed by 
the WSPU in the early part of  the 20th century.  It is 

an unusual design, one that Florey suggests could 
be the ‘first pin issued’ by the movement.  Florey 
describes a very similar badge (‘a circular enamel 

piece in purple, white, and green with the initials 
WSPU emblazoned on it’) as advertised in Votes for 

Women, the publication of  the movement, in 1908.  See 
also previous item and item 283.

[c.1908] £1,250 †

WITH BEWICK PLATES
300.  WYNNE, John Huddlestone.  Amusing and Instructive Tales for Youth:  in thirty 

poems.  With moral applications, in prose.  Ornamented with cuts, neatly designed and 
engraved on wood, by Bewick.  24mo.  J. Harris, B. Crosby & Co.;  Darton & Harvey;  
& Longman, Hurst, Ress Orme, & Brown.  Woodcut illus., final ad. leaf.  Contemp. 
quarter red morocco, marbled paper boards;  sl. rubbed.  v.g.

¶ First published by Newbery in 1794.  
1815 £85

THE END

WOMEN’S SOCIAL & POLITICAL UNION




